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Beretta New Zealand is proud to release the second edition of our catalogue, 
and introduce you to the range of products and brands that we distribute. This 
catalogue aims to combine modernity and tradition that is appreciated by 
users of our products. Whether you are a hunter, shooter, or competitor; we 
have tried to focus on the products that are at the centre of your passion and 
accompany you on your adventures.

The quality of our products and the prestige of our brands are a guarantee of 
longevity, quality and commitment. We make every effort to ensure that 
firearms, optics, ammunition, accessories, and clothing are accessible to you 
and offer the quality you demand.

Please follow the social networks of our brands, Beretta, Benelli, Sako, Tikka, 
Franchi, Uberti, Aimpoint, Burris, and Steiner.

Subscribe to our mailing list on our website www.berettanewzealand.com.

Be informed of the latest news in real time and share your experiences with 
the brands you love!

Gunsmithing tradition, technological innovations, and current design combine 
to create this catalogue and showcase our range of products. We hope you 
will find it informative and useful.

YOUR PASSION IS OUR TRADITION

Niccolo d’Amico
General Manager
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LIVE
YOUR
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THEY TRUST US...

...DO YOU?

www.berettanewzealand.com

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK 
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/BERETTANZ

FOLLOW US ON INSTAGRAM
WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM/BERETTANEWZEALAND

BERETTA NEW ZEALAND WEBSITE
WWW.BERETTANEWZEALAND.COM
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THE
GUARANTEE OF 
ADVENTURE

Our products benefit from strong guarantees  
offered by our strong brands.
Every firearm we sell is marked with official proof 
marks, and is recognized by the C.I.P. They constitute 
the maximum safety guarantee that can be given, 
with these tests being carried out at pressures 
much higher than those which can be developed 
by ammunition currently being used.
Damage resulting from abnormal use, misuse, or 
lack of maintenance is excluded from the warranty. 
In addition, the guarantee can not be put into play 
if modifications have been carried out without our 
written authorisation. Problems or accidents 
resulting from negligence, condition of storage, lack 
of maintenance, or use outside of the products 
intended use is not covered by these guarantees.
The warranty is limited to the replacement of parts 
and / or products that do not conform to the 
technical specifications indicated in the 
manufacturer’s operating instructions and only take 
effect from the date of delivery. Wood and plastic 
parts are not guaranteed. The warranty is only 
applicable to the original purchaser, from the date 
of the first purchase, (the date of the invoice). Finally 
the parts under warranty that are being exchanged 
must be returned.

All return shipping must be paid by the claimant, 
unless agreed otherwise. In no case will our 
products be taken back or exchanged without our 
prior approval.

In order for Benelli shotguns to quality for the 10 
year warranty the purchaser must register their 
shotgun online at https://www.benelli.it/it/login 
within 30 days of purchase.
Benelli B.E.S.T treated barrels and parts (available 
on specific models) are warranted against rust and 
corrosion for 25 years from date of purchase if the 
firearm is registerd within 30 day of purchase.
Full warranty provisions available at 
https://www.benelli.it

IV

NO RETURNS WILL BE ACCEPTED 
WITHOUT OUR PRIOR AGREEMENT. 

Please keep the original receipt indicating the store and the date of purchase.
This is necessary when requesting warranty repair services.

Prices displayed in this catalogue are reccomended retail prices (RRP) and for indicative purposes only. Prices displayed may not accuratley represent prices in store or online. 
Prices are displayed in New Zealand Dollars and are subject to change without notice.
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A deep love for nature and outdoor life, a constant search 
for innovation, a particular attention to detail, and an ever 
renewed enthusiasm for quality and unique style without 
limits.

These are the fundamental values   that guide us, and that 
you will find in Beretta products.

For five centuries, we have been with you, we share 
the same passions, we make sure to serve you with 
enthusiasm and dedication by offering authentic, 
beautiful, and reliable products.

We welcome you to the Beretta world.

BERETTA 
FIELD SHOTGUNS
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FIELD SHOTGUNS

A400
The new range of Semi-Auto’s 
from Beretta

Beretta A400 Xtreme Plus. The evolution of the world’s softest shooting waterfowl shotgun.
Available in Black Synthetic, Max5, or Optifade Camo - the A400 Xtreme Plus is comfortable, powerful, and reliable.
It features the latest technical innovations including;

• Optima Bore Steelium Plus Barrels, for tight shot patterns and long barrel life. Steel proof.
• Kick-Off3 Cube for the ultimate in recoil reduction.
• Long 360mm forcing cone improves shot pattern, consistency, and accuracy; while reducing recoil.
• Extended charging handle and bolt release for improved handling. 
• Enlarged loading port and coloured magazine follower for easy loading and to enable the shooter to easily identify when the 

gun is empty.
• Competition style steel mid-bead and fibre-optic front bead on a 7x7mm stepped rib.
• Rubber cheek piece to cushion recoil on the shooters cheek.
• Exceptional corrosion resistance.

Best Recoil Reduction System in the world: -60 %
Kick-Off® is the only recoil reduction system in the world that uses two hydraulic dampers 
similar to those used for suspension in cars. All other systems on the market are based on 
the deformation of soft materials like rubber, polyurethane or polymer inserts.
What’s the difference ?
Imagine driving a car with rubber suspension!

1

Another leap forward in flexibility
Micro-Core is an innovative expanded polymer, developed by Beretta after decades of 
experience shooting around the world.
This new base plate, when subjected to pressure during firing gradually relaxes while 
simultaneously increasing the contact surface with the shoulder.
This reduces felt recoil and increases shooter comfort.

High Speed Mechanics
Reliable speed and unequaled performance.
Blink is the new engine of the A400, the result of the integration between the new Beretta 
gas-operated, rotary-head locking system and a new fuel system. The new gas-operated 
system is equipped with an innovative piston with a scraping elastic o-ring which also acts 
as a seal. Blink is therefore more powerful and much cleaner.
36% faster cycling than any other semi-automatic. The mechanics of the A400 is a true 
engineering jewel and is unlike any other shotgun on the market with its outstanding reload 
speed.
Being the fastest to make the next move will increase your chances of hitting your target. 
With the Beretta A400, this is possible.

Designed for Steel
The unique Optima-Bore® HP geometry is designed to provide the best performance even 
with HP steel shot.
The spray remains perfect and uniform thanks to the use of HP Optima-Choke® chokes.

Steel Technology
Steelium is a technology used when producing Beretta firearms. Beretta’s special tri-
alloy steel is used and ensures barrels are of exceptional quality. Through deep drilling, 
cold hammering, and special vacuum expansion - our Tri-alloy steel acquires the ideal 
characteristics that offer the best ballistic performance available today. 
Steelium Plus has  all the benefits of Steelium, plus a tapered internal profile of 360mm for 
even smoother pellets dynamics and ultimately better shot patterns.

The only device in the world that acts on the second peak of recoil
Laboratory tests have shown that the recoil has two distinct components: the explosion of 
ammunition at the moment of firing (1st peak of recoil) and the impact of the bolt carriage 
against the receiver during the reloading phase (2nd peak).

Kick-Off 3 
Is a 3rd hydraulic damper acting on the 2nd peak of recoil.
As a result, wear of the mechanical parts is greatly reduced, increasing the longevity of the 
firearm and decreasing felt recoil.

Universal Chamber : 
Exclusive Beretta technology ensuring excellent performance with all types, and weights of 
ammunition from 24 to 64 grams.

2
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FIELD SHOTGUNS
 A400 XTREME PLUS

A400 XTREME PLUS BLACK SYNTHETIC

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Finish Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch Kick-Off Mega

26inch 5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated Synth

3.4 kg $3,49928inch 5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated Synth

30inch 5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated Synth

A400 XTREME PLUS MAX5

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Finish Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch Kick-Off Mega

26inch 5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm 
Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl)

Stepped, 
Ventilated Max5

3.4 kg $3,69928inch 5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm 
Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl)

Stepped, 
Ventilated Max5

30inch 5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm 
Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl)

Stepped, 
Ventilated Max5

A400 XTREME PLUS OPTIFADE

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Finish Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch Kick-Off Mega

26inch 5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated Optifade

3.4 kg $3,69928inch 5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated Optifade

30inch 5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated Optifade

A400 XTREME PLUS AQUATECH

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Finish Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch Kick-Off Mega 28inch
5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl)

Stepped, Ventilated
Green/Prarie

3.4 kg $3,799
5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl Grey/Veil

The new A400 Xtreme Plus Truetimber Prarie is an evolution of the A400 and features a Truetimber Prarie Camoflague pattern along with an olive green Aquatech finish for maximum steal, ruggedness, and 
corrosion resistance.

Aquatech Green Prarie

Aquatech Grey Veil
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FIELD SHOTGUNS

A400 XTREME PLUS

A400 ULTRA LITE

An A400 for the upland bird hunter!
The new A400 Ultra Lite combines the ultra-reliable A400 action with extreme light-weight.

The black receiver is engraved with a game scene. A weight of only 2.7 kg makes the A400 Ultra Lite the lightest 
semi-auto 12 gauge on the market. Features a carbon fibre rib and pistol grip cap.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
26inch 3 Optima HP chokes (*/***/Cyl) Carbon

2.7kg $3,399
28inch 3 Optima HP chokes (*/***/Cyl) Carbon

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch Kick-Off Plus

66 3 Optima HP Chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated

3.1 kg
$3,499

71 3 Optima HP Chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated

76 3 Optima HP Chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated

20ga 3inch Kick-Off Plus 71 3 Optima HP Chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated 2.9kg

A400 UPLAND

The A400 Upland is the first ever Beretta Shotgun with a wood stock combined with 
innovative Kick-Off Plus technology which  reduces felt recoil by more than 50%. 

The nickel plated receiver is enriched with beautiful hunting scene engraving.
A new pistol grip and fore-end design improves comfort and handling.

The A400 Upland is a combination of the latest technologies with a classic look.

A400 XTREME PLUS LEFT HAND

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Finish Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch Kick-Off Méga
28inch 5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated Black 

Synthetic 3.4 kg
$3,499

28inch 5 Optima HP External chokes +2cm Black Edition (*/**/***/****/Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated Max5 $3,699

A400 XPLOR
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FIELD SHOTGUNS

A400 LITE COMPACT YOUTH

A400 LITE COMPACT YOUTH

The A400 Lite Compact is a modular shotgun that was designed to grow along with young hunters and clay target shooters. The Compact Youth features a short stock, 
suitable for the small statured person or young hunter; then includes a series of stock extensions that can be added to increase the length as the young shooter grows. The 
A400 lite 

Length of Stock: 320mm with 20mm  Microcore recoil pad. 
Adjustable LOP: trough standard spacers of 25mm or 12mm  (1” or 0.5”) 
Choke/Barrel extension: to increase barrel length
Weight:  2.75kg 
Gauge:  20ga

OCHP Steelium Barrel

Reduced Length-of-pull

3inch chamber

The A400 Lite Compact can grow along with the shooter and be 
customised for a perfect fit. Includes 12 and 25mm stock spaces

Includes 40mm barrel extension

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

20ga 3inch
26inch

3 Optima HP chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated 2.7kg $2,799
28inch
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FIELD SHOTGUNS

A400 LITE LEFT HAND

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch Kick-off 28inch 3 Optima chokes HP (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated 3kg $2,799

A400 LITE 20GA

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

20ga 3inch Kick-off 28inch 3 Optima chokes HP (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated 2.85kg $2,799

A400 LITE MAX5 20GA

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

20ga 3inch Kick-Off 28inch 3 Optima chokes HP (*/***/Cyl) Venilated 2.85 kg $3,099

A400 LITE

A400 LITE SYNTHETIC OR MAX5
The A400 LITE is a 3” chambered shotgun combining 
Kick-Off Plus recoil absorption (-50%) and Beretta 
Steelium barrel technology. It’s light weight thanks to the 
technopolymer stock construction. The LITE is the perfect 
blend of strength, agility and precision featuring a 
Short fore-end, 3 kg weight, S-Grip for excellent grip,  an 
ergonomic stock, and Kick-off Plus recoil reduction.

Kick-off Plus : Two new high-tech recoil absorption cells that 
combine an impressive reduction in recoil with a significant 
reduction in weight. Recoil -50% 
Super Ergonomic Stock: When shooting, the cheek remains 
resting on the stock, increasing stability and allowing faster 
and more accurate follow up shots.

S-Grip : The high-tech technopolymer stock & fore-end
have a new checkering pattern; the S-Grip, designed to 
increase the performance, grip and feel of the shotgun.
Short Fore-end: The new fore-end has been shortened to 
reduce weight on the front of the shotgun, improving balance 
and speed of handling. The 3kg weight makes the A400 Lite 
Synthetic very light when taking into account all the technical 
advances and features built into the shotgun.

S-GRIP
-50% RECOIL

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Finish Weight RRP

12ga 3inch Kick-off
28inch 3 Optima chokes HP (*/***/Cyl) Vetilated Black

3kg
$2,799

28inch 3 Optima chokes HP (*/***/Cyl) Vetilated Max5 $3,099
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FIELD SHOTGUNS

A300

A300 OUTLANDER WOOD

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

 12ga  3inch 28inch 3 Optima chokes HP (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated  3.1kg $1,899

A300 OUTLANDER SYNTHETIC

A300 OUTLANDER MAX5

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 28inch 3 Optima chokes HP (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated 3.1 kg $2,099

The new A300 Outlander. Durable & Tough, but light
Robust 
Black anodized aluminium. Ergonomic design and attractive. 
Reliable
Beretta gas system. Shoots all types of cartridges from 2 3/4 to 3inch magnum.
Precise
Cold-hammered Barrel, matte finish, with HP chokes.

A350 XTREME SYNTHETIC

The A350 is a 3.5” version of the A300. 
Gas-operated system with a rotating-bolt. Kick-Off buttstock to cushion recoil.

HP Chokes.

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch Kick-Off 28inch 3 Optima Chokes HP +5cm (*/***/****) Vetilated 3.4 kg $2,399

A350 XTREME MAX5

Calibre Chamber Recoil Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch Kick-Off 28inch 3 Optima Chokes HP +5cm (*/***/****) Vetilated 3.4 kg $2,599

A350

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 28inch 3 Optima chokes HP (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated  3.1kg $1,899
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With over 1,800,000 pieces made, the BERETTA 
Silver Pigeon is famous around the world for 
hunting, sport shooting, and competition.

The patented latch and locking system make Beretta shotguns 
highly reliable, robust and exceptionally manoeuvrable. The internal 
mechanisms, also patented, allow the shooter to obtain quick starts 
and feature an extremely fast ignition lock time. The closing lock 
automatically catches every time. The barrels are manufactured 
from high-quality steel and are cold hammer forged.

Fusil / Superposé

SILVER PIGEON I

SILVER PIGEON I

SILVER PIGEON I COMBO

NEW Beretta Silver Pigeon I Engraving
Combining tradition, stength, and reliabilty at an excellent price. 

All new engraving design on the updated Silver Pigeon I

Calibre Chamer Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga

3inch

28inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated
3.1kg $3,099

30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated

20ga
28inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated

2.8kg $3,099
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated

28ga 2.75inch
28inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated

30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated

410ga 3inch
26inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated

2.75 kg $3,099
28inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

20 /28ga 3 / 2.75inch 28inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated
2.8 kg $5,499

28 / 410ga 2.75 / 3inch 28inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated

*Special order only

Left hand options available

Left hand options available

FIELD SHOTGUNS

Calibre Chamer Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga
3inch

28inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated
3.3kg $3,999

30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated

20ga 30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated 3kg $3,999
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687 FIELD
FIELD SHOTGUNS

Great Looks, Finish
Something that never fails to impress about the Silver Pigeon III are its premium looks. The game 

scene on the receiver is rich and full of artistic details, while the trigger guard 
and top lever are embellished with a tasteful scroll. The select walnut 

stock features a super-crisp checkering pattern that affords 
a positive grip while further enhancing the elegance 

of this shotgun. And the perfect proportions 
and unmistakable Beretta lines won’t fail to

 turn heads at the range, even 
from a distance.

Natural Pointability, Swing
The Silver Pigeon is built on the legendary 687 action, a long-standing favorite among hunters and competitive shooters. It features two conical 

locking lugs at mid-action, right between the barrels, giving it great locking strength and durability while keeping the action’s profile considerably 
lower. The advantage is that the eye of the shooter is a lot closer to the plane of his supporting hand, resulting in a considerably better swing 

and hand-eye coordination.

Tough, Accurate Barrels
Available with various barrel lengths, the Silver Pigeon III is a shotgun designed to last several lifetimes in spite of its lightness and fast handling. 

The chrome-moly cold-hammer forged barrels of the Silver Pigeon III are designed to take the punishment of heavy hunting loads without 
compromising in shot pattern and durability. Also, the forcing cone is elongated to provide less shot deformation and recoil, while the MobilChoke 

system is further designed to resist stress and ensure durability.

Calibre Chamer Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga
3inch

28inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated
3.3kg $3,999

30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated

20ga 30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Ventilated 3kg $3,999

Left hand options available

Beretta 687 Silver Pigeon III Field
It has all the benefits of the Silver Pigeon I plus more extensive engraving and a stock oval for the owner’s initials.
It handles wonderfully as a game gun while not being too light for a long session at the clay range. It is available in 12 and 
20 gauge.
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687 EELL models are the top of the line Beretta Shotguns
They feature sideplates that act as extra canvas for the lavish hand-chased engraving, as well as a specially-selected walnut stock that gives it 
a true heirloom quality. While the 687EELL  certainly figures well while on display, the 687EELL’s worth as a game gun is equally striking. With 
the point of balance right at the hinge-pin, it is a shotgun that comes up naturally to the shoulder while still having enough of a lively feeling 
forward of the supporting hand. This is an over-under with the feel and allure of a classic, for the discriminating hunter who appreciates all the 
finer points of a perfectly-made premium gun.

687 EELL DIAMOND PIGEON FLORAL

Calibre Chamber Barrel Grip Trigger Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga

3inch

28inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated
3.2 kg $13,499

30inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

20ga
28inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

2.8 kg $13,499
30inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

28ga 2.75inch
28inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

2.5 kg $13,49930inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

410ga 3inch 28inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

687 EELL DIAMOND PIGEON HUNTING SCENE

Calibre Chamber Barrel Grip Trigger Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga

3inch

28inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated 3.2 kg $13,499
30inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

20ga
28inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

2.8 kg $13,499
30inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

28ga 2.75inch
28inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

2.5 kg
$13,499

30inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

410ga 3inch 28inch Pistol Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated $13,499

687 EELL
PREMIUM FIELD

Left hand options available

Left hand options available

New Floral engraving for the 687 EELL Diamond Pigeon.
An ever more elegant and upmarket style. English floral engravings with deep ornamental motifs 

and beautiful spiral engravings around the pivot. 
State-of-the-art engraving technology allows the highest precision engraving.

A walnut butt plate blends into the butt and finishes off this attractive shotgun.

PREMIUM FIELD

687 EELL

687 EELL CLASSIC FLORAL

687 EELL CLASSIC GAME SCENE

Calibre Chamber Barrel Grip Trigger Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga

3inch

28inch POW Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated 3.2 kg $14,999
30inch POW Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

20ga
28inch POW Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

2.8 kg $14,999
30inch POW Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

The 687 EELL CLASSIC receives a superior finish,  
a higher quality of wood and a long trigger guard.

It’s the most luxurious of the Silver Pigeons.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Grip Trigger Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga

3inch

28inch POW Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated 3.2 kg $14,999
30inch POW Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

20ga
28inch POW Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

2.8 kg $14,999
30inch POW Single 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated

Left hand options available

Left hand options available
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PREMIUM FIELD

SO

Beretta is the only manufacturer in the world that has retained the skills and know-how to 
produce high quality, fine shotguns with side-locks that are much sought after by
connoisseurs around the world.  

Made by gunsmiths of great talent and engraved by master engravers of great renown, these beautiful shotguns are
real works of art. The range is available in SO6, SO10 and SO5 models.
Both Optima Choke version and fixed choke versions are steel shot proven. 
These shotgun’s are be made by special request, with a choice between an English buttstock or Burl walnut stock.
The price is dependent on the type of engraving.

SO6 EELL

SO6 EELL

Contact us for pricing, options, and configurations available.
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PREMIUM FIELD

The Beretta SL3 is a new era of high-end shotgun and combes the latest technologies available from accross the 
different Beretta product families. 
The result is a fusion of outstanding performance in the field, and an elegant aesthetic. Handcrafted in Gardone Val Trompia by our 
most talented gunsmiths whose craftsmanship, passion, and pursuit of perfection is bought to life in our premium gun shop. 

Technical Characteristics
The new SL3 platform is an elegant and reliable box lock system designed to provide the best performance in the field and withstand intensive use.
•  Featuring a unique design, the action of the SL3 offers a perfect action / barrel locking system, increasing the robustness and rigidity of the platform. 
• The barrels are anchored in three distinct points; hinge pins, lower hooks and locking pins. The opening and closing of the shotgun will remain fluid and effortless 

over time.
• The firing mechanism is quick and precise thanks to the special leaf spring used in our luxury hunting and competition shotguns.
• New ejector design is  even more reliable and easy to clean.
• Optima Bore HP Barrels. The main ingredients behind the astonishing performance of Beretta Steelium barrels are;
• Exclusive Beretta Tri-Alloy (Ni, Cr, Mo) Steel is used for the barrels. Barrels are cold hammer forged.
• The Optima HP Bore Profile has been specifically designed to provide excellent patterns with every type of cartridge: lead, steel and other lead alternatives.
• Design.The rounded and fluid design of the SL3 opening lever underscores the shotguns profile, improving its graceful appearance while  aiding in quick target 

acquisition.
• The unique shape of the opening lever has been designed to perfectly compliment the elegant lines of the receiver.
• The rear end of the opening lever  is tapered, gently flowing into stock.
• A newly designed trigger group gives the SL3 a contemporary look. The engravings are created with the best and the most modern of Beretta technologies: a 5-axis 

laser capable of engraving rounded surfaces with a perfect continuity of the pattern.
• You can choose from three different engravings designed by the Beretta Master Engraver. The SL3 is also available in a polished mirror version, requiring hours of 

polishing by hand on each surface.
• The SL3 is the first Beretta shotgun supplied with a dedicated suitcase and manufactured entirely by hand in our new workshops.

SL3

Engraving Chamber Barrel Grip Trigger Chokes Rib

12ga 3inch
28inch Pistol Single 5 Optima chokes HP Ventilated

30inch Pistol Single 5 Optima chokes HP Ventilated

20ga 3inch
28inch Pistol Single 5 Optima chokes HP Ventilated

30inch Pistol Single 5 Optima chokes HP Ventilated

28ga 2 3/4inch
28inch Pistol Single 5 Optima chokes HP Ventilated

30inch Pistol Single 5 Optima chokes HP Ventilated
Fine English Scroll G1

Deep Floral Engraving G2 Mirror Polish G4Game Scene with Ducks, Pheasants. and Partridges G3

Exclusive to Beretta Premium Shotguns
Leather Beretta Premium accessories that celebrate Beretta’s 
legacy and also reflect the stunning attention given to detail that 
characterizes the Beretta Premium philosophy.

A touch of class
The ergonomics of the leather handle 
and perfect balance of the case make it 
comfortable and easy to carry,
while offering your shotgun the best 
protection. All cleaning accessories are 
included in a beautiful leather pouch.

SL

Left hand options available

Enquire for pricing*
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PREMIUM FIELD

BERETTA 486

New 486 Side by Side  
Surprisingly light and handy, the Beretta 486 unites the charm of the best gunsmithing traditions with
the design of a round receiver and modern and innovative technology. The result is a classic and elegantly styled shotgun.
The Beretta 486 is reliable, safe, precise, and well proportioned.
The exclusive Beretta Tribloc barrel mounting system ensures a refined and traditional aesthetic charm.
The Beretta 486 Side by Side is traditional, innovative, reliable, and beautiful.

486

486 EL

486 EL COLOUR CASE

Calibre Chamber Barrel Grip Trigger Chokes Rib RRP

12ga

3inch

28inch English Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm
$8,999

30inch English Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm

20ga
28inch English Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm

$8,999
30inch English Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm

28ga

28inch English Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm $8,999

28inch Pistol Grip Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm
$8,999

30inch Pistol Grip Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm

Calibre Chamber Barrel Grip Trigger Chokes Rib Weight RRP

20ga 3inch
28inch English Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm 2.85 kg

$15,999
30inch English Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm 2.85 kg

Calibre Chamber Barrel Grip Trigger Chokes Rib Weight RRP

20ga 3inch
28inch English Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm 2.85 kg

$15,999
30inch English Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm 2.85 kg

Left hand options available

The 486 EL is equipped with elegant and modern platinum counters
with an English-style floral engraving and a beautiful grade 3+ walnut stock .

Beautiful engraving in the purest English traditional form.

Left hand options available

Left hand options available
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SO
PREMIUM FIELD

SO6 SPARVIERE

Calibre Chamber Barrel Grip Trigger Chokes Rib Weight

12ga 3inch 28inch Pistol Mono 5 Mobil chokes Ventilated 3.3 kg

SO10 EELL

Seventy years after the first modern Beretta over-and-under (the model S1, launched in 1933), a new sidelock shotgun was born. 
The SO10 over-and-under is the deserving successor of the famous Beretta SO series of hunting and competition shotguns 

that have earned their reputation as the most functional, elegant, and exclusive over-and-unders in the world. 
Now the SO10 is regarded as a true modern classic, with the lines of its receiver redefining elegance in a hunting shotgun.

This premium shotgun comes in four action sizes, each efficiently sized for a different gauge.
Available in 12, 20, 28 and .410 chamberings, offering owners the most exquisite proportions in a game gun.

Add to this the premium wood that is individually sized to the customer’s specifications, 
and the SO10 is the veritable pinnacle of shotgun craftsmanship and the crown jewel of any exclusive gun-room.  

Contact us for pricing, options, and configurations available

Left hand options available

The SO6 Sparviere is the latest addition to the Beretta luxury shotgun line up.

A magnificent shotgun that is a beautiful technological showcase.

Enquire for pricing*
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PREMIUM FIELD

BERETTA 486

486 NEWSON

What happens when the worlds oldest firearms company 
offers the design of the most traditional and the most 
elegant side by side? 

A work of art is created. The new 486 by Marc Newson is a faithful reinterpretation of a 
traditional side by side, with innovative technical solutions improving the performance, 
look, and feel. The traditional tail of the rocker has been shortened allowing the fine 
wood to separate the rocker and the Selector / Safety.
This unique design makes the 486 very elegant and immediately recognisable. 
Engraving is a special tribute to Asia - the country of origin of the pheasant. This 
unique design is made possible thanks to high-tech laser technology which is used
in the manufacturing process.

The new opening key has been specially designed to emphasize its independence
from the rest of the shotgun. While most shotguns have the trigger guard screwed to 
the back of the scale, the Beretta 486 inserts the trigger guard into a countersunk guide,  
providing a perfect junction of both surfaces which adds greater aesthetic value to the 
gun.  Features elegant Grade 4 wood with a wooden butt plate.

Marc Newson has been described as the most influential designer of his generation.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Trigger Chokes Rib Weight

12ga

3inch

28inch Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm 3.25 kg

30inch Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm 3.25 kg

20ga
28inch Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm 2.85 kg

30inch Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm 2.85 kg

28ga 2 3/4inch
28inch Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm 2.65 kg

30inch Single 5 Optima chokes HP 10x5.5 mm 2.65 kg

Left hand options available

Enquire with us for pricing*
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BERETTA 
SPORTING SHOTGUNS

9 GENERATIONS OF COMPETITION SHOTGUNS
60 YEARS WORTH OF VICTORIES IN ALL SHOOTING DISCIPLINES
47 OLYMPIC MEDALS

At the Rio 2016 Olympic Games, the Beretta team’s athletes featured many victories,
 winning 4 out of 5 golds, 4 silver medals out of 5 and 2 out of 5 bronze medals.
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COMPETITION SHOTGUNS

A400 XCEL

The future is in your hands!

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 30inch 3 Optima chokes HP internal + 2cm (**/***/****) 10x7mm Kick-off & Gun Pod 2 3.5 kg $2,999
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The first A400 with a raised adjustable rib and an adjustable stock to meet the needs of shooters in all competitions.
Features the B-Fast balancing system, grade 2.5 walnut B-Fast adjustable stock, and a polished receiver.

The shooter can easily adjust the rib height by up to 4mm. The controls are oversized and designed for competition.
The magazine cap is weighted and designed to optimise the balance of the shotgun. The A400 Xcel Multitarget comes with a black 110g magazine cap.

Available as options are a lighter weighted blue cap, or a heavier white cap. Supplied with 3 External Optima HP chokes.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Recoil Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

30inch 3 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****) 10x8mm B-Fast Kick-off 3.6 kg
$4,199

32inch 3 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****) 10x8mm B-Fast Kick-off 3.6 kg

30inch 3 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****) 10x8mm B-Fast - 3.5 kg
$3,899

32inch 3 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****) 10x8mm B-Fast - 3.5 kg

A400 XCEL MULTI TARGET

A400 XCEL SPORTING

GunPod 2
Totally new feature combining a downloadable application on smartphone, a GPS 
function, a shooting counter, a photo and video function related to shooting and sharing 
on social networks via bluetooth.

Kick-Off
Two hydraulic shock absorbers for the best recoil reduction performance in the world 
(-60%), and a reduction of the muzzle rise of the gun when firing.

B-Link
Beretta gas-powered system, rotating head, and new gas operating system: unmatched 
speed, reliability and performance.
Steelium
Beretta’s special steel, deep drilling expertise, cold hammering, and vacuum tempering 
combine to make the best shotguns in the world.

Microcore
Optimum flexibility, lightness and fluidity for a better comfort and a perfect shoulder.
Optimabore HP
The special Optima-Bore HP geometry was conceived to offer the best performance 
even with steel shot. The shot pattern remains perfect, uniform and consistent.

The A400 Xcel is a 12-gauge competition shotgun that is faster-cycling, softer-shooting, and better balanced than anything else on the market.
Built on the revolutionary A400 action, it delivers follow-up shots 36% faster than any other brand, while its advanced recoil-reducing systems make it absolutely pleasant to shoot 
even on demanding all-day competitions.
Its sleek lines and superior ergonomics are designed with one goal in mind: letting the A400 naturally follow your eye to the target. This is why it has quickly become a favorite 
among serious competitive shooters the world over.

Balance Cap
The Balance Cap System has three 
interchangeable weights that allow 
the shooter to weight the shotgun 
to become an extension of himself. 
Anodized finish on the cap.

Colour Weight Part#

Blue Light C8A799

Black Medium C5E586

SIlver Heavy C5E587
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COMPETITION SHOTGUNS

A400 XCEL

A400 XCEL SPORTING BLACK EDITION

Carbon fibre rib offers a lighter gun and makes it possibile
to increase the length of the barrel while keeping the desired overall weight. 

Comes with the 110g black magazine cap that creates the perfect balance with the carbon rib ensuring a perfect swing.
Oversized bolt release button and charging handle for better manoeuvrability and handling.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 30inch 3 Optima chokes HP Black Edition + 2cm (**/***/****) Carbon, 10x10 mm Kick Off 3.4 kg $3,899

13011301 COMPETITION

The 1301 Comp is a dedicated competition shotgun.
The Beretta 1301 Comp semi-auto shotgun is designed to win tactical competitions right out of the box. Combining the technology 

of Beretta’s best sporting shotguns with the requirements of the most demanding tactical shooters, it cycles faster than the 
competition, handles like a dream and has oversized controls for super-easy operation.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
21inch 1 Optima Choke HP (****) 10x8mm

3.2 kg $2,699
24inch 1 Optima Choke HP (****) 10x8mm
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1301 COMP PRO

The 1301 Comp Pro is an evolution of the 1301 Competition
The 1301 Comp has evolved into the Pro version following the implementation of suggestions made by Beretta’s multiple medal-

winning shooters. The 1301 Comp Pro includes a new polymeric stock with the Kick-Off Plus system to reduce recoil by up to 40%. 
The PRO uses the legendary Optima Choke HP Black Edition external chokes.

*Supplied with NZ compliant standard magazine tube - Pictured extension is not included.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
21inch 1 Optima Choke HP (****) 10x8mm

3.3 kg $3,099
24inch 1 Optima Choke HP (****) 10x8mm

Colour Weight Part#

Blue Light C8A799

Black Medium C5E586

SIlver Heavy C5E587
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SILVER PIGEON I

The Silver Pigeon I Sporting has been transformed to reach a new degree of performance and elegance, 
while maintaining exceptional value for money.

The 686 Silver Pigeon I series of shotgun’s have all the functional features of our premium over-unders at a particularly 
attractive price. At its heart it has the best-in-class 686 action, which is compact and low-profile while being extremely 
strong and reliable. Besides 12 and 20gauge, this shotgun is also available with beautifully scaled-down actions for 28 
gauge and .410, for a true premium-grade experience. Whether you take it to an upland hunt or to the clay target range, 
the Silver Pigeon I gives you the flawless performance, classic looks, and quality of a Beretta Firearm.

686 SILVER PIGEON I SPORTING
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Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga
3inch

28inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm Pistol grip

3.5 kg $3,09930inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm Pistol grip

32inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm Pistol grip

30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST
3.5 Kg $3,599

32inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

20ga 30inch 5 Mobil chokes (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 8x8mm B-FAST 3.2 kg $3,599

28ga 2 3/4inch 30inch 5 Mobil chokes (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 8x8mm B-FAST 3.1 kg $3,599

410ga 3inch 30inch 5 Mobil chokes (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 8x8mm B-FAST 3 kg $3,599

Left hand options available

COMPETITION SHOTGUNS

686 SILVER PIGEON I TRAP (DTL)

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (*/**/***/****/Cyl) 10x10mm Pistol grip 3.5 Kg $3,099

Heavier barrels compared to Sporting.
Available with an adjustable stock by request.

686 SILVER PIGEON I SPORTING VITTORIA (LADIES)

The new Vittoria series is the first Beretta shotgun range specifically designed for women. Developed with input from champion lady pro-shooters, the Vittoria series shotguns feature 
dedicated ergonomics to ensure a smooth, comfortable and precise handling. The stocks have been completely re-engineered to fit a women’s dimensions. 

Made of beautiful grade 2.5 oiled walnut, the length of pull is reduced and the comb features a semi-Monte Carlo design with a slight drop and additional “toe-out” cast. 
The checkering on both the stock and the fore end are extra fine for added comfort during a long day of training or competing.

The 690 Sporting Vittoria  is built on the same durable, heirloom quality receiver and cold hammer forged Steelium barrels as the standard 691, features a sporting vent side rib and tapered 
top rib and extended Optima HP chokes. The attractive contemporary scroll engraved receiver is coated in a solid and durable Nistan finish providing excellent resistance to corrosion. The 

low profile receiver ensures a quick mount and good fit ensuring maximum clay breaking success.
Vittoria shotguns perfectly fit smaller frames while offering full-size performance.

Left hand options available

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (*/**/***/****/Cyl) Ventilated Pistol grip 3.35 Kg $3,099

B-FAST versions feature an 
adjustable-comb / cheek riser.
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687 SILVER PIGEON
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COMPETITION SHOTGUNS

Great Looks, Finish
Something that never fails to impress about the Silver Pigeon III are its premium looks. The game 

scene on the receiver is rich and full of artistic details, while the trigger guard 
and top lever are embellished with a tasteful scroll. The select walnut 

stock features a super-crisp checkering pattern that affords 
a positive grip while further enhancing the elegance 

of this shotgun. And the perfect proportions 
and unmistakable Beretta lines won’t fail to

 turn heads at the range, even 
from a distance.

Natural Pointability, Swing
The Silver Pigeon is built on the legendary 687 action, a long-standing favorite among hunters and competitive shooters. It features two conical 

locking lugs at mid-action, right between the barrels, giving it great locking strength and durability while keeping the action’s profile considerably 
lower. The advantage is that the eye of the shooter is a lot closer to the plane of his supporting hand, resulting in a considerably better swing 

and hand-eye coordination.

Tough, Accurate Barrels
Available with various barrel lengths, the Silver Pigeon III is a shotgun designed to last several lifetimes in spite of its lightness and fast handling. 

The chrome-moly cold-hammer forged barrels of the Silver Pigeon III are designed to take the punishment of heavy hunting loads without 
compromising in shot pattern and durability. Also, the forcing cone is elongated to provide less shot deformation and recoil, while the MobilChoke 

system is further designed to resist stress and ensure durability.

Left hand options available

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima Chokes HP (*/**/***/****/Cyl) Ventilated B-Fast 

Adjustable
3.3kg $4,699

32inch 5 Optima Chokes HP (*/**/***/****/Cyl) Ventilated B-Fast 
Adjustable

Beretta 687 Silver Pigeon III Sport
It has all the benefits of the Silver Pigeon I plus more extensive engraving and a stock oval for the owner’s initials.
It handles wonderfully as a game gun while not being too light for a long session at the clay range. It is available in 12 and 20 
gauge.
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687 EELL

687 EELL models are the top of the line Beretta Shotguns.

687 EELL SPORTING

ENGRAVING CHOICE : Game Scene or Floreal
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COMPETITION SHOTGUNS

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga
3inch

30inch 5 Mobil chokes 10x8mm Pistol grip 3.45 kg
$13,499

20ga 30inch 5 Mobil chokes 10x8mm Pistol grip 2.85 kg

Left hand options available

The 687 Silver Pigeon EELL Sporting stands out from the crowd with it’s high quality
finishes, woods, and engravings.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP external (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-Fast

3.55 kg $5,749
32inch 5 Optima chokes HP external (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-Fast

Left hand options available

690 BLACK EDITION COMP SPORTING B-FAST

690 BLACK EDITION COMP SPORTING

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Kick-off Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

30inch 5 Optima Chokes HP external (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm No

3.55kg

$4,999

32inch 5 Optima Chokes HP external (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm No $4,999

30inch 5 Optima Chokes HP external (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm Yes $5,149

Left hand options available

Ideal for sporting or trap, the 690 COMP is a shotgun integrating the latest innovations, 
the most modern components and an incredible look.

Micro-core recoil pad, B-Fast balance tuning system, Steelium barrels, Optimabore HP chokes.
The barrel and receiver are matte black with orange details for greater contrast.

Available with Kick-Off

690 BLACK EDITION
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BLACK EDITION

Powerful, unstoppable, and black.

Black Edition Series
The Black Edition brings technical solutions to the most demanding 
competition shooters in the World. Two different models: 690 
Black, and DT11 Black - with exclusive configurations designed to 
meet the needs of all shooters, from the most ambitious beginners 
to the Olympic champions.
The Black Edition series combines performance and the renowned 
ballistics of Steelium (690), and Stelium Pro (DT11), with a more 
complete B-Fast system for a better fit in terms of ergonomics, 
weight, and balance.
The Black Edition Series feature beautiful finishes and an incredible 
black look; combining the perfection of matte surfaces with 
delicately polished elements and colourful details that underline 
the identity of each product line. 
Model 690 Black : designed to succeed in competition. 
Model DT11 Black: the choice of champions.

Technical characteristics of the family
Black Edition ( 690 - DT11)

OCHP : Beretta started production in 1526, and is now producing 
more than 500,000 firearms per year. Beretta is the world leader 
in technological research in shotgun ballistics. Optimabore 
technology, combined with Steelium provides excellent precision 
and pattern for all types of ammunition.
Steelium : Beretta’s triple-alloy steel is manufactured with 
a unique manufacturing process. With the use of deep drilling, 
cold hammering, and special vacuum heat treatments; the 
steel acquires the ideal characteristics to offer the best ballistic 
performance available today.
Steelium Pro : Maximum expression of Steelium technology, 
with a forcing cone that is 480mm long for less recoil combined 
with a perfect shot pattern (available on the DT11).

  Black
Designed to succeed in competition. 

  
The choice of champions.
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694

The NEW 694 is designed to bring a whole new level of performance to competition shooters.
It is the successful combination of tradition and technology, combined to offer superior ballistics and ergonomics, with an 
elegant design that makes this shotgun absolutely exceptional. With many new features - the NEW Beretta 694 is built to win.

The design of the receiver is elegant and technical, with 
a polished profile on the flanks and the underside. The 
steel opening lever has been enlarged and redesigned 
for better control when breaking the gun. The barrel 
selection button features new checkering and has been 
improved to only allow it to operate when the gun is 
safe, to avoid accidentally activating the selector while 
opening the gun. The pistol grip has been redesigned 
for better ergonomics and feel, while the fore-end 
latch has been redesigned for longevity. Combined 
with premium Steelium Plus barrels the new Beretta 
694 is built to win. 

Steelium Plus barrels feature a forcing cone
that is 5x longer than the Steelium barrels, offering
a significant improvement in shot pattern and consistency. 

B-FAST 
Beretta Fast Adjustment System Technology (B-FAST) 

is a system combining modular control systems specifically designed for Beretta  competition shotguns.

B-FAST Comb Riser
The comb is adjustable for height and pitch.

Steelium Plus Barrels
Less recoil, therefore faster acquisition of the target for the second shot.

Increased precision and improved shot pattern.

Wider Receiver
For improved balance when mounting the gun.

Faster target acquisition and follow up
shots.

Better weight 
distribution

Lower internal 
barrel 

pressures

Optimised 
shot pattern

and consistency

Improvements 
from the 

front to rear

Perfect ballistics 
performance+ = + =

NEW to the 694

Redesigned Steel Opening Lever
Low profile with an anti-glare finish

New Stock Design
Offers better peripheral vision & 

a new pistol grip shape for improved 
ergonomics.

New Improved Receiver Design
New shape & engraving design. New 

extractor system. Improved feel when 
opening.

New Safety Design
Redesigned barrel selection button. 

New checkering. 
Improved ergonomics. 

New Fore-end release Button
Reduces movement of the fore-end over time and is self adjustable.
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694

694 SPORTING B-FAST
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Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima Chokes HP external (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

3.55kg $7,599
32inch 5 Optima Chokes HP external (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

Left hand options available

694 TRAP DTL B-FAST

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 2 3/4inch
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (*/**/***/****/Cyl) 10x10mm B-FAST

3.7 kg $7,599
32inch 5 Optima chokes HP (*/**/***/****/Cyl) 10x10mm B-FAST

Left hand options available

COMPETITION SHOTGUNS

694 SPORTING PRO

Left hand options available

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima Chokes HP external (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

$8,999
32inch 5 Optima Chokes HP external (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST
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DT11: The choice of Champions;
10 Olympic Medals at the 2016 Rio Olympic Games. 
The DT11 is Beretta’s high-end competition shotgun and is used by 
the world’s best competition shooters.
It is built on the basis of a solid receiver that is wider than its 
predecessor (the DT10) making it stronger and more robust. 
The trigger is fully adjustable for position by the user, and features a 
pull weight of 1.5kg which reduces interference with your balance, 
resulting in a greater number of clays broken. The weight of the DT11 
is correctly distributed to allow the shotgun to have a centre of mass 
coaxial with the lower barrel, which gives the DT11 unparalleled 
stability and a reduction in felt recoil.
With its high-quality Steelium-Pro barrels and high-quality stock that 
can be tailored to perfectly fit the shooter, the DT11 is built to give 
the serious competitor their place on the podium.
Wide receiver for better strength
and greater stability
Before launching the DT11, Beretta consulted and worked with the 
worlds best competition shooters to create a shotgun that is, and 
will remain the best.
The mechanism of the DT10, which was the best in its class, has 
been upgraded in the DT11 to become an even more superior 
mechanism. The increase in the overall width of the receiver has 
allowed the receiver walls to be thickened to increase the longevity of 
the shotgun, but also to offer increased stability and perfect balance 
for the serious competition shooter.
Improved handling and operation
With it’s unparalleled experience, Beretta knows that at the 
professional level, every detail can make the difference between 
gold and silver. We have therefore incorporated several 
improvements to the DT11 concept to help ensure 
victory. The opening lever has been 
redesigned to improve grip, 
reduce pressure, 
and 

provide more comfort for both right and left handed shooters. 
The shape of the safety selector has also been designed so the 
competitor remains focused on the competition without getting 
tired or distracted.
Premium Barrels
The DT11 Steelium Pro barrels are constructed from an exclusive 
steel for extreme durability and superior ballistic performance. The 
480mm long forcing cone allows the shot pattern to be precise while 
minimizing recoil and barrel rise.
The upper rib has been hollowed out on the inside, while the side of 
the rib is ventilated: thus the equilibrium of the barrel is increased 
and the heat dissipates more easily. It is not surprising that Beretta’s 
DT11 is considered the best of the purpose-built competition 
shotguns.

DT11

Adjustable B-FAST Stock
The DT11 is available with the new B-Fast fully adjustable stock. 

This system allows complete adjustment of the stock and is quick and 
easy.The new adjustable comb mechanism is made entirely 
from lightweight alloy, while its sturdy supports are made 

from stainless steel for maximum strength and durability.
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DT11
COMPETITION SHOTGUNS

DT11 SPORTING B-FAST

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

3.9 kg $15,499
32inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

DT11 SKEET B-FAST

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 2 3/4inch 28.75inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST 3.9 kg $15,499

Left hand options available

Left hand options available

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 2 3/4inch 30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (*/**/***/****/Cyl) 10x10mm B-FAST 3.9 kg $15,499

DT11 TRAP B-FAST

Left hand options available

3131
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DT11 X TRAP B-FAST

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (*/*/**/***/****) Adjustable, 10x10mm B-FAST

4 kg $15,999
32inch 5 Optima chokes HP (*/*/**/***/****) Adjustable, 10x10mm B-FAST

DT11 ACS

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 15mm high, 10x8mm, 

adjustable B-FAST
3.8 kg $15,999

32inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 15mm high, 10x8mm, 
adjustable B-FAST

DT11L FLORAL TRAP B-FAST

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 2 3/4inch 30inch Fixed (**/*) 10x10mm B-FAST 3.9 kg $17,999

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

3.9 kg $17,999
32inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

DT11L FLORAL SPORTING B-FAST

Adjustable B-Fast Rib
Features a high-adjustable B-Fast Raised Rib 

Left hand options available

Left hand options available

Left hand options available

A DT11 for all competition shooting (ACS). Rib is raised 15 mm.

Left hand options available

Available with OCHP chokes by special order.
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DT11L SPORTING GAME SCENE

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm

3.9 kg $17,999
32inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm

DT11L SPORTING GAME SCENE B-FAST

Calibre Chamber Barrels Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

3.9 kg $17,999
32inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

DT11EELL FLORAL SPORTING

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm

3.9 kg $29,999
32inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm

DT11EELL FLORAL SPORTING B-FAST

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

3.9 kg $29,999
32inch 5 Optima chokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) 10x8mm B-FAST

DT11EELL FLORAL TRAP B-FAST

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 2 3/4inch 3inch Fixed (**/*) 10x10mm B-FAST 3.9 kg $29,999

Left hand options available

Grade 4 wood, platinum and elegant deep floral engravings.
Polished mirror finish provides a beautiful contrast between matte and untreated surfaces.

The fine engravings complete the refined style of the shotgun.

Left hand options available

Left hand options available

Left hand options available

Beautiful deep engravings on the receiver.
Pheasants flying on the right hand side, and ducks in their natural environment on the left.

 Customisation space on the trigger guard for custom engravings.

Left hand options available
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Beautiful contrasts between the matte and polished surfaces, the trunnions, and the 
shiny black logo give a very refined shotgun. An elegant matte look is extended to all 
components and the finishing of the guns is entirely in line with the style of the gun. 
The detachable trigger group and the 10x10 band are all carbon, which saves about 
140g (sporting) and 220g (trap) on the total weight of the shotgun.
The B-Fast balance system allows the shooter to adjust the weight and balance of 
the gun to transform it into a unique and truly customised piece. Carbon trigger group

  

The DT11 Black Pro is the result of a collaboration between several Beretta shooting champions and is designed to offer the 
shooter maximum capability to customise the balance of the gun, and the stock fit to the shooter.
The DT11 Black Pro retains all the features that made the DT11 Black Edition so successful, but also adds a new removable 
weight system to the front of the barrel and the new fully adjustable TSK stock. The Beretta TSK stock is highly adjustable and 
is perfectly adaptable to the requirements of any shooter. The length, angle, recoil pad angle, and the comb height  are all easily 
adjustable by the shooter.

DT11 BLACK EDITION SPORTING B-FAST

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Carbon, 10x10 mm

B-FAST 3.85kg $18,499
32inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Carbon, 10x10 mm

Left hand options available

DT11 BLACK EDITION SKEET B-FAST

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Stock Weight RRP

12ga 2 3/4inch 30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Carbon, 10x10mm B-FAST 3.85 kg $18,499

Left hand options available

The balance and feel of the shotgun can easily be adjusted and customised simply by fitting additional weights into the stock. 
(10 grams each & included with the gun), or by adding weights to the fore-end.

DT11
COMPETITION SHOTGUNS

DT11 BLACK PRO TSK SPORTING

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 32inch 5 Optimachokes HP external + 2cm (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Carbon, 10x10mm 3.85 kg $22,499

DT11 BLACK PRO TSK TRAP

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 2 3/4inch 30inch Fixed (*/**) Carbon, 10x10mm 3.85 kg $22,499

DT11 BLACK PRO TSK SKEET

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 2 3/4inch 30inch 5 Optima chokes HP (**/***/****/Cyl/Sk) Carbon, 10x10mm 3.85 kg $22,499

Left hand options available

Left hand options available

Left hand options available
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BERETTA SPONSORED SHOOTERS
COMPETITION SHOTGUNS

NATALIE ROONEY
New Zealand Olympian: 1342
Gun of Choice: Beretta DT11

Natalie Rooney was born in Timaru in 1988, and has competed internationally since 2006. 
She placed 5th at the 2010 Delhi Commonwealth Games, and 4th at the 2014 Glasgow Commonwealth Games. 

Natalie won two silver medals in the Womens Trap at the 2016 Rio Olympic Games, and in 2017 was ranked the world 
number one in Trap Shooting.

Natalie will be competing in her second Olympic Games in Tokyo in 2021
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COMPETITION SHOTGUNS

CHLOE TIPPLE
New Zealand Olympian: 1355
Gun of Choice: Beretta DT11 Black with TSK Stock

Chloe Tipple was born in 1991 in Christchurch.
In 2016 Chloe competed at the 2016 Rio Olympic Games where she placed 13th in the Womens Skeet.
In 2017 she went on to win Bronze at the 2017 New Delhi World Cup, this was New Zealand ‘s first World Cup Medal for 
Women’s Skeet.
Then in 2019 Chloe competed at the  Acapulco World Cup where she took Silver, and won New Zealand the Quota spot 
for the Tokyo 2021 Olympic Games.
Chloe has been selected to compete in her second Olympic games at the 2021 Tokyo Olympic Games.”

Chloe has also competed at the Oceania Games where she won Gold in 2015, Bronze in 2017, and Gold in 2019.
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 Beretta DT11 Black with TSK Stock
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TSK STOCKS

TSK stocks are highly-adjustable competition grade stocks. Designed to allow a perfect fit between the shooter and their shotgun.  

TSK stocks are user adjustable for Length, Comb Height, Cast, Pitch, Drop at Heel, Butt Pad height/angle and more. All structural 
elements are made from solid high-strength yet light-weight alloys.The screws are stainless steel with appropriate Heli-coil inserts 
for added strength.  
The butt pad is a supple elastomeric resin providing maximum comfort. 

Both the grip and comb are made of a  high-grade walnut. The weight is approx 940 grams. TSK uses high-tech surface treatments, 
modern design, and meticulous attention to detail to create the best competition stocks in the world. Available to suit a range of 
shotguns of various makes & models.

TSK stocks are now available with “RR Recoil Reduction”, which simpy put is the best reduced recoil adjustable stock available. 
When using it, you can control and check the recoil absorption. In addition to that, the shooter will experience no jump, and no 
spring effect.  While the gun shoots, the butt plate and comb stay still as recoil is reduced by TSK polymer technology wich allows 
allow the stock to compress up to 8 mm during firing. 

Available in Right or Left Handed, Black or Silver colours, and sizes Short, Medium, and Long. 
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COMPETITION STOCKS

TSK adjustable stocks are manufactured entirely in Italy using only top-quality materials.

TSK Stocks are available 
to suit many makes & models.

When ordering you must specify:

• Make/Model
• Right or Left-Handed
• Length of Pull (Short, Medium, Long)
• Size of Pistol Grip 
• Colour (Black or Silver)
• Do you want RR Recoil Reduction

Brand Model RRP Std From RRP with Recoil 
Reduction

Beretta

692 $3,499 $4,499

DT10 $3,499 $4,499

DT11 $3,499 $4,499

ASE $3,499 $4,499

Perazzi

MX8 $3,499 $4,499

MX2000 $3,499 $4,499

HIGH-TECH $3,499 $4,499

Zoli
Z-Gun $3,499 $4,499

Kronos $3,499 $4,499

Krieghoff K80 $3,499 $4,499

Marocchi EVO $3,499 $4,499

Caesae Guerini Summit $3,499 $4,499
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BERETTA TACTICAL

Beretta firearms have been adopted as a standard issue firearm by 
many armed forces, special forces
and police services around the world.
The largest military contract for handguns since the Second World War was won 
in 2009 by Beretta, to supply US forces with the 92FS semi-automatic pistol, widely 
recognised as the most widely used pistol in the world, with millions of units sold.
The most recent generation of semi-automatic handguns manufactured in a 
modern technopolymer, have seen the emergence of a new quality standard with 
the launch of the new range of Beretta APX pistols.
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Fusil / Semi Auto

1301 TACTICAL

Compact and lightweight, the 1301 Tactical gas-powered shotgun was developed
to run a wide range of cartridges (from 24 grams).
Ambidextrous and oversized safety button on the right-hand side, Ghost ring sights, oversized and rounded cocking handle to 
improve grip with gloves, new grip surfaces for better grip and an oversized bolt release button for one position fast closing. 

1301 TACTICAL

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Sights Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 18.5inch OCHP (Cyl) Ghost Ring 2.9 kg $2,799

APX - The Beretta Striker Pistol

The new Beretta APX semi-automatic pistol uses a removable serialized chassis.
It can be easily customized by changing the polymer frame, and its disassembly and 
maintenance are simple. Ease of use was a critical point in the development of APX. 
The low profile and clean design of the APX make it easy to carry and remove from the 
holster. The magazine release is reversible in order to suit both right and left-handed users. 
The lightweight and durable polymer casing utilizes modern thermoplastic technology 
through the use of fibreglass reinforced technopolymer to make a durable and lightweight 
pistol.

MODULAR
Interchangeable body and rear grip. The internal frame of this gun is stamped. This allows 
the chassis to be interchangeable and customizable without modification. The rear of the 
grip is also interchangeable and available in three different sizes to suit all users.
ERGONOMIC
The light and durable handle is made using the latest thermoplastic 
technology, which uses a technopolymer reinforced with glass fibres. 
This helps to ensure perfect grip and easy extraction from the holster. 
The underside of the frame is flat at the front for better hand support and to provide a 
better accessory mounting interface. The grip has been designed to ensure a secure and 
firm hold. The APX comes with a Picatinny rail (MILSTD-1913) under the barrel to facilitate 
the mounting of laser pointers, torches and other accessories. The front and rear of the 
grips have a comfortable grid surface that prevents slipping when grasping and when wet. 
SECURITY
Safe deactivation of the Striker. The Beretta APX has an innovative safety system: When 
disassembling the firearm, the striker spring can be disarmed safely without pulling the 
trigger. 
TRIGGER SAFETY
In the event that the pistol is dropped, the trigger safety prevents the 
trigger from moving backwards by  effect of inertia. When the trigger 
is intentionally pulled the trigger safety is automatically deactivated. 
SLIDE CATCH / LAST ROUND HOLD OPEN
The slide catch holds the slide open after the last round has been fired. This allows the user 
to immediately see that the chamber and magazine are empty. The APX’s slide release is 
ergonomically placed to be completely free of protrusions.

APX STRIKER

TACTICAL

APX STRIKER

APX COMBAT RDO

Features a threaded barrel and provisions to 
mount an optic on the slide.
Comes with interfaces to suit
Trijicon, Leupold, Burris red-dot optics.

Calibre 9 mm Para

Mag Cap 17

Length 208 mm

Barrel 125 mm

Width 33 mm

Height 142 mm

Sight Radius 160 mm

Special Threaded barre 13.5x1 LH + 
optic mount location

Weight 820 g

RRP $1,799

APX

Calibre 9 mm Para 40 SW

Mag Cap 17 15

Length 192 mm 192 mm

Barrel 108 mm 108 mm

Width 33 mm 33 mm

Height 142 mm 142 mm

Sight Radius 160 mm 160 mm

Weight 800 g 820 g

RRP $1,499 $1,499

PISTOLS
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APX STRIKER

Item Part#

APX INTERCHANGABLE GRIP FULL-SIZE OLIVE DRAB E01643

APX INTERCHANGABLE GRIP FULL-SIZE FLAT DARK EARTH E01642

APX INTERCHANGABLE GRIP FULL-SIZE WOLF GREY E01644

MAGAZINE 9MM 17ROUND CAPACITY C8B153

MAGAZINE 9MM 21ROUND CAPACITY C8C712

TACTICAL LEG HOLSTER FOR APX E01219

STINGER HOLSTER FOR APX RIGHT HANDED E01209

APX CIVILIAN HOLSTER RIGHT HANDED E01205

APX CIVILIAN HOLSTER LEFT HANDED E01206

AIMPOINT ACRO C-1 RED DOT SIGHT 3.5MOA AP200548

AIMPOINT ACRO APX RED DOT MOUNT PLATE APM200524

BURRIS FAST FIRE 3 RED DOT SIGHT BO300233

Wolf Grey Olive Drag Green (OD) Flat Dark Earth (FDE)

APX INTERCHANGABLE GRIPS

Tactical Leg Holster for APX Stinger Holster for APX APX Civilian Holster

APX HOLSTERS

APX OPTICS

Aimpoint ACRO Red-Dot SightACRO Mount Plate for APXBurris FastFire 3 Red-Dot Sight

APX ACCESSOIRES

Fusil / Semi AutoPISTOL ACCESSORIES
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PX4 STORM

Ultra modern, ergonomic and modular, the PX4 Storm is built on a new lightweight and extremely robust 
technopolymer frame.
The NATO-certified Beretta Px4 Storm double/single-action semi-auto is the culmination Beretta’s experience in engineering 
pistols for military and law enforcement. Absolute durability, reliability, ergonomics and interchangeability of parts have made 
it the choice of military and police professionals around the world. Its ease of use, safety of operation and sleek lines are also 
causing it to be a favourite for competition shooters. The PX4 Storm is a handgun that will keep delivering premium Beretta 
performance even after years of hard use.

PX4 STORM F

Px4 Storm F 
Double / single action:
Manual ambidextrous 
safety on the slide with 
de-cocking function, 
automatic safety

PX4 F INOX

Stainless Steel Slide

Calibre 9 mm Para

Mag Cap 17

Action Simple/Double

Length 193 mm

Barrel 102 mm

Width 36 mm

Height 140 mm

Sight Radius 146 mm

Weight 785 g

RRP $1,599

PX4 STORM SD (SPECIAL DUTY)

The Px4 Storm SD gun is the specific US 
Navy version, chambered for in 45ACP 
and designed for extreme tactical use, 
regardless of the outdoor conditions.
It is manufactured with the best 
materials and surface treatments to 
withstand the extreme conditions such 
as salt water, mud, and sand. Integrated 
Picatinny rail for accessories.

Calibrer 45 ACP

Map Cap 10

Action Simple/Double

Length 210 mm

Barrel 115 mm

Width 36 mm

Height 140 mm

Sight Radius 150 mm

Weight 810 g

RRP $2,499

Calibre 9 mm Para 40 SW 45 ACP

Mag Cap 17 14 10

Action Single/Double Single/Double Single/Double

Length 192 mm 192 mm 195 mm

Barrel 102 mm 102 mm 105 mm

Width 36 mm 36 mm 36 mm

Height 140mm 140mm 140mm

Sight Radius 146 mm 146 mm 149 mm

Weight 785 g 785 g 800 g

RRP $1,399 $1,399 $1,399

PISTOLS
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M9A3

M9A3 AQUATECH SHIELD

The M9A3 was designed to deliver the performance 
that military, law-enforcement and VIP-protection 
professionals demand.
Improvements have been made in design and 
materials offering greater modularity, reliability, 
strength and ergonomics. 
Barrel is threaded 1/2x28, interchangeable sights, 
TAN Cerakote™ finish, MIL-STD-1913 rail, oversized 
magazine release button, interchangeable wrap-
around grips, flared magazine-well and sand-
resistant 17round magazine. 
Available in Black or Flat Dark Earth (FDE)

Calibre 9 mm Para 9 mm Para

Mag Cap 17 17

Action Single/double Single/double

Length 217 mm 217 mm

Barrel 125 mm 125 mm

Width 38 mm 38 mm

Height 137 mm 137 mm

Sight Radius 155 mm 155 mm

Weight 961 g 961 g

Colour Black FDE

RRP $2,599 $2,599

92A1

The 92A1 frame is equipped with a 
MIL-SPEC-1913 (Picatinny) rail for quick 
attachment of torches and laser aiming 
devices. The interchangeable sights 
allow for rapid acquisition of the target.
Beretta unique matte black anti-
reflective coating offers superior 
corrosion resistance.
The pistol has a damper system (buffer) 
to ensure a long life of the firearm. An 
additional magazine comes with the 
pistol.

Calibre 9 mm Para

Mag Cap 17

Action Single/double

Length 217 mm

Barrel 125 mm

Width 38 mm

Height 140 mm

Sight Radius 155 mm

Weight 975 g

RRP $1,799

92A1 

96A1

Calibre 40 SW

Mag Cap 12

Action Single/double

Length 217 mm

Barrel 125 mm

Width 38 mm

Height 140 mm

Sight Radius 155 mm

Weight 975 g

RRP $1,799

Chambered in the powerful .40 S&W, the 96A1 
is an evolution of the legendary 92FS (M9), 
one of the world’s most successful pistols 
for military and law-enforcement. It comes 
with two 10-round magazines to deliver 
impressive firepower. It is safe, accurate 
and reliable while offering easy operation, 
accessory attachment and disassembly; and 
its durability is further enhanced by a recoil 
buffer that greatly diminishes component 
stress. A pistol that bears the unmistakable 
Beretta looks, it is the ultimate choice for 
shooters.

96A1 

Fusil / Semi AutoPISTOLS

NOW FEATURING BERETTA’S EXCLUSIVE AQUETECH SHIELD TECHNOLOGY
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92FS

The Beretta 92FS has been setting the standards for best military, police and tactical pistol for over a 
quarter century. 
The reason is that it was designed--and has kept evolving--to be and remain the most accurate, durable and reliable semi-auto handgun 
on the market. Easy to use, absolutely safe and delivering impressive firepower, it remains the sidearm of the US military and of allied 
forces the world over, as well as of countless police and law-enforcement agencies.

92FS INOX

The slide, the barrel and some 
other parts of this model (safety, 
trigger, slide lock etc ...) as well as 
interior parts are made of stainless 
steel. The alloy frame is anodized 
in the same color to match the 
stainless steel slide, barrel and 
controls.

Calibre 9 mm Para

Mag Cap 15

Action Single/Double

Length 217 mm

Barrel 125 mm

Width 38 mm

Height 137 mm

Sight Radius 155 mm

Slide Stainless

Weight 945 g

RRP $1,675

92FS

A legendary firearm, the service pistol 
used by military and police forces around 
the world, including the US Marines Corps, 
the Spanish Civil Guard, Italian carabinieri, 
Italian army etc. Large capacity 15 round 
magazine, total security (triple safety) and 
excellent ergonomics.

Calibre 9 mm Para

Mag Cap 15

Action Single/Double

Length 217 mm

Barrel 125 mm

Width 38 mm

Height 137 mm

Sight Radius 155 mm

Weight 945 g

RRP $1,499

92FS .22LR

The 92FS is in 22LR  and is an 
exact copy of the 9mm version with 
the same size, same controls, same 
disassembly system and the same 
magazine capacity. This allows 
you to train with inexpensive .22LR 
ammunition.

Calibre 22 LR

Mag Cap 15

Action Single/Double

Length 217 mm

Barrel 135 mm

Width 38 mm

Height 137 mm

Sight Radius 155 mm

Weight 740 g

RRP $1,199

92FS

PISTOLS
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92X PERFORMANCE
The 92X Performance was created to satisfy two requirements: Speed and accuracy. Beretta’s new competition pistol 
is uncompromising and aims for top performance, offering the world of competitive dynamic shooting one of the 
most reliable and world-renowned locking systems, together with a steel frame, a heavier Brigadier slide and the new 
Extreme-S trigger mechanism.

Technical Features
Technical choices, such as the Vertec steel frame and the Brigadier slide, 
take the weight of the 92X Performance to 1350g, a key weight which 
increases the pistol’s stability and reduces muzzle rise when shooting. The 
oversized magazine and the rear chequering, which can also be found on 
the front of the frame, improve the pistol’s handling as well as its grip. 

92X PERFORMANCE - Faster cycle time
To enable even faster cycle time, the 92X has a skeletonized hammer with a competition standard hammer spring. 
The new Extreme-S trigger mechanism keeps the striker automatic safety latch active ensuring the safety of the pistol in case it falls but decreases 
trigger reset by up to 40%. With the Extreme-S the 92X Performance has an “out of the box” weight of 1.5 kg in single action and 3 kg in double 
action. The saw-toothed handling grooves on the front and rear of the Brigadier slide ensure maximum grip during slide movement, in all conditions. 
The steel spring recoil rod ensures maximum operational accuracy. 
The area where the finger rests on the trigger is chequered and was redesigned to achieve a vertical front profile in single action.

The “Match” take down lever ensures a precise reference point for 
the second hand. The “hold open” lever profile is lowered and is of the 
“stealth lever” type, so as not to interfere with the finger resting on the 
safety lever during the out of ammunition warning. The front bead is 
equipped with a red fibre optic insert to enable quick and accurate aim 
realignment, it also has a rear sight, without coloured references, which 
can be adjusted laterally and vertically to the micrometre.

The 92X Performance also offers the possibility to regulate the pre-
travel (ONLY with Single Action Only models) and overtravel (All Models) 
via two adjustment screws located inside of the magwell. Please note 
that for standard DA/SA models, ONLY the overtravel screw will be 
present. The Pre-Travel screw is not functional for the DA/SA models.

The 92X has an appealing and refined dual tone 
look, obtained using a Nistan finish to treat 
the frame surface and slide with the contrast 
provided by the black burnished barrel.

The pistol comes with two 15-cartridge 
magazines with an oversized rubber pad to give 
the dominant hand extra grip and to protect the 
magazine during quick change operations..

The raised frame profile near the magazine release enables the shooter’s hand to sit as high as possible on the hilt, 
which itself is also oversized to enable a deeper hold. 
The magazine release is oversized and reversible and an adjustable version is available on the aftermarket. 
Safety on the frame is ambidextrous and is available in three different size profiles, making it adaptable to various 
hand types and different IPSC divisions.

Calibre 9 mm Para

Mag Cap 15

Action Single/double

Length 222 mm

Barrel 125 mm

Width 48 mm

Height 137 mm

Sight Radius 155 mm

Weight 1350 g

RRP $2,899
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87 TARGET

Calibre Mag Cap Action Length Barrel Width Height Sight Radius Weight RRP

22 LR 10 Simple 225 mm 150 mm 28 mm 135 mm 185 mm 835 g $1,499

The Beretta 87 Target is a practical-shooting competition pistol that 
is ready-to-go out of the box.
A competitor can mount an optic of their choice quickly and easily 
thanks to the built-in Weaver-style rail. 
The 87 Target can be also used as a training pistol, since its 
controls are quite similar in location and feel to those of Beretta’s 
famed 92 Series.
As Beretta’s flagship target pistol, the 87 Target has to satisfy 
some very stringent accuracy requirements. It is capable of 
producing cloverleafs at distances of 30 yards and more, while the 
trigger, breaking at a crisp 3lbs, greatly helps minimizes muscular 
interference while shooting it. The grips are ergonomically sized for 
the hand of the average shooter, but they are easily replaceable with 
something beefier or slimmer to fit other size hands.
The 6” (150 mm) barrel gives you a long, 7.5” sight radius to optimize 
alignment and therefore accuracy when shooting without optics. 
The sights are user-adjustable for both windage and elevation so 
that different target loads may be confidently tried while always 
staying on target. The front sight may be easily replaced with a 
thinner blade. 
Magazine change is designed to be quick and intuitive, and to cut 
down on time. The magazine-well is beveled for easy insertion, 
while magazines have a sturdy rubber pad so that they can be 
safely dropped during competition without damage.

PISTOL CLEANING KITS

Pistol Cleaning Kits Include:
• Aluminium rod
• 1 wool brush
• 1 brass brush
• 1 nylon brush
• 1 loop cleaner for pistol calibers
• 1 brush with black handle
• Cleaning patches
• Factory Official CLP Gun Oil

Item Part#
Beretta Pistol Cleaning Kit 9mm CK411000500009

BERETTA PISTOL CLEANING KIT BERETTA PISTOL FIELD CLEANING KIT

Item Part#
Beretta Field Cleaning Kit in pouch 9mm CK221A21660999

Pistol Field Cleaning Kits Include:
• Aluminum rod
• 1 wool brush
• 1 brass brush
• 1 nylon brush
• 1 loop cleaner for pistol gauges
• 1 brush with black handle
• Cleaning patches
• Factory Official CLP Gun Oil.

Pistol Pocket Cleaning Kits Include:
• Brass rod 2 pieces (1 rotating + 1 fix)
• 1 wool brush
• 1 bronze brush
• 1 nylon brush
• 1 loop cleaner

BERETTA PISTOL POCKET CLEANING KIT

87 TARGET
PISTOLS

Item Part#
Beretta Pistol PocketCleaning Kit 9mm CK611000500999
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COMPETITION CLOTHING

SHOOTING VESTS

Size Colour Part# RRP

S Eclipse Blue GT761T155305AZ-S

$179.99

M Eclipse Blue GT761T155305AZ-M

L Eclipse Blue GT761T155305AZ-L

XL Eclipse Blue GT761T155305AZ-XL

2XL Eclipse Blue GT761T155305AZ-2XL

3XL Eclipse Blue GT761T155305AZ-3XL

4XL Eclipse Blue GT761T155305AZ-4XL

5XL Eclipse Blue GT761T155305AZ-5XL

OLYMPIC VEST
Unisex shooting vest in breathable mesh and stretch cotton with microsuede slide and expandable front pockets.
The Uniform Pro 20.20 shooting vest is the latest born among Beretta shooting vests and presents numerous innovations both in terms of 
materials and in terms of design. The slide is in microsuede with laser-cut details for greater grip of the gun stock, the body is almost entirely 
in breathable and elastic 3D mesh while side panels in stretch material ensure excellent fit and freedom of movement. The front pockets are 
expandable with hidden snap buttons. The back in comfort cotton can be customized with embroidery or prints.

Blue Total Eclipse/Royal Blue

Look and feel like a Pro with Beretta’s official range of competiion clothing. 
Designed to exceed the expectations of shooters, while being comfortable, stylish, and practical. 
The competition clothing range is designed in collaboration with Beretta’s top shooters from around the world to offer a 
range that is perfectly suited to the competition shooter.
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SHOOTING VESTS
COMPETITION CLOTHING

FULL MESH VEST
The Full Mesh Vest is designed for particularly hot summer days, made with large mesh inserts strategically positioned in key points to help 
the moisture management. The cut of the vest and the great variety of sizes it is made in ensure this vest is also suitable for woman and young 
shooters. In its simplicity, this vest is full of technical details including the elastic inserts on the shoulders, the large front pockets, and the inner 
pockets for the “Beretta Recoil Reducer” gel-tek recoil reduction system.

Size Colour Part# RRP

XS Blue GT671T15530560-XS

$99.99

S Blue GT671T15530560-S

M Blue GT671T15530560-M

L Blue GT671T15530560-L

XL Blue GT671T15530560-XL

2XL Blue GT671T15530560-2XL

3XL Blue GT671T15530560-3XL

4XL Blue GT671T15530560-4XL

5XL Blue GT671T15530560-5XL

Size Colour Part# RRP

XS Olive/Grey GT671T15530903-XS

$99.99

S Olive/Grey GT671T15530903-S

M Olive/Grey GT671T15530903-M

L Olive/Grey GT671T15530903-L

XL Olive/Grey GT671T15530903-XL

2XL Olive/Grey GT671T15530903-2XL

3XL Olive/Grey GT671T15530903-3XL

4XL Olive/Grey GT671T15530903-4XL

5XL Olive/Grey GT671T15530903-5XL

Beretta Blue Olive / Grey

SPORTING VEST

Size Colour Part# RRP

S Black/Orange GT691021130945-S

$149.99

M Black/Orange GT691021130945-M

L Black/Orange GT691021130945-L

XL Black/Orange GT691021130945-XL

2XL Black/Orange GT691021130945-2XL

3XL Black/Orange GT691021130945-3XL

4XL Black/Orange GT691021130945-4XL

5XL Black/Orange GT691021130945-5XL

Size Colour Part# RRP

S Dark Olive GT69102113072A-S

$149.99

M Dark Olive GT69102113072A-M

L Dark Olive GT69102113072A-L

XL Dark Olive GT69102113072A-XL

2XL Dark Olive GT69102113072A-2XL

3XL Dark Olive GT69102113072A-3XL

4XL Dark Olive GT69102113072A-4XL

5XL Dark Olive GT69102113072A-5XL

Black/Orange Olive

Man’s sporting vest in cotton and mesh with eco leather shooting patch and roomy double entrance front pockets.
The Sporting vest is the evolution of the famous Beretta Gold vest. It is renewed in the design and updated in technical fetaures and materials, 
to offer an always more impeccable performance on the field. This vest is realized in cotton, with breathable mesh inserts and eco leather slide. 
The wide double entrance front pockets are expandable and have room for a huge quantity of ammunition, and pockets for the “Beretta Recoil 
Reducer”, the gel-tek recoil reduction system.

COMPETITION TRAINING VEST

Unisex vest in light, breathable fabric with DWR water-repellent treatment. The Windshell unisex vest is designed to go with the shooter in the 
field between a shooting session and the other. The material in which it is developed is a lightweight, breathable polyester with a DWR water-
repellent treatment. It has elastic material inserts on the sides for maximum comfort and better fit. 

Features:
• YKK zip with easy-grip zip 

puller.
• Beretta logo print on the 

chest.
• Front zip pockets.
• Side inserts in elastic fabric.
• Adjustable drawstring at the 

bottom.
• Rubberized Beretta logo on 

the back.

Size Colour Part# RRP

S Eclipse Blue GT771T19350504-S

$99.99

M Eclipse Blue GT771T19350504-M

L Eclipse Blue GT771T19350504-L

XL Eclipse Blue GT771T19350504-XL

2XL Eclipse Blue GT771T19350504-2XL

3XL Eclipse Blue GT771T19350504-3XL

4XL Eclipse Blue GT771T19350504-4XL

5XL Eclipse Blue GT771T19350504-5XL
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Colour Size Part# RRP

Blue S TS482T15570504-S

$39.99

Blue M TS482T15570504-M

Blue L TS482T15570504-L

Blue XL TS482T15570504-XL

Blue 2XL TS482T15570504-2XL

Blue 3XL TS482T15570504-3XL

Blue 4XL TS482T15570504-4XL

Blue 5XL TS482T15570504-5xl

BERETTA TEAM LONG-SLEEVE TOP

Men’s shooting long sleeved T-Shirt in 180 gr jersey cotton.
The Beretta Team T-Shirt pays homage to the Beretta’s Team athletes. It is made of 180 gr jersey cotton and features contrast color logo printed on the 
chest and on the sleeve the Beretta Team one to be always recognizable on the shooting range.

Features

• Beretta brand, size and care 
label printed in contrast 
color on the inner collar 
band.

BERETTA BROKEN CLAY POLOS

BERETTA BROKEN CLAY HOODIE

Colour Size Part# RRP

Black S FU033T10980999-S

$79.99

Black M FU033T10980999-M

Black L FU033T10980999-L

Black XL FU033T10980999-XL

Black 2XL FU033T10980999-2XL

Black 3XL FU033T10980999-3XL

Black 4XL FU033T10980999-4XL

Black 5XL FU033T10980999-5XL

Colour Size Part# RRP

Black S MP033513540-999-S

$39.99

Black M MP033513540-999-M

Black L MP033513540-999-L

Black XL MP033513540-999-XL

Black 2XL MP033513540-999-2XL

Black 3XL MP033513540-999-3XL

Colour Size Part# RRP

Blue S MP033T13540-560-S

$39.99

Blue M MP033T13540-560-M

Blue L MP033T13540-560-L

Blue XL MP033T13540-560-XL

Blue 2XL MP033T13540-560-2XL

Blue 3XL MP033T13540-560-3XL

BERETTA BROKEN CLAY TEE’S

Colour Size Part# RRP

Black S TS0731T15570-999-S

$29.99

Black M TS0731T15570-999-M

Black L TS0731T15570-999-L

Black XL TS0731T15570-999-XL

Black 2XL TS0731T15570-999-2XL

Black 3XL TS0731T15570-999-3XL

Colour Size Part# RRP

Blue S TS0731T15570-560-S

$29.99

Blue M TS0731T15570-560-M

Blue L TS0731T15570-560-L

Blue XL TS0731T15570-560-XL

Blue 2XL TS0731T15570-560-2XL

Blue 3XL TS0731T15570-560-3XL
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HATS

Colour Part# RRP

Blue BC023T15620504

$29.99Brown BC023T1562080X

Green BC023T15620715

BERETTA CORPORATE STRIPE HATS

Colour Part# RRP

Blue BT031T13830560
$29.99

Orange BT031T3830411

BERETTA PATCH HATS

Colour Part# RRP

MAX5 BC150016600858
$39.99

REALTREE AP BC150016600469

BERETTA MAX5 CAMO HAT

Colour Size Part# RRP

Blue S FU261T10980504-S

$89.99

Blue M FU261T10980504-M

Blue L FU261T10980504-L

Blue XL FU261T10980504-XL

Blue 2XL FU261T10980504-2XL

Blue 3XL FU261T10980504-3XL

Blue 4XL FU261T10980504-4XL

Blue 5XL FU261T10980504-5XL

BERETTA TEAM SWEATSHIRT
Men’s sweatshirt in cotton with Beretta Team printing on the back. The Beretta Team Sweatshirt pays homage to the Beretta’s Team athletes. It is made of 
cotton and features contrast color logo printed on the chest and on the back the Beretta Team one to be always recognizable on the shooting range.

Features

• Front pockets.
• Beretta brand, size 

and care label printed 
in contrast color on 
the inner collar band.

PRO MESH GLOVES

Unisex light and breathable 3D mesh shooting gloves with no-slip palm and cotton terry cloth detail.

The shooting Pro Mesh Gloves are designed to give you the best grip on the gun, thanks to the no-slip palm.

Features
• Breathable
• Moisture management

Colour Size Part# RRP

Black/Grey S GL311T15840903-S

$59.99

Black/Grey M GL311T15840903-M

Black/Grey L GL311T15840903-L

Black/Grey XL GL311T15840903-XL

Black/Grey 2XL GL311T15840903-2XL

PRO MESH FINGERLESS GLOVES

Unisex light and breathable 3D mesh shooting gloves with no-slip palm and cotton terry cloth detail.

The shooting Pro Mesh Gloves are designed to give you the best grip on the gun, thanks to the no-slip palm.

Features
• Breathable
• Moisture management

Colour Size Part# RRP

Black/Grey S GL321T15840903-S

$49.99

Black/Grey M GL321T15840903-M

Black/Grey L GL321T15840903-L

Black/Grey XL GL321T15840903-XL

Black/Grey 2XL GL321T15840903-2XL
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TRI-ACTIVE JACKET

A combination of three different materials is used to create Tri Active, the new hunting set designed to offer you all the support you need when 
you’re out hunting. The light microfibre guarantees agility and silence as you move, while the anti-abrasion fabric and stretch panels located in 
strategic areas on the jacket and pants ensure protection and resistance, lending you all the freedom of movement that you need at the same 
time. Additionally, the Beretta BWB EVO membrane bonded on the outer microfibre fabric provides complete waterproofing and breathability, as 
do the taped seams. Lightweight, silent, resistant, flexible, waterproof and breathable: with these features, plus exclusive Beretta technology, Tri 
Active will enhance your performance still further.

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green M GU51302295-0715-M

$249.99

Green L GU51302295-0715-L

Green XL GU51302295-0715-XL

Green 2XL GU51302295-0715-2XL

Green 3XL GU51302295-0715-3XL

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green S CU57202295-0715-S

$199.99

Green M CU57202295-0715-M

Green L CU57202295-0715-L

Green XL CU57202295-0715-XL

Green 2XL CU57202295-0715-2XL

Green 3XL CU57202295-0715-3XL

Colour Size Part# RRP

MAX5 CAMO S CU57202295-0858-S

$199.99

MAX5 CAMO M CU57202295-0858-M

MAX5 CAMO L CU57202295-0858-L

MAX5 CAMO XL CU57202295-0858-XL

MAX5 CAMO 2XL CU57202295-0858-2XL

MAX5 CAMO 3XL CU57202295-0858-3XL

TRI-ACTIVE PANTS

Features
• BIS 3 - Beretta Interactive System garments 3rd layer (Outer 

layer).
• Emergency hood in the collar.
• Front YKK zip with protection flap and snap buttons.
• Radio pocket with antenna hole.
• Two zippered front pockets.
• Shoulder with raglan cut, stretch waterproof inserts and 

preformed sleeves to give maximum freedom of movement.
• Rubber finishing Beretta logo on the left sleeve.
• Anti abrasion inserts on the forearms.
• Cuff with velcro regulation.
• Back game bag with waterproof lining.
• Anti abrasion insert at the back bottom.
• Beretta hands free shoulder strap to carry the jacket as a 

backpack.
• Two inner pockets: one with velcro and one with zip closure.
• Inner drawstring regulation at the bottom.

Features
• BIS 3 - Beretta Interactive System 3rd layer (Outer layer)
• Closure with snap buttons and zip.
• Belt loops.
• Two zippered hip pockets.
• Zippered cargo pocket on the right leg.
• Stretch waterproof inserts at the crotch and on the back to 

provide maximum freedom of movement.
• High lumbar support with comfort fabric insert.

• Elasticated waistband.
• Rubber finishing Beretta logo on tha back central loop.
• One zippered pocket on the back.
• Velcro regulation at the bottom of the leg.
• Inner breathable mesh lining which helps the moisture 

management.
• BCMS icon at the bottom.

now available in Max5 Camo
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4-WAY STRETCH PANTS

BERETTA CLOTHING
OUTDOOR CLOTHING

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green S CU692T1852-0715-S

$199.99

Green M CU692T1852-0715-M

Green L CU692T1852-0715-L

Green XL CU692T1852-0715-XL

Green 2XL CU692T1852-0715-2XL

Green 3XL CU692T1852-0715-3XL

Men’s hunting 4 Way Stretch Pants in water repellent fabric with reinforcements on knees and back.
The men’s hunting cargo 4 Way Stretch Pants are ideal for mountain environments. The 4-way elastic fabric 
allow full freedom of movement. 
In addition, anti-abrasion inserts on knees and back reinforce the pants, making them durable and wear 
resistant.

Features
• Closure with snap button and zip.
• Belt loops.
• Zippered hip pockets.
• Zippered pockets on the legs.
• Reinforced fabric inserts on the knees 

and on the back.
• Elasticated hem at the ankle.
• High rear lumbar support.
• Ergonomic waistband.
• Zippered pockets on the back.
• BCMS icon at the bottom.

ACTIVE WATERPROOF PACKABLE JACKET

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green S GU713T1770-0715-S

$239.99

Green M GU713T1770-0715-M

Green L GU713T1770-0715-L

Green XL GU713T1770-0715-XL

Green 2XL GU713T1770-0715-2XL

Green 3XL GU713T1770-0715-3XL

Men’s waterproof and breathable hunting jacket with taped seams and BWB EVO - Beretta Waterproof Breathable membrane bonded to the outer fabric.

The Active WP Packable Jacket is ideal all year long and it is the perfect shell to carry with you in your hunting days as it is lightweight, waterproof, 
breathable, and packable. This 2.5-layer jacket provides protection from both wind and rain, thanks to the BWB EVO - Beretta Waterproof Breathable 
membrane - and the taped seams that ensure full protection from the elements. 
The face fabric is also a water resistant.

Features
• Integrated hood with peak. 
• Front YKK waterproof. 
• Radio pocket with antenna hole and 

rubber finish detail. 
• Two zippered front pockets with rubber 

finish details. 
• Shoulder with raglan cut to enhance 

freedom of movements. 
• Cuffs with velcro regulation. 
• Back game bag with waterproof lining. 
• Rubber finish detail on the flap. 
• Inner zippered pocket. 
• Rubber finish Beretta logo on the left 

sleeve.

ACTIVE WATERPROOF PACKABLE OVERPANTS

Men’s hunting Active WP Packable Overpants waterproof and breathable with taped seams and BWB EVO - 
Beretta Waterproof Breathable membrane bonded to the outer fabric.

The men’s hunting Active WP Packable Overpants are waterproof and breathable thanks to the 2.5 layers fabric 
bonded with the BWB EVO - Beretta Waterproof Breathable EVO - membrane, the taped seams and the DWR - 
Durable Water Repellent - treatment on the face material to guarantee protection from the elements. They are 
designed for easy-wear thanks to the lateral zips and they are fully packable in the back pocket.

Features
• YKK zip.
• Waistband with elastic drawstring 

regulation system.
• Front zip.
• Side waist-to-bottom zips covered with 

flap and velcro.
• Preformed knees.
• Back pocket with zip.

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green M CU772T1770-0715-M

$219.99

Green L CU772T1770-0715-L

Green XL CU772T1770-0715-XL

Green 2XL CU772T1770-0715-2XL

Green 3XL CU772T1770-0715-3XL
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SERVAL BIS VEST
Men’s hunting Serval BIS Vest in Primaloft® padding, high quality Polyester fabric and DWR treatment.

The Serval BIS Vest with Primaloft® Silver padding guarantees maintaining the right body temperature. The microfibers of which is made Primlaoft®, trap 
body heat, making this material the most thermally-efficient synthetic insulation available. Primaloft® is also water-repellent mantaining warmth when wet. 
The vest is made with a high quality Polyester and Polartec® Power Stretch® to improve mobility and breathability. It can be used as second layer in all the 
jackets with the BIS - Beretta Interactive System - loops.

Features
• Full zip opening.
• YKK zip.
• Elastic inserts on the sides.
• Two zippered front pockets.
• Easy grip pullers.
• Drawstring regulation at the 

bottom.
• Loops for BIS - Beretta 

Interactive System - on the 
back collar.

• Beretta rubber logo on the 
back.

• BCMS icon at the bottom.

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green S GU963T1404-0715-S

$179.99

Green M GU963T1404-0715-M

Green L GU963T1404-0715-L

Green XL GU963T1404-0715-XL

Green 2XL GU963T1404-0715-2XL

Green 3XL GU963T1404-0715-3XL

SERVAL BIS JACKET

Men’s hunting Serval BIS Jacket in Primaloft® padding, high quality Polyester fabric and DWR treatment.

The Serval BIS jacket with Primaloft® Silver padding guarantees maintaining the right body temperature with a different weight between body and sleeves for 
maximum comfort. The microfibers of which is made from Primaloft®, trap body heat, making this material the most thermally-efficient synthetic insulation 
available. Primlaoft® is also water-repellent mantaining warmth when wet. The jacket is made with a high quality Polyester and inserts in Polartec® Power 
Stretch® to improve mobility and breathability. It can be used as second layer in all the jackets with the BIS - Beretta Interactive System - loops.

Features
• Full zip opening.
• Elasticated cuffs.
• Elastic inserts under the 

arms.
• Zippered front pockets.
• Easy grip pullers.
• Drawstring regulation at the 

bottom.
• Loops for BIS - Beretta 

Interactive System - on the 
back collar and on the cuffs.

• Beretta rubber logo on the 
sleeve. BCMS icon at the 
bottom.

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green S GU933T1404-0715-S

$249.99

Green M GU933T1404-0715-M

Green L GU933T1404-0715-L

Green XL GU933T1404-0715-XL

Green 2XL GU933T1404-0715-2XL

Green 3XL GU933T1404-0715-3XL

FULL-ZIP FLEECE

Men’s Full Zip Fleece in microfleece with YKK zip.

The Full Zip Fleece is realized in soft and warm microfiber, that makes it lightweight and breathable. The low thermal dispersion of microfibers and the thickness 
of the fabric create a dead-air cushion around the body that keeps who is wearing the fleece comfortably warm even in intense cold weather conditions. It can be 
used as second layer in all the jackets with the BIS - Beretta Interactive System - loops.

Features
• Visible zip closure.
• Logo and lettering 

embroidered on the chest.
• Front pockets. Loops for BIS 

- Beretta Interactive System 
- on the back collar.

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green S P3421T14340715-S

$89.99

Green M P3421T14340715-M

Green L P3421T14340715-L

Green XL P3421T14340715-XL

Green 2XL P3421T14340715-2XL

Green 3XL P3421T14340715-3XL

Colour Size Part# RRP

Brown S P3421T14340715-S

$89.99

Brown M P3421T14340715-M

Brown L P3421T14340715-L

Brown XL P3421T14340715-XL

Brown 2XL P3421T14340715-2XL

Brown 3XL P3421T14340715-3XL
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TEAL SPORTING JACKET

Men’s waterproof shooting jacket with BWB EVO Membrane bonded directly to the outer fabric and taped seams, ambidextrous recoil patches and elasticated 
fabric on the sides.

The Teal Sporting Jacket is performs extremely well and is comfortable thanks to the BWB EVO - Beretta Waterproof Breathable membrane and the taped 
seams; it is waterproof and breathable, and the mesh lining helps with venting moisture to keep your body dry. The large double entrance front pockets allow 
you to easily reach cartridges. The ambidextrus microsuede reinfrocement in contrast colour add further technical and stylish details.

Features
• Waterproof.
• Microsuede collar lining.
• Microsuede contrast colour reinforcements 

on the front.
• Front double entrance patch pockets with flat 

bellow and micorsuede reinforcements.
• Adjustable cuff straps.
• Buttoned adjustable waist.
• Breathable mesh lining.
• Beretta logo and brand embroidered on the 

front.
• Beretta rubber logo on the back yoke.
• Raglan sleeves for easy moviment.
• Taped seams.

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green S GT711T1687-0715-S

$249.99

Green M GT711T1687-0715-M

Green L GT711T1687-0715-L

Green XL GT711T1687-0715-XL

Green 2XL GT711T1687-0715-2XL

Green 3XL GT711T1687-0715-3XL

BERETTA GASCON JACKET - MAX5
Men’s hunting Gascon Jacket waterproof and breathable with BWB EVO membrane, in resistant, silent and soft microfiber.

The men’s hunting Gascon Jacket is designed for  both active or static hunts. The jacket is waterproof and breathable with 
BWB EVO - Beretta Waterproof Breathable EVO - membrane, resistant polyester and the internal lining that helps moisture 
management. The jacket is completed with large pockets and a washable game bag. In extreme cold weather this jacket 
can be combined with the BIS - Beretta Interactive System pieces of clothing.

Features
• Removable hood, “Easy Movement” preformed that fits perfectly on the head and follows the head’s movements 

allowing for a good visual field.
• Resistant anti-slip inserts on the shoulders.
• Neck area in warm and comfortable microfleece.
• Zip closure with flap and snap buttons.
• YKK zip.
• Inserts in high tenacity Polyamide on the elbow.
• Hand warmers with inner microfleece.
• Large chest pocket with zip on the left side.
• Large patch front pockets with flap and eyelets to drain water.
• Beretta rubber logo on the left sleeve.
• Inner weather protection cuff.
• Single diagonal entry washable game bag with zip.

Colour Size Part# RRP

MAX5

M GU05402295-0858-M

$399.99

L GU05402295-0858-L

XL GU05402295-0858-XL

2XL GU05402295-0858-2XL

3XL GU05402295-0858-3XL

4XL GU05402295-0858-4XL

5XL GU05402295-0858-5XL

BERETTA HYBRID FLEECE

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green

S P3451T1658-0715-S

$159.99

M P3451T1658-0715-M

L P3451T1658-0715-L

XL P3451T1658-0715-XL

2XL P3451T1658-0715-2XL

3XL P3451T1658-0715-3XL

4XL P3451T1658-0715-4XL

Mens hunting Hybrid Fleece is made with a combination of soft-shell, a fabric constructed with the breathable 
and windproof BWR-Beretta Wind Resistant membrane placed between the outer fabric and the warm inner 
fleece. The Hybrid fleece is completed with two side pockets and a horizontal pocket. The garment is further 
strengthened with elasticated abrasion resistant inserts on the most exposed areas.

Features
• Central half zip
• YKK zips
• Beretta logo and lettering on chest
• Beretta rubber patch logo on sleeves
• Armpit mesh for breathability
• Horizontal zip pocket
• Elasticated inserts under the arm
• Abrasion resistant inserts in key areas
• Front zip pockets
• Velcro cuffs
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BERETTA ALPINE ACTIVE JACKET

All products in the Active segment ensure maximum protection during the hunt and are suitable for long walks in the woods or in the field. Jackets, vests 
and pants are designed to guarantee easy access to pockets, cartridge holders and game bags, providing those who wear them with maximum comfort. 
The Active line includes garments that can adapt to several different climate conditions, as they can be combined with the BIS-Beretta Interactive System, 
innovative clothing that, in case of intense cold conditions, can become the perfect second layer under the garments suitable for mildest climates and 
maintain the optimal body temperature. All the garments in the Active segment are water-repellent and/or waterproof, breathable, lightweight and silent.

Features
• Integrated hood with hidden internal elastic for easy 

wearing.
• Grip area on the shoulders.
• Two waterproof radio pockets with antenna hole on 

the chest.
• Organized pocket with cartridge case on the front.
• Waterproof front zip opening.
• Armpit ventilation opening.
• Preformed sleeve.BCMS icon on the cuff.
• Hidden lycra cuff.
• Cuff with velcro regulation.
• Inner drawsting regulation.
• Back bi-swing.
• Back double entrance game bag with waterproof 

Colour Size Part# RRP

Olive Night

S GU224T19680-7151-S

$319.99

M GU224T19680-7151-M

L GU224T19680-7151-L

XL GU224T19680-7151-XL

2XL GU224T19680-7151-2XL

3XL GU224T19680-7151-3XL

4XL GU224T19680-7151-4XL

BERETTA MERINO BASE LAYER TOP

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green

S IM201T1969-0715-S

$99.99

M IM201T1969-0715-M

L IM201T1969-0715-L

XL IM201T1969-0715-XL

2XL IM201T1969-0715-2XL

3XL IM201T1969-0715-3XL

BERETTA MERINO BASE LAYER PANTS

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green

S IM211T1969-0715-S

$99.99

M IM211T1969-0715-M

L IM211T1969-0715-L

XL IM211T1969-0715-XL

2XL IM211T1969-0715-2XL

3XL IM211T1969-0715-3XL

Mens hunting merino base layer long sleeve top, made from a blend of medium weight Merino wool, 
Polyamide and Elastan, with seams in a contrasting colour and a Beretta logo. This garment is built to reduce 
odor thanks to the natural properties of wool while being durable and resistant thanks to the polyamide 
stretching to guarantee maximum comfort and freedom of movement.
Thanks to its breathable properties, this garment ensures great moisture management and thermal 
regulation. 

Mens hunting merino base layer pants, made from a blend of medium weight Merino wool, Polyamide and Elastan, 
with seams in a contrasting colour and a Beretta logo. This garment is built to reduce odor thanks to the natural 
properties of wool while being durable and resistant thanks to the polyamide stretching to guarantee maximum 
comfort and freedom of movement.
Thanks to its breathable properties, this garment ensures great moisture management and thermal regulation. 

BERETTA CLOTHING
OUTDOOR CLOTHING

POLARTECH GLOVES

Men’s hunting Polartec® Touch Gloves in Polartec® Windpro®.

The men’s Polartec® Touch Gloves in Polartec® Windpro® allows the most comfortable trigger pull through the 
index fingertip that can be opened and fixed with velcro. The thin construction together with the anti-slip and 
gripping palm insert, allow for maximum sensitivity.

Features
• Velcro to fix the finger opening.
• Touch-screen inserts on the index fingertip.
• Elastic Neoprene cuff.
• Beretta logo printed on the cuff.
• Anti-slip and gripping palm insert.

Colour Size Part# RRP

Green M GL361T0657-0715-M

$69.99Green L GL361T0657-0715-L

Green XL GL361T0657-0715-XL
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B-Wild Accessories Line
The B-Wild is an essential yet functional line, offering the largest Beretta hunting accessories range with products that reflect 
Beretta’s DNA and design. A combination of lightweight and strength giving great protection to your gun. All bags and cases are 
studied to offer maximum comfort and ergonomics.

B-WILD GAME BAG

Washable game bag with handle for easy transport with additional straps to carry the bag as a backpack.

Features:
• Dimension: 44x53x31cm
• Weight: 660g
• The main fabric is a 

scratch and water resistant 
polyester

• Easy-grip zip puller
• YKK zip
• Double zip opening
• Comfortable handle to carry 

the bag as a backpack.

Colour Part# RRP

Green BS631T16110789UNI $49.99

B-WILD BOOTS BAG

Boots bag with back opening and adjustable shoulder strap.
Features:
• Dimension: 51x30x23 cm
• Weight: 680g
• The main fabric is a 

scratch and water resistant 
polyester

• All the cases are padded to 
protect the content

• Easy-grip zip puller

Colour Part# RRP

Green BS641T16110789UNI $49.99

B-WILD CARTRIDGE WALLET

Colour Part# RRP

Green BS671T16110789UNI $19.99

Cartridge wallet with magnetic closure flap and elasticated loops. Elastic loop to hold cartridges. Loop 
with snap buttons on the back to fix the wallet to your belt.
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B-WILD 12GA CARTRIDGE BELT

12 gauge adjustable cartridge belt with fabric loops and comfort padding on the back

Features:
• Dimension: 8x121cm
• Weight: 160g
• The main fabric is a 

scratch and water resistant 
polyester

Colour Part# RRP

Green CA071T16110789UNI $39.99

140cm long shotgun gun case

Colour Part# RRP

Green FO191T16110789UNI $99.99

Features:
• Padded protection area for a shotgun
• Full zip opening
• Easy-grip, double lockable zip pullers
• 1 zippered pocket
• 2 pockets to tuck away double handle
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Loop to hang the case in iconic Beretta Shoulder 

strap colors
• Scratch and water-resistant synthetic fiber 

exterior

B-WILD 140CM GUN CASE

Double gun case in scratch and water resistant polyster with antishock padding to protect every part of your gun

Colour Part# RRP

Green FO211T16110789UNI $119.99

Features:
• Dimension (external): 21x140x6cm
• Weight: 1.140g
• The main fabric is a scratch and water 

resistant polyester.
• Easy-grip zip puller
• YKK zip
• Full zip opening
• Padded protection areas for the receiver, the 

barrels and the sight
• Double lockable easy-grip pullers
• 1 zippered pocket. 2 pockets to fold away 

the double hadle
• Adjustable shoulder strap
• Loop to hang the case in iconinc Beretta 

colors

B-WILD 140CM DOUBLE GUN CASE

Gun case with flap closure in scratch and water resistant polyester with antishock padding to protect every part of your gun.

Colour Part# RRP

Green FO221T16110789 $119.99

Features:
• Dimension (external): 21x140x6cm
• Weight: 760g
• The main fabric is a scratch and water 

resistant polyester
• Easy-grip zip puller (for side pocket)
• Padded protection areas for the receiver, the 

barrels and the sight
• YKK zip (for side pocket)
• Flap closure with buckle
• 1 zippered pocket. 2 pockets to fold away 

the double hadle
• Adjustable shoulder strap

B-WILD 140CM FLAP GUN CASE
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BERETTA VCI GUN SOCKS

Don’t let wet field conditions ruin your favorite shotgun! Unlike most gun socks which are made from silicon and therefore trap 
moisture, Beretta’s gun sock VCI is made from soft spun yarns that repel water and keep moisture away. 
Features:
• Rust preventing, non-abrading, innovative
• Unlike silicone-based gun socks, the Beretta VCI (Vapor Corrosion 

Inhibitor) gun sock does not trap moisture
• VCI technology forms a protective chemical barrier that stops rust and 

corrosion from occurring.
• This technology works so well, the sock is perfect for long-term storage
• Made of soft spun yarns
• Will not abrade wood or metal finishes
• Length: 48 inches

Colour Part# RRP

Pink FOU65001319

$49.99

Orange FOU65001417

Navy FOU65001560

Green FOU65001715

Black FOU65001999

BERETTA SHOOTING GLASSES
The lightweight Beretta Performance Plastic frame shooting glasses are expertly engineered to provide pistol shooters with unparalleled protection from any 
type of sunlight so you can focus 100% on the target while on any indoor and outdoor range. Cleaning soft bag included
Glasses are 100% UVA and UV and also ANSI Z87 certified. Meets US civilian standard (ANSI Z87.1 – 2010)
Styles:
• 0900 Clear lenses: perfect for indoor use and good for low light days.
• 0301 Red lenses: highlights the clay against the light sky. Good for bright days
• 0201 Yellow lenses: good for fog and dull low light, early in the morning or at dusk
• 0407 Orange lenses: highlights the clay against a light sky. Good for bright days
• 0316 Purple lenses: enhance the orange clays against a green background
• 0504 Smoke Lenses: perfect for all weather use

Colour Part# RRP

Yellow OCA10-00002-0201

$79.99

Red OCA10-00002-0301

Purple OCA10-00002-0316

Orange OCA10-00002-0407

Smoke OCA10-00002-0504

Clear OCA10-00002-0900

BERETTA EARMUFFS
Standard Beretta Earmuffs - deisnged for shooters. Available in Blue, Green or Black. 
Low profile to allow for a better cheek weld while shooting.

Colour Part# RRP

Blue CF10-0002-0560
$79.99

Black CF10-0002-0999

METAL FRAME SHOOTING SHIELDS
We have increased the size of the poly-carbonate injected lenses on the temple and forehead to improve the quality of the field of vision. The dedicated metal 
frame features wrapping tips to keep your shields securely in place and a comfortable nose piece for easy wear. Hard case and cleaning soft bag included.
These glasses are 100% UVA and UV and also ANSI Z87 certified.
Styles:
• 0900 - Clear lenses: perfect for indoor use and good for low light days.
• 0201 - Yellow lenses: good for fog and dull low light, early in the morning or at dusk.
• 0407 - Orange lenses: highlights the clay against a light sky. Good for bright days.
• 0316 - Purple lenses: enhance the orange clays against a green background.

Colour Part# RRP

Yellow OCA10-00002-0201

$99.99
Red OCA10-00002-0301

Purple OCA10-00002-0316

Clear OCA10-00002-0900

PUULL SHOOTING GLASSES

The Puull eyeglasses were specifically engineered and designed for shooters
to provide unparalleled fit and optical advantage. They have a superior wraparound design and 
provide extraordinary optical protection. The Puull eyeglasses are intended to help the athlete 
maximize his focus on the target.

The 3-lens set includes

Scarlet:
            • Designed for balanced color enhancement
            • Bright sun - collecting clouds - white sky
            • High resolution - crisp detail
Light Purple:
            • Designed to minimize green in the background
            • Enhances the true depth of background
            • Enhances orange targets
Magenta:
            • Designed to boost orange target
            • Medium yellow light
            • Vibrant color enhancement

Item Part# RRP

PUULL Glasses OC021A23540MXKUNI $299.99
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OPTIMA-CHOKE HP + 7 

The Optima-Bore ® HP geometry is designed to offer the best performance even with HP 
Steel Shot.
The shot pattern remains perfect and uniform in all types of hunting when using Optima-Choke ® HP chokes.

OPTIMA-CHOKE HP INTERNAL CAL.12GA

Calibre Choke Part#

12

Extra Full

Optima-choke 
HP Internal

C62045

* C62070

** C62071

*** C62072

**** C62073

Skeet C62049

cyl. C62074 Choke optimachoke internal

OPTIMA-CHOKE HP CAL.20GA

Calibre Choke Part#

20

*

Optima-choke 
HP Internal

C61848

** C61849

*** C61850

**** C61851

cyl. C61852

Choke optimachoke internal

OPTIMA-CHOKE HP INTERNAL CAL.28GA
Calibre Choke Part#

28

*

Optima-choke HP Internal

C61896

** C61898

*** C61899

**** C61900

cyl. C61901

OPTIMA-CHOKE HP EXTERNAL  
+20MM CAL.12GA

Calibre Choke Part#

12

*

Optima-choke HP + 20 mm

C62178

** C62179

*** C62180

**** C62181

Skeet C62183

cyl. C62182

OPTIMA-CHOKE HP EXTERNAL +50MM BRONZE 
CAL.12GA

Calibre Choke Colour Part#

12

Extra Full

Optima-choke 
HP + 50 mm Bronze

C62269

* C62263

** C62264

*** C62265

**** C62273

Skeet C62275

cyl. C62274

OPTIMA-CHOKE HP EXTERNAL  
+20MM SPORT CAL.12GA

Calibre Choke Colour Part#

12

*

Optima-choke HP + 20 mm

Blank C62139

** Black C62140

*** Green C62141

**** Yellow C62142

Skeet Red C62144

cyl. Blue C62143

External OPTIMA Choke
HP +20 mm

OPTIMA-CHOKE HP BLACK EDITION EXTERNAL 
+20MM CAL.12GA

Calibre Choke Part#

12

*

Optima-choke HP Black Edition  + 
20 mm

C6A233

** C6A234

*** C6A235

**** C6A236

Skeet C6A238

cyl. C6A237

OPTIMA-CHOKE HP EXTERNAL  
+20MM CAL.20GA

Calibre Choke Part#

20

*

Optima-choke HP + 20 mm

C62178

** C62179

*** C62180

**** C62181

Skeet C62183

cyl. C62182
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OPTIMA-CHOKE + 7 CM

OPTIMA-CHOKE INTERNAL  
CAL.12GA

Calibre Choke Part#

12

*

Optima-choke 
Internal

C61183

Light Full C61674

** C61184

*** C61185

Light Mod C61675

**** C61186

Skeet C61676

cyl. C61187

Optima-Choke interchangeable chokes are 
exclusively for use on Optima Bore guns. The 
new profiles of the Optima-Chokes are long and 
thin, and improve the concentration and uniform 
distribution of the shot pattern.

Calibre Choke Colour Part#

12

*

Optima-choke 
External 
+20 mm

Grey C61909

Light Full C61915

** Black C61910

*** Green C61911

Light mod C61916

**** Yellow C61912

Skeet Rd C61914

Skeet USA C61917

cyl. Blue C61913

OPTIMA-CHOKE EXTERNAL  
+20MM CAL.12GA

External Optima-choke + 20mm

CHOKE KEY FOR OPTIMA-CHOKES

Calibre Chokes Part#

12 Optima-choke C61358

OPTIMA-CHOKE PLUS + 7 CM
OPTIMA-CHOKE PLUS  
INTERNAL CAL.12GA

Calibre Choke Part#

12

Extra Full Optima-choke 
Plus Internal C61468

* Optima-choke 
plus Internal C61403

** C61404

*** C61465

Light Mod C61467

**** C61405

Skeet C61714

cyl. C61406

The OPTIMA-CHOKE PLUS interchangeable 
chokes are for XTREMA Shotguns

OPTIMA-CHOKE PLUS EXTERNAL  
+20MM CAL.12GA

Calibre Choke Part#

12

Extra Full

Optima-choke 
Plus External 

+20 mm

C61656

* C61647

Light Full C61652

** C61648

*** C61649

Light Mod C61653

**** C61650

Skeet USA C61654

cyl. C61651

OPTIMA-CHOKE PLUS EXTERNAL  
+45MM CAL.12GA

Calibre Choke Part#

12 Extra Full
Optima-choke 
Plus External 

+45 mm
C61469
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MOBILCHOKE + 5 CM
MOBIL-CHOKE INTERNAL  CAL.12GA

MOBIL-CHOKE INTERNAL  CAL.28GA

Calibre Choke Part#

28

*

Mobil-choke 
Internal standard

C60560

** C60561

*** C60562

**** C60563

Skeet C60564

cyl. C60565

MOBIL-CHOKE INTERNAL  CAL.20GA

Calibre Choke Part#

20

*

Mobil-choke 
Internal standard

C60552

** C60553

*** C60554

**** C60555

Skeet C60557

cyl. C60556

MOBIL-CHOKE INTERNAL CAL.410GA

Calibre Choke Part#

410

*

Mobil-choke 
Internal standard

C60568

** C60569

*** C60570

**** C60571

Skeet C60573

cyl. C60572

MOBIL-CHOKE EXTERNAL +50MM CAL.12GA

Calibre Chockage Part#

12

*

MC Externe + 
50 mm

C61305

** C61306

*** C61307

**** C61308

Cyl. C61309

MOBIL-CHOKE HUNTING EXTERNAL +20MM 
CAL.12GA
Calibre Choke Part#

12

Extra Full
Mobil-choke 

Hunting external 
+20 mm

C61470

* C61471

Skeet C61477

MOBIL-CHOKE HUNTING EXTERNAL  
+ 20MM CAL.20GA

Calibre Choke Chokes Part#

20

Light Full
Mobil-choke 

Hunting External 
+20 mm

C61615

**** C61619

cyl. C61621

MOBIL-CHOKE HUNTING EXTERNAL +45MM 
CAL.12GA

Calibre Choke Part#

12 Extra Full Mobilechoke Hunting 
externe +45 mm C61469

Calibre Choke Part#

12

*

Mobil-choke 
Internal standard

C60540

** C60541

*** C60542

**** C60543

Skeet C60545

cyl. C60544
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MOBIL-CHOKE + 5 CM
MOBIL-CHOKE VICTORY EXTERNAL +25MM CAL.12GA

Calibre Choke Colour Part#

12

Extra Full

Mobil-choke Victory External +25 mm

Silver C61479

* Grey C61480

Light Full Blue Grey C61481

** Black C61482

*** Green C61483

Light Mod Orange C61484

**** Gold C61485

Skeet Red C61486

cyl. Blue C61487

VICTORY external chokes are suitable for all Mobil-choke 
barrels. They have a color mark for easy identification.
They significantly improve reach and quality of the pattern.

MOBIL-CHOKE VICTORY EXTERNAL +25MM 
CAL.20GA

Calibre Choke Colour Part#

20

*

Mobil-choke Victory External 
+25 mm

Grey C61686

** Black C61687

*** Green C61688

**** Gold C61689

Skeet Red C61690

cyl. Blue C61691

BERETTA ACCESSORIES
BERETTA ACCESSOIRES

Article Part#

GUN POD 2 A400 XTREME OPTIFADE E01108

GUN POD 2 A400 MOSSY OAK E01106

GUN POD 2 A400 LITE SYNTHETIC BLACK E01107

GUN POD 2 A400 XTREME MAX5 E01109

GUN POD 2 A400 XTREME BLACK E01110

MICRO CORE RECOIL PAD HUNTING 10MM E73006

MICRO CORE RECOIL PAD HUNTING 15MM E73005

MICRO CORE RECOIL PAD HUNTING 20MM E73004

MICRO CORE RECOIL PAD  HUNTING 25MM E73028

MICROCORE RECOIL PADS

Article PART#

MICROCORE RECOIL PAD SPORT 13MM E73021

MICROCORE RECOIL PAD SPORT 18MM E73022

MICROCORE RECOIL PAD SPORT  23MM E73023

MICROCORE RECOIL PAD SPORT 28MM E73029

MICROCORE RECOIL PAD TRAP 13MM E73024

MICROCORE RECOIL PAD TRAP 18MM E73025

MICROCORE RECOIL PAD TRAP 23MM E73026

MICROCORE RECOIL PAD TRAP 28MM E73030

ACCESSORIES FOR A400 XCEL

Article Part#

COUNTERWEIGHT 110G A400 XCEL C585

COUNTERWEIGHT 180G A400 XCEL C58587
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CLEANING KITS

BERETTA FIREARM CLEANING KITS

Item Part#
Beretta Shotgun Cleaning Kit 12ga CK401000500009
Beretta Shotgun Cleaning Kit 20ga CK411000500009

Beretta Pistol Cleaning Kit 9mm CK411000500009

Shotgun Cleaning Kits Include:
• PVC coated steel rod in 3 pieces with ergonomic and anti- slip handle
• 1 wool brush
• 1 helical steel brush
• 1 nylon brush
• 1 bottle of “Factory Official CLP Gun Oil”

Pistol Cleaning Kits Include:
• Aluminum rod
• 1 wool brush
• 1 brass brush
• 1 nylon brush
• 1 loop cleaner for pistol calibres
• 1 brush with black handle
• Cleaning patches
• Factory Official CLP Gun Oil

BERETTA FIELD CLEANING KITS

Item Part#
Beretta Field Cleaning Kit in pouch 12ga CK141A21660999
Beretta Field Cleaning Kit in pouch 20ga CK151A21660999
Beretta Field Cleaning Kit in pouch 9mm CK221A21660999

Shotgun Field Cleaning Kits Include:
• Full aluminum rod in 3 pieces with ergonomic and anti- slip handle
• 1 wool brush
• 1 helical steel brush
• 1 brass brush
• 1 loop cleaner for shotgun gauges
• 1 brush with black handle
• Cleaning patches
• 1 bottle of “Factory Official CLP Gun Oil”
• White grease

Pistol Field Cleaning Kits Include:
• Aluminum rod
• 1 wool brush
• 1 brass brush
• 1 nylon brush
• 1 loop cleaner for pistol gauges
• 1 brush with black handle
• Cleaning patches
• Factory Official CLP Gun Oil.

BERETTA POCKET CLEANING KITS

Item Part#
Beretta Barrel Pull-through 12ga CK531000500999
Beretta Barrel Pull-through 20ga CK541000500999
Beretta Barrel Pull-through 9mm CK611000500999

Shotgun Pocket Cleaning Kits Include:
• 1 brass brush
• 1 loop for cleaner
• Gauges: 12 & 20

Pistol Pocket Cleaning Kits Include:
• Brass rod 2 pieces (1 rotating + 1 fix)
• 1 wool brush
• 1 bronze brush
• 1 nylon brush
• 1 loop cleaner

BERETTA ESSENTIAL CLEANING KIT

Item Part#
Beretta Essential Cleaning Kit 12ga CK271000050999

Essential Shotgun Cleaning Kit Include:
• Full aluminum rod in 3 pieces to assemble with ergonomic and 

anti- slip handle
• 1 wool brush with Beretta Iconic shoulder strap colors
• 1 brass brush
• 1 nylon brush
• 1 loop cleaner rifle gauges
• 1 brush with black handle
• 2 plastic snap caps
• Cleaning patches
• 1 bottle of Spray Gun Oil
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 GUN MAINTENANCE

OILS & LUBRICANTS

BERETTA BORE CLEANER SPRAY

Item Part#
Beretta Bore Cleaner Spray 125ml OL3500020009

Beretta Bore Cleaner Spray
• Convenient to use
• Removes fouling and burnt powder residue
• 125ml

BERETTA TRU OIL STOCK FINISHING OIL

Item Part#
Beretta Tru-Oil Stock Oil OL40-1-9

TRU-OIL® is the professionals choice for gun stock finishing and 
maintenance. Its unique blend of linseed and natural oils dries fast 
and will not cloud, yellow or crack with age. 
TRU-OIL® is also an ideal finish for wood furniture.

BERETTA COLD BLUING

Item Part#
Beretta Cold Blueing 18ml CK050000500009

Beretta Cold Blue liquid is easy to apply and can be used to improve 
and restore worn bluing on your guns.

SNAP CAPS

BERETTA SHOTGUN SNAP CAPS

Item Part#
Beretta Shotgun Snap Caps 2pack, 12ga SN120000500009
Beretta Shotgun Snap Caps 2pack, 20ga SN20-50-90

Beretta snap caps are the safe and convenient way to test the 
function and safety of your shotgun. The snap caps allows for 
function testing and dry-firing without damaging the shotgun.
Sold as a pack of 2 snap caps. 
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CLEANING KITS
DELUXE SHOTGUN CLEANING KIT

OILS & LUBRICANTS

Deluxe Shotgun Cleaning Kit Include:
• Brass rod in 3 pieces to assemble with wood handle.
• 1 wool brush with iconic Beretta colours
• 1 bronze brush
• 1 nylon brush
• Brass brush with wood handle for the chamber cleaning
• 1 loop cleaner for rifle calibres
• 1 square chromed plated oiler
• 1 brush with wood handle
• Box with fed pads
• Cleaning patches
• 1 bottle of factory official CLP gun oil

Item Part#
Beretta Barrel Rope / Pull-Through 12ga CK190000120009
Beretta Barrel Rope / Pull-Through 20ga CK190000200009
Beretta Barrel Rope / Pull-Through 28ga CK190000280009
Beretta Barrel Rope / Pull-Through 410ga CK190000410009

Item Part#
Deluxe Cleaning Kit 12ga CK011A21650084

BERETTA CHOKE BRUSHES

Item Part#
Beretta Choke Brushes BA390000500009

BERETTA SHOTGUN PULL-THROUGHS

Item Part#
Beretta Factory Official CLP Oil 25ml OL011A21610530

Beretta C.L.P Oil
• Universal corrosion protection
• Lubricates and prolongs the life of
• moving parts
• Leaves a protective film that prevents
• dirt and oxidation
• Effective at a temperature of -50°C +
• 55°C ( -58°F + 131°F ).

Item Part#
Beretta White Grease CK290000500009

Beretta White Grease
• For lubricating shotgun chokes and actions

BERETTA WHITE GREASE

BERETTA FACTORY OFFICAL CLP OIL

BERETTA INTERFLON OIL

Item Part#
Beretta Interflon Oil 25ml OL380000010009

Beretta Interflon Teflon Oil
• Dissolves rust.
• Cleans and lubricates.
• Temperature range: -43°C to 170°.
• Good protection against corrosion and oxidation.
• Lubricates 10 times longer than the standard.
• 25ml
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GUN MAINTENANCE

SNAP CAPS
BERETTA DELUXE SHOTGUN SNAP CAPS

Item Part#
Beretta Snap Caps & Woll Mops 12ga SN020000500009
Beretta Snap Caps & Woll Mops 20ga SN0300500009

BERETTA COMBINATION SNAP CAP & WOOL MOPS

Item Part#
Beretta Deluxe Snap Caps 2pack, 12ga SN12-66-09
Beretta Deluxe Snap Caps 2pack, 20ga SN20-66-09

Beretta Deluxe snap caps constructed from Nickel Plated brass and 
offer a safe and convenient way to test the function and safety of your 
shotgun. Allows for function testing and dry-firing without damaging 
the shotgun.
Sold as a pack of 2 snap caps. 

Beretta Snap cap + wool mop. They protect the firing pins. Oil the mop 
(with Beretta gun oil) to maintain and lubricate the chamber. 
Allows for function testing and dry-firing without damaging the 
shotgun.
Sold as a pack of 2 snap caps. 

RIFLE CLEANING KITS

Tikka cleaning kits include:
• Burnished 4pc rod
• Wool Mop
• Nylon Brush
• Bronze Brush
• Cotton Patches
• Nylon Utility Brush
• C.L.P 3-in1 Cleaner & 

Lubricant solution

Item Part#

TIKKA CLEANING KIT CALS .22 114TIKKA_22

TIKKA CLEANING KIT CALS .243, .264, 6MM, 6.5MM 114TIKKA_6MM

TIKKA CLEANING KIT CALS .30, 7.62MM 114TIKKA_7,62MM

TIKKA CLEANING KIT CALS .270, 7MM, 6.5MM 114TIKKA_7MM

TIKKA CLEANING KIT CALS .338, .375, 9MM, 9.3MM 114TIKKA_9MM
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Benelli

The story of Benelli Armi begins in 1967 with the  Benelli brothers, 
owners of a motorcycle factory in Pesaro, Italy. Their interest in 
precision mechanics was not limited to the motorcycling sector, 
but also extended to another passion: hunting.

The Benelli brothers were convinced that the evolution of hunting 
rifles was moving in direction of self-loading firearms. The idea 
was born with the support of Bruno Civolani, talented Bolognese 
designer, who helped with the creation of a revolutionary firearm: 
the new project did not use a gas system, but instead the inertia 
of the firearm . Thus was born the Benelli inertia system, with a 
guarantee of safety and reliability.

Through many years of work, Benelli has built around the genius 
of his inertia system, the range of semi-automatic shotguns the 
largest and most tested in the world.

Technological advances by Benelli, 
4 patented systems:

INERTIA SYSTEM

AUTO REGULATING GAS OPERATED 
« ARGO »
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828U

The Over & Under from the Third Millennium

PATENTED BARREL CONSTRUCTION

1. Improved ejection

2. Excellent ballistic performance

3. Safe and reliable

4. Minimum weight & compact design

‘‘828’ is the number that identifies the Historic Center of Urbino in the 
World Heritage List of Unesco. The 828U overlay combines the art 
of the past with the technology of the future.
The wooden stock incorporates the Benelli Progressive Comfort 
system, and a special polyurethane pad, which is extremely effective 
at reducing recoil and barrel rise. Lightness, comfort, stability and 
versatility define the 828U. This ultra handy shotgun is very stable 
and easy to adapt to all types of hunters and shooting styles.
The 828U is the only shotgun that offers precise drop and cast 
adjustment for a perfect fit. The heart of the Benelli over & under is 
its highly reliable hardened steel locking plate.
Its simple but ingenious design ensures a robust and reliable locking 
mechanism, and eliminates the mechanical stress at the pivots of 
the action. 

By combining this advanced locking system with an aluminium 
receiver, Benelli has succeeded in creating a shotgun weighing less 
than 3 kg that is also robust and perfectly balanced. Another key 
feature of the 828U is its compact, precise, reliable, fast, and easily 
removable trigger group.
The ejection system is driven by the pulse of the cartridge during 
firing, thus there is no mechanical interaction between the barrel 
and the trigger group with the arming of the firing hammers 
being achieved with the opening lever. The barrels are therefore 
interchangeable.
Owning an 828U means tailor-made comfort and maximum 
precision for any shooter.

PERFECT FIT
40 possible adjustments.

Beautiful design.

Easily removable trigger group.

REMOVABLE TRIGGER GROUP
Compact profile, modular concept, made from 
aluminium and steel. Removable for cleaning. 

Second generation of the PROGRESSIVE COMFORT system.
Reduces recoil by more than 50%.
Reduces muzzle rise during firing.
Progressive recoil absorbtion.
Soft and ergonomic recoil pad (Interchangeable).
Adjustable length of pull (365mm - 375mm - 385mm)

Total weight of 3kg (w/ 28inch barrel).
Perfectly balanced.
Rounded profile.

LOADING & UNLOADING
Innovative and ergonomic design of 
the opening lever. 
Barrel opening angle of 48deg.

BENELLI SHOTGUNS
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828U

828U BLACK

Calibre Chamber Barrel Trigger Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
28inch Single 5 chokes Carbon

2.9 kg $4,799
30inch Single 5 chokes Carbon

The elegance of the 828U Black is highlighted through the sleek lines of the shotgun.
A black lever embellishes the sporty character of the shotgun 

creating a perfect harmony between the different materials used in the guns 
construction. 

Can be cast in Left Hand

828U SILVER

Calibre Chamber Barrel Trigger Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga

3inch

28inch Single 5 chokes Carbon
2.9 kg

$5,599
30inch Single 5 chokes Carbon

20ga
28inch Single 5 chokes Carbon

2.7kg
30inch Single 5 chokes Carbon

The elegance of the Silver version is highlighted through the racy lines
of the receiver.  It’s embellished with original engravings that extend

without interruption from the receiver onto the high-grade walnut stock; creating a 
harmony of form between the different materials.

Can be cast in Left Hand

BENELLI SHOTGUNS
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828U
828U SPORTING

Progressive Balancing 
Allows you to perfectly balance your shotgun thanks to 8 steel weights, each 
weighing 12.5g. The center of gravity can be moved from -8mm to + 8mm by 
removing or adding weights.
The grade 3 walnut stock has been developed for total control and instinctive  
natural swing. 

Perfect fitting 
Allows a perfect fit with precise adjustment of the cast and drop.
20 possible positions.  Standard length of pull of 375 mm, which is user 
adjustable between 360 and 390mm 

Detachable Trigger Group 
Light & efficient with an exceptionally clean break.
Adjustable trigger for maximum control.
5 different positions are possible. 
Quick and easy disassembly of the rigger group.

Supreme Ballistics 
Features a 10mm carbon fibre rib with shooting line in the center and a highly 
visible white bead. The rib floats on the barrel which reduces vibration and 
increases the accuracy and quality of the shot pattern.  

Powebore and Crio 
The high quality steel barrels are made in Italy. Powerbore technology and 
Cryogenic treatment combine to bring the best technology to the sports 
shooting disciplines.  Ensures speed and a perfect pattern with every shot. 

Chokes Sport 
5 external chokes (Full, **,***,****,Cyl).

Calibre Chamber Barrel Trigger Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
30inch Single 5 chokes external (*/**/***/****/Cyl.) Carbon

3.65 kg $6,799
32inch Single 5 chokes external (*/**/***/****/Cyl.) Carbon

SPORTING PEDIGREE
Weight, balance and ergonomics - everything has been developed 
for Sporting shooting.
Excellent stability and swing for the most difficult stages.
The steel receiver helps to concentrate the weight of the shotgun 
(3,650kg) in the hands of the shooter for dynamic handling of the 
shotgun.
Perfect balance, great stability, minimum muzzle rise,
and low recoil are noticeable from the first shot.

BENELLI SHOTGUNS
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PASION
BENELLI SHOTGUNS

PASION

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
28inch 3 chokes 7 cm (*,***,****) Ventilated

3 kg $2,699
30inch 3 chokes 7 cm (*,***,****) Ventilated

RAFFAELLO
RAFFAELLO BLACK

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight

12ga 3inch 26inch 5 chokes Ventilated 2.95 kg

The essence of technology: Benelli’s “Progressive Comfort” system is a new system that ensures gradual absorption
and intelligent reaction to recoil depending on the load used. The mechanism, which is located inside the stock and connected to the pad
back, significantly absorbs recoil and reduces muzzle flip and vibration.
Thanks to the combined action of these components, the system ensures maximum stability, better control, and faster more precise aiming. 
Progressive Comfort is modern technology implemented into an elegant wooden stock and is invisible, yet very sensitive. 

1.  The wooden stock has a rubber cheek pad
     for a significant reduction of vibration on your cheek.
2. The receiver has a satin finish.
3.  The stock & fore-end are selected walnut that’s sanded and oiled,
     with fine checkering and an ergonomic profile.
4. Length of pull is adjustable between 350 and 380 mm (extra pads needed).
5. Easy bolt closure - always ready to fire
6. Reliable operation with all loads 28 - 56 gr magnum
7. Easy loading / unloading
8. Easy to unscrew magazine end-cap
New Raffaello, with better handling in all situations. Easier, faster, and 
more comfortable.

1
2

3

4
56

7

8

9

3

Sollicitation avec 
munition lourde

sollicitation avec 
munition medium

sollicitation avec 
munition légère

Progressive Comfort 
statique

RAFFAELLO CRIO BORE BARREL

The essence of the Raffaello is the Power Bore : 
Each barrel is cryogenically treated, and the diameter of the bore is between 18.3 and 18.4 mm. The narrow bore diameter of the barrel 

ensures efficient use of energy and superior performance in terms of speed, accuracy, power and penetration. Five steel-ready Crio 
Chokes (* / ** / *** / **** / Cyl)  are included. 

Crio Power Bore is the perfect barrel offering perfect patterns and guaranteed ballistic performance. Carbon fibre rib.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

26inch 5 chokes Ventilated

2.95 kg $3,89928inch 5 chokes Ventilated

30inch 5 chokes Ventilated

A return to classic, timeless elegance 
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RAFFAELLO

A Shotgun for people who pay attention to detail,
and who appreciate elegant engravings and high quality wood.

The butt and the fore-end are finely shaped. Features a  Raffaello Power Bore cryogenically treated barrel.
Tradition, elegance, and technology come together to make this magnificent shotgun

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

24inch 5 chokes Ventilated

2.95 kg $4,299
26inch 5 chokes Ventilated

28inch 5 chokes Ventilated

30inch 5 chokes Ventilated

RAFFAELLO DELUXE POWER BORE

RAFFAELLO 500TH ANNIVERSARY - LIMITED EDITION

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 28inch 5 chokes Ventilated 2.9 kg $6,999

BENELLI SHOTGUNS

When you think of Benelli you think of beauty, innovation, and guns made with the best materials. The new Raffaello 500 Anniversary Limited Edition expresses pure beauty and 
represents Benelli’s essence and uniqueness. On the 500th anniversary of Raffello’s death, Benelli created this limited edition to celebrate the beauty and art of one Urbino’s 
childen, a brilliant artist, and the protagonist of the Italian Renaissance. 

The story goes that on the day of his death the rooms of the Vatican that made him so famous were shaken by a violent shock and that the sky turned black. 

The celebratory limited edition series consits of only 1000 pieces manufactured in 12 gauge. Stock and fore-end are Grade 4 European walnut, finished in oil and wax. The stock 
is equipped with the Benelli Progressive Comfort System which reduces recoil on the shoulder. The delicate scroll-work is on both sides, and back of the receiver, and depicts 
mallards in flight on the right flank, pheasants on the left, and is emphasized by a gold inlaid finish. 
The Raffaello 500 Anniversary are equipped with high performance Crio Power Bore Barrels that have been specially selected for quality, then finished with Benelli’s unique and 
exclusive BEST (Benelli Surface Treatment) protective coating which ensures extremely high resistance to corrosion and abrasion. 
The barrel is 28inches long and the completed gun weighs in at approximately 2.900 kg. 

This semi-automatic shotgun is suitable for all types of shooting, is easy to take-up, and immediate in aiming. It represents a guarantee of both performance and investment. 
Raffaello 500th Anniversary Shotguns are waiting for you in the armories; but reserve them now - as collectors from all over the world are placing their orders for this limited 
edition. 

Art makes prisoners of beauty and those who persue it, and with this limited edition Raffaello has guided the designers in the creation of this masterpiece. The Rafaello 500th 
Anniversary is truley a precious heirloom grade gun, with great technological components and with historical and collectible value - which surely deserves a place in your safe.
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RAFFAELLO
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Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

24inch 5 chokes Ventilated

3.5 kg Enquire
26inch 5 chokes Ventilated

28inch 5 chokes Ventilated

30inch 5 chokes Ventilted

EXECUTIVE ENGRAVING 2 
The scene engraved on the right side is bright and beautiful, and represents two partridges 

flushed by a setter. The fine Walnut buttplate completes the stock beautifully. 
An elegantly applied medallion in the stock gives an extra permium touch.

EXECUTIVE ENGRAVING 3 
The engraved birds are gold inlaid and depict a hare being chased by a hound in a hunting scene. 

The engraving is particularly detailed and refined. 
The wood is finished with natural oils and wax to emphasize the fine quality and its beautiful grain.

EXECUTIVE ENGRAVING 1 
The stainless steel receiver is expertly decorated with refined animal game scenes engraved 
by master engravers. Features carefully selected walnut wood which is carefully shaped and 

finished. Engraving features ducks in flight depicted on the right hand side, 
and on the left a pointer setting two snipes.

RAFFAELLO EXECUTIVE

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

24inch 5 chokes Ventilated

3.5 kg Enquire
26inch 5 chokes Ventilated

28inch 5 chokes Ventilated

30inch 5 chokes Ventilted

The steel receiver can be custom engraved, offering the opportunity to create a unique and personalised 
shotgun of heirloom quality, that will last for generations.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

24inch 5 chokes Ventilated

3.5 kg Enquire
26inch 5 chokes Ventilated

28inch 5 chokes Ventilated

30inch 5 chokes Ventilted

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

24inch 5 chokes Ventilated

3.5 kg Enquire
26inch 5 chokes Ventilated

28inch 5 chokes Ventilated

30inch 5 chokes Ventilted

*Special order only
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RAFFAELLO

RAFFAELLO BE DIAMOND

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 28inch 5 chokes Carbon 2.9 kg $3,999

Increased comfort and corrosion 
resistance.

The new Raffaello BE-Diamond has been 
completely redesigned and features new 
technologies in the guns finish, barrel, 
inertia operating system, and the stock

New Comfortech 3 Recoil Reduction System.  

Recoil reduction and comfort is improved with any ammunition 
used - from 28 to 56 g.
New, extra-soft CombTech interchangeable (patented) comb 
ensures effective shock absorption on the cheek.
The barrel and chokes are cryogenically treated, with the barrel 
also featuring a carbon-fibre rib and fibre-optic front bead.
The greatest improvement lies in the BE Diamond’s brilliant black 
surface treatment, that took 7 years to develop: 
Benelli Surface Treatment (BE S.T.).
This surface treatment is highly abrasion and corrosion resistant, 
meaning less rust, less maintenance, and increased longevity of 
the shotgun.

Clear window in the magazine tube shows number of shells loaded in the magazine.

Benelli Surface Treatment is the exclusive Full Protection Treatment that 
gives the barrel and breech superior resistance

 to corrosion, abrasion and wear.
The new treatment offers protection against scratches, corrosion, and rust, 

while leaving a finish that is elegant and totally black.
Benelli Surface Treatment makes the barrel extremely hard 

and adds a touch of beauty,  while also reducing the need for maintenance 
with protective oils.

Unlike other coatings on the market that get scratched and become 
susceptible to rust, BE.S.T. technology ensures total protection of the barrel.

BENELLI SHOTGUNS

25 year warranty on B.E.S.T 
treated parts when you 
register your gun online
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RAFFAELLO CRIO SUPERSPORT

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
28inch 5 chokes High

3 kg $5,049
30inch 5 chokes High

The Raffaello Crio SuperSport Comfortech is the ideal shotgun for  
competition. The ComforTech ™ recoil reduction system allows

the shooter to shoot the second round 69% faster than with a
comparable shotgun. It’s quick!

Available in right or left-hand. Receiver is milled for optical accessories.

M2 WOOD

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
26inch 5 chokes High

3.15 kg $2,299
28inch 5 chokes High

The M2 is designed for the dynamic and demanding hunter 
who requires both speed and power.

The Wood model features a walnut stock and fore-end.
Ventilated butt pad significantly reduces recoil at the moment of firing.

RAFFAELLO ETHOS SPORT

M2

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
26inch 5 chokes High

3.15 kg $3,999
28inch 5 chokes High

The ETHOS is an elegant semi-automatic shotgun that is the culmination of 
Benelli’s latest innovations, refinements, and design superiority;

 all centered around the core Inertia Driven® System.
The Raffaello Ethos Sport is the ideal shotgun for both hunting and 

competition. The silver receiver is matched with high grade wood and ensures 
the Ethos Sport stands out from the crowd. A set of external sporting Crio 

chokes ensure accurate and precise shot patterns.
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M2

M2 COMFORTECH OPTIFADE CAMO

M2 COMFORT

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP RH RRP LH

12ga 3inch

21inch 5 chokes High

3.1 kg $2,299 $2,399
24inch 5 chokes High

26inch 5 chokes High

28inch 5 chokes High

The M2 Comfortech ® is a tough and reliable firearm.
The considerable reduction of recoil and muzzle flip allows for quick follow up shots 

and offers absolute comfort when shooting.
The M2 is a versatile and reliable shotgun in all conditions.

Also available in Left Hand

M2 COMFORTECH MAX 5 CAMO

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
26inch 5 chokes High

3.1 kg $2,599
28inch 5 chokes High

The MAX5 Camo version has a high definition 
camouflage finish, designed to blend into the 

environment.
Also available in Left Hand

The OPTIFADE Camo version has a camouflage 
finish designed to blend into the environment.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 28inch 5 chokes High 3.1 kg $2,599

M2 CERAKOTE TUNGSTEN

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 28inch 5 chokes High 3.1 kg $2,699

The M2 Cerakote Tungsten features a tungsten 
cerakote coating to ensure maximum resistance 

to the elements. The Cerakote finish provides a 
durable long lasting finish that will prevent rust and 
corrosion while adding to the shotguns sleek looks.

BENELLI SHOTGUNS
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SUPER BLACK EAGLE III
BENELLI SHOTGUNS

Dominate the Skies. 
The Super Black Eagle III is a semi-automatic shotgun chambered for 3.5inch cartridges, 
and contains all the Benelli know-how and technology that the serious waterfowler deserves:

Power, comfort, accuracy, stability, speed, and reliable operation.
Also with incredible ergonomics:
Comfortech 3 :   Less recoil, greater control, and fast target acquisition for fast follow up shots. 
Combtech : Maximum comfort and reduced vibration/impact on the face.
Trigger Guard : Designed for quick access to the safety and magazine cut-off. 
Loading/Ejection : Easy to load & unload.
Bolt Release:  Reliable, Safe, and Fast.
Ergonomic Fore-end: Designed for optimal grip and perfect balance.
Magazine Cap: Designed for easy assembly and disassembly.
Barrel & Chokes : Cryogenically treated for maximum accuracy and consistency.

SUPER BLACK EAGLE III COMFORTECH

The pistol grip and fore-end have an “Air Touch” finish,
which provides a firm grip in all conditions.

Also available in Left Hand
Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch
26inch 5 Crio Chokes (***/**** external + 2 cm, */**/cyl internal) High

3.2 kg $3,599
28inch 5 Crio Chokes (***/**** external + 2 cm, */**/cyl internal) High

SUPER BLACK EAGLE III CAMO MAX 5

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch
26inch 5 Crio Chokes (***/**** external + 2 cm, */**/cyl internal) High

3.2 kg $3,799
28inch 5 Crio Chokes (***/**** external + 2 cm, */**/cyl internal) High

SUPER BLACK EAGLE III TUNGSTEN CERAKOTE

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch 28inch 5 Crio Chokes (***/**** external + 2 cm, */**/cyl internal) High 3.2 kg $3,899

The Super Black Eagle III Cerakote Tungsten features a tungsten cerakote coating to ensure 
maximum resistance to the elements. The Cerakote finish provides a durable long lasting finish that 

will prevent rust and corrosion while adding to the shotguns sleek looks.
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SUPER BLACK EAGLE III

The ultimate waterfowl shotgun is now available in left-hand

SUPER BLACK EAGLE III COMFORTECH LEFT HAND

SUPER BLACK EAGLE III CAMO MAX 5 LEFT HAND

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch 28inch 5 Crio Chokes (***/**** external + 2 cm, */**/cyl internal) High 3.2 kg $3,599

BENELLI SHOTGUNS

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch 28inch 5 Crio Chokes (***/**** external + 2 cm, */**/cyl internal) High 3.2 kg $3,799

SUPER BLACK EAGLE III WOOD

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch 28inch 5 Crio Chokes (***/**** external + 2 cm, */**/cyl internal) High 3.2 kg $3,599
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BENELLI 20GA
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RAFFAELLO ETHOS 20

The Raffaello Ethos 20 is a high-end shotgun. It’s elegant, lightweight, sporty, and well-balanced.
The design is characterised by magnificent engravings and simple

slender lines that compliment the extreme maneuverability of the shotgun.
The patented Progressive Comfort system is inserted into the stock, which gradually reduces felt recoil.

The elegant grain of the wood is enhanced with the new WoodFX finish that embellishes the stock.
The Crio Power Bore barrels and chokes are steel shot approved, 

and feature a carbon fibre rib which offers increased aiming speed and better shot pattern.  

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

20ga 3inch

24inch 5 chokes Carbon

2.57 kg $3,99926inch 5 chokes Carbon

28inch 5 chokes Carbon

RAFFAELLO LORD 20GA

The Raffaello Lord offers style, refinement, and class. 
With a leather wrapped stock and fore-end, high grade wood, 

walnut butt plate, and matching lines and colours on the receiver; 
The Benelli Lord is the lord of Shotguns 

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

20ga 3inch
26inch 2 chokes (***/Cyl) Ventilated

2.6 kg $5,499
28inch 2 chokes (***/Cyl) Ventilated

RAFFAELLO CRIO SUPER SPORT 20GA

The Benelli Raffaello SuperSport is the ideal 20ga shotgun for competition. The shotgun is fast, and
the ComforTech recoil system allows the shooter to fire precise follow up shots faster than a comparable shotgun.

The ComforTech system reduces recoil by 48%
Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

20ga 3inch 28inch 5 chokes High 2.75 kg $5,049
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BENELLI 20GA
M2 SYNTHETIC COMFORTECH 20GA

The M2 Comfortech ® is a tough and reliable firearm.
The considerable reduction of recoil and muzzle flip allows quick follow up shots, and offers absolute comfort when shooting.

The M2 is a versatile and reliable shotgun in all conditions.
Also available in Left Hand.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

20ga 3inch

24inch 5 chokes High 2.60 kg

$2,29926inch 5 chokes High 2.60 kg

28inch 5 chokes High 2.60 kg

M2 SYNTHETIC COMFORTECH CAMO MAX5 20GA

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

20ga 3inch 26inch 5 chokes High 2.60 kg $2,599

RAFFAELLO CRIO 28

 A new challenge: Benelli presents the first and lightest semi-automatic, 28 gauge inertia operated shotgun. 
This seemingly impossible challenge has been achieved with the marriage of the best operating system, 

with the smallest and most intriguing gauges.
Raffaello Crio 28 is a unique shotgun with state-of-the-art technology, design, and performance.

From today, it is possible to go hunting with a semi-automatic 28ga inertia driven shotgun - thanks to Benelli!

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

28ga 2 3/4inch
24inch 2 chokes (***/Cyl) Carbon

2.36 kg $3,899
26inch 2 chokes (***/Cyl) Carbon

RAFFAELLO ETHOS 28 MAGNUM

Benelli offers the widest range of semi-automatic shotguns in the world because of the desire to satisfy
the needs of the users. That’s why Benelli created the Magnum chamber for the 28ga calibre.

The 28 Magnum now allows you to hunt with the lightness and maneuverability of a 28ga gun, 
while having the performance of a 20ga. Better results for lead, steel and slugs!

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

28ga 76 Magnum 26inch 5 chokes Ventilated 2.4 kg $3,999

BENELLI 28GA

BENELLI SHOTGUNS

83www.       humbert .com

M2 SPEED PERFORMANCE
BENELLI SHOTGUNS

M2 COMFORT IPSC

M2 SP - SPEED PERFORMANCE 
The M2 SP is designed for IPSC competition and 3 Gun. 

Enlarged red bolt release button for quick and immediate closing, large tubular charging handle
for a safe and ergonomic grip. Red fibre optic sight for visibility in all conditions.

Enlarged loading port for faster cartridge insertion. Comfortech system for superior performance
 in terms of recoil reduction, barrel flip, and faster follow up shots.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 24inch 3 chokes +2cm (*/***/****) Ventilated High Rib 3.2 kg $2,999

M2 TACTICAL

M2 TACTICAL WITH PISTOL GRIP

M2 TACTICAL

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Sights Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
14inch 1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring

2.3kg $2,799
18.5inch 1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring

The M2 Tactical shotgun is the lightweight shotgun of choice when the job demands reliability. The M2 Tactical is ideal for 
competition shooting. The M2 Tactical is characterized by its Ghost Ring sight system which is adjustable in height and 

windage. Its receiver is drilled and tapped for fixing a rail. Semi-automatic inertia operation.
**PICTURED MAGAZINE EXTENSION NOT INCLUDED IN NEW ZEALAND DUE TO FIREARMS LAWS

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Sights Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
14inch 1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring

2.3kg $2,999
18.5inch 1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring

Tactical version of the M2 shotgun with a picstol grip stock and ghost ring sights.
**PICTURED MAGAZINE EXTENSION NOT INCLUDED IN NEW ZEALAND DUE TO FIREARMS LAWS
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M3

M3

BENELLI SHOTGUNS

M3 WITH COLLAPSABLE STOCK

M3 - Dual-mode convertible shotgun
The M3 Convertible semi-auto pump shotgun offers dual operation.  The user can quickly choose and change between 
either semi-auto or pump action. The M3 delivers fast cycling semi-auto fire with conventional loads, or pump-action for 
low-energy, special purpose loads. The M3 offers easy handling, precision, and high firing volume.

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Sights Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 19.75inch Fixed (Cyl) Ghost Ring 3.3 kg $3,799

**PICTURED MAGAZINE EXTENSION NOT INCLUDED IN NEW ZEALAND DUE TO FIREARMS LAWS

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Sights Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
14inch Fixed (Cyl) Ghost Ring 3.3 kg

$4,199
19.75inch Fixed (Cyl) Ghost Ring 3.3 kg

**PICTURED MAGAZINE EXTENSION NOT INCLUDED IN NEW ZEALAND DUE TO FIREARMS LAWS
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M4
BENELLI SHOTGUNS

M4

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Sights Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 18.5inch 1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring 3.9 kg $4,299

Ultra-reliable in all conditions
The M4 has a patented gas system that is both ingenious and innovative. The gas port is positioned near the chamber which  makes it possible to use high pressure 
gas when cycling the shotgun, thus guaranteeing reliability and clean operation with all types of ammunition and is  made possible thanks to a careful design using 
only optimal materials. The system guarantees efficiency, reliability, ballistic precision, and durability.
The barrel is chromed lined inside, and phosphated on the outside for durability and wear resistance. The steel Ghost Ring sighting system is adjustable for 
windage and elevation. All external surfaces are  protected by an anti-reflective MILSPEC (Military Specification) finishing treatment. The simplicity of the design 
makes it easy to disassemble in seconds without tools. 

M4 WITH PISTOL GRIP STOCK

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Sights Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 18.5inch 1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring 3.9 kg $4,299

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Sights Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
18.5inch

1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring
3.9 kg

$4,499
14inch 3.8 kg

M4 WITH COLLAPSABLE STOCK

M4 CERAKOTE WITH COLLAPSABLE STOCK

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Sights Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 18.5inch 1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring 3.9 kg $4,699
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NOVA

NOVA

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch
26inch 3 chokes (*/***/****) Ventilated

3.5 kg $1,399
28inch 3 chokes (*/***/****) Ventilated

NOVA TACTICAL

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch
14inch 1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring

3.4 kg $1,599
18.5inch 1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring

Benelli Nova and SuperNova
Benelli’s Nova and SuperNova pump-action shotguns feature a ferro-lacquered technopolymer stock and receiver housing that is extremely durable and tough. 
The Nova model’s receiver housing is integral with the stock, which is therefore fixed in place for exceptional robustness.
The SuperNova is built in two parts with a removable butt stock, allowing the mounting of different types of stocks. 
It is available with a ComforTech ® fixed stock that effectively reduces recoil allowing for faster follow up shots. 
The Benelli rotary-head locking system ensures safe operation. The 3.5inch chamber combined with the robust structure of the firearm, make it possible to use all 
12ga cartridges, from the lightest to the most powerful 3.5inch super magnums. 
The butt pad is specifically designed to reduce the recoil to a minimum.
This shotgun works perfectly in all climatic conditions, from the lowest to the highest temperatures and humidity.

BENELLI SHOTGUNS

NOVA MAX5 CAMO

Calibre Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch
26inch 3 chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated

3.5 kg $1,699
28inch 3 chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated
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 SUPER NOVA
BENELLI SHOTGUNS

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch
14inch 1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring

3.4 kg $1,999
18.5inch 1 choke (Cyl) Ghost Ring

This version with telescopic stock is a powerful shotgun, adaptable and resistant in all conditions of use. The adjustable stock can be set to 5 different positions, in a few seconds 
and without the need for tools. It can be configured from a maximum length of 126 cm to a minimum length of 92 cm, and the shotgun remains fully operational even in the shortened 
version. The larger trigger guard makes it easier to reach the trigger and ensures excellent grip. 

SUPER NOVA TACTICAL WITH COLLAPSABLE STOCK

SUPERNOVA COMFORTECH MAX5

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch
26inch 3 chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated

3.5 kg $1,699
28inch 3 chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated

SUPERNOVA COMFORTECH

Magazine-Stop Push Button

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib/sight Weight RRP

12ga 3.5inch

24inch 3 chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated

3.5 kg $1,59926inch 3 chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated

28inch 3 chokes (*/***/Cyl) Ventilated

Available in Black, MAX5 amo, and tactical configurations - the SuperNova offers a practical and robust shotgun that is configured to ensure shooter comfort and 
shoulder speed.

The exclusive Comfortech stock and thick recoil pad considerably reduce recoil to the shooters shoulder, and improve the overall control of the shotgun while 
optimising performance. Receiver and stock are made from technopolymer and ensure the utmost resistance to both low and high temperatures.

Super Nova
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CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES

50TH ANNIVERSARY HOODIE

50TH ANNIVERSARY BACKPACK

Item Size Part#

Benelli 50th Anniversary Sweater. 60% cotton, 40% polyester Medium BEN500619

Benelli 50th Anniversary Sweater. 60% cotton, 40% polyester Large BEN500618

Benelli 50th Anniversary Sweater. 60% cotton, 40% polyester X-Large BEN500617

Item Part#

Benelli Camo Cooler Bag. 27L capacity BEN500622

BENELLI CAP

BENELLI CAMO COOLER BAG

Item Part#

Benelli 50th Anniversary Backpack BEN500620

Item Part#

Benelli Cap. Max5 Camo, One size. BEN500586

BENELLI ACCESSORIES

Item Part#

Benelli Soft Gun Case 142mm long BEN800121

BENELLI SOFT GUN CASE

BENELLI SLINGS

Item Part#

Benelli Sling Black BEN800099

Benelli Slling Max5 Camo BEN800100
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FRANCHI FIREARMS

FOUNDED IN 1868 AND TODAY PART OF THE 
PRESTIGIOUS BERETTA GROUP, 

FRANCHI REPRESENTS A STRONG BRAND IN 
CONSTANT EVOLUTION.

Our history includes well over a century of unique met-
alworking skill. From the beginning, our philosophy has 
been to provide quality products that meet the needs of 

shooters. 
We continue to innovate and patent new technology and 
never compromise the original ideas that make Franchi 

firearms unique.
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HORIZON RIFLE

FRANCHI HORIZON ELITE STRATA

Calibre Barrel 
Length Twist Rate Inch Mag Capacity Weight RRP Elite 

Strata RRP Elite Gray

223 Rem 22inch 1:9 4+1

2.9-3.2kg $1,199 $1,099

243 Win 22inch 1:10 3+1

6.5 Creedmoor 22inch 1:8 3+1

270 Win 22inch 1:10 3+1

308 Win 22inch 1:11 3+1

30-06 Sprg 22inch 1:11 3+1

300 Win Mag 24inch 1:11 3+1

FRANCHI RIFLE

FRANCHI HORIZON ELITE GRAY

A new Horizon.
An idea born of a great desire: the desire to surpass oneself in order to discover
a new horizon ... For us, that’s the adventure.

Instinct, cunning, patience, and strategy; are necessary elements for 
hunting. The Horizon bolt action rifle is the perfect companion to the 
hunter, in any place and in any condition. Ergonomics and precision 
are the basis for the Franchi Horizon bolt-action rifle. The ergonomic 
stock was developed by studying the shooting technique of more than 
1000 hunters and shooters, resulting in a perfectly proportioned and 
instinctive rifle. Numerous grid zones are present to aid handling in 
different firing positions.

The Horizon bolt has three chrome locking lugs and is machined from 
a solid block of steel. Featuring a 60° bolt-throw for faster loading, 
the Horizon is factory tested to shoot a sub-MOA 3-shot group at 100 
metres. The Franchi Horizon is compatible with Remington 700 style 
scope mounts and bases and offers the shooter with a quality Italian 
made rifle at an attractive price. 

• Large bolt handle for quick and easy loading.
• Fluted bolt for weight reduction and beauty. 
• 2-position safety. 
• Adjustable Trigger.
• Detachable Magazine
• Muzzle thread
• Burnt bronze cerakote on Strata Elite model.
• Strata camo stock 
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AFFINITY III

FRANCHI AFFINITY
The Affinity semi-automatic shotgun is the ideal coming together of Italian craftsmanship 
and passion. As you first shoulder it, you’ll be surprised by the lean dimensions, functional 
design, and ideal weight and balance. The trim forend helps keep your eye close to the 
bore axis for quicker and more intuitive pointing. The bolt handle, bolt release, and loading 
port are designed for positive use even with gloved hands. The Inertia Driven® system 
along with the TSA recoil pad makes the Affinity easy on the shoulder and suitable for 
use in the field, or on the clay target range.

AFFINITY III SYNTHETIC

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
28inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****) Stepped, ventilated

3 kg $1,499
30inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****) Stepped, ventilated

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
26inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****) Stepped, ventilated

3 kg $1,499
28inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****) Stepped, ventilated

AFFINITY III SYNTHETIC LEFT HAND

The Affinity Synthetic is designed for the shooter who wants the simplicity 
and ease of care that only a synthetic stock can provide. 

Rugged and weather resistant, the Affinity Synthetic is the ideal choice 
for your next waterfowl hunting trip.

FRANCHI SHOTGUNS

Inertia Driven System

AFFINITY III MAX5 CAMO

Calibre Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga

3inch

24inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated

3 kg $1,649
26inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated

28inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated

30inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated

20ga
26inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated

2.65 kg $1,649
28inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,Cyl) Stepped, Ventilated



AFFINITY III
FRANCHI SHOTGUNS
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JOIN THE ELITE
Experience the performance, quality, features, and value that set’s the Affinity Elite shotguns above all others in their class. Enjoy the fit and feel offered by their sleek profiles, slim forends 
and ergonomics that produce superior pointability. The barrels have a weather-resistant Cerakote finish, Franchi Precision Forcing Cones for improved shot patterns, and upgraded 
fibre-optic sights to get you on target fast.TSA recoil pads reduce felt recoil even when using magnum loads. The enlarged loading port, bolt release, and bolt handle, will be appreciated 
by hunters wearing gloves in cold or inclement weather. 

ESPRIT

ESPRIT

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

24inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****)

2.9 kg

$5,499

26inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****)

28inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****)

20 3inch

24inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****)

2.7 kg26inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****)

28inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****)

28 2.75inch

24inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****)

2.5 kg26inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****)

28inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****)

.410 3inch 28inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****) 2.45 kg

The Franchi Esprit side by side is perfect for all types of hunting; from Rabbits, to Ducks & Pheasants
Its round bodied steel receiver is well-proportioned to suit the chosen gauge, and is hard colour-cased without engravings. The Esprit features an English style stock (365 mm 
length-of-pull), made with selected oil finished walnut and features a fine checkering pattern with a classic red rubber recoil pad. The single mechanical selective trigger is gilded 
in gold, and the firing system on the rear of the receiver consists of internal hammers. Features a double-slider mechanism and safety button with the first barrel’s selector being 
located under the opening key. 

AFFINITY III ELITE COBALT

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 28inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****) Stepped, ventilated 3.0 kg $1,999

AFFINITY III ELITE BRONZE

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 28inch 3 chokes 5 cm (*,***,****) Stepped, ventilated 3.0 kg $1,999

INSTINCT SPORTING COLOUR CASE HARDENED

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 30inch 5 KND chokes 3.56 kg $1,999

This version features a beautiful colour-case hardened steel 
receiver for an added touch of elegance and class. It also 

features external sporting chokes, a gold plated trigger, 
and is finished off with high quality Walnut wood.   

Single select trigger

INSTINCT
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STOEGER SHOTGUNS

STOEGER WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1924 AND IS PART OF THE 
BERETTA GROUP OF COMPANIES.
STOEGER OFFERS THE RELIABILITY OF A GREAT BRAND AT 
A COMPETITIVE PRICE.

Technology and expertise are integral to 
Stoeger’s manufacturing processes. Stoeger products enjoy a 
solid reputation for affordable quality among working men and 
women who enjoy shooting sports.
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STOEGER M3000

M3000 WOOD

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
26inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated

3.1 kg $999.99
28inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated

M3000 SYNTHETIC

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

26inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated

3kg $899.9928inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated

30inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated

M3000 MAX5 CAMO

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

26inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated

3kg $999.9928inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated

30inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated

STOEGER SHOTGUNS

M3000 TACTICAL

Calibre Chamber Barrel Sights Weight RRP

12ga 3inch
24inch Ghost Ring 3.3kg

$1199.99
18.5inch Ghost Ring 3.2kg

The M3000 Tactical features a telescoping stock, ghost ring 
sights, piccatinny rail and a muzzle brake choke. MAGAZINE 
EXTENSION NOT INCLUDED DUE TO NZ FIREARMS LAWS

The Stoeger M3000 features a highly reliable inertia driven system with a rotating bolt. It’s easily dismantled, and its components have been 
heat treated for hardness and durability. A special chrome plating has then been applied to ensure corrosion resistance, longevity and ease of 
maintenance of the shotgun. The M3000 is available in several configurations including Wood, Black Synthetic,Max5 Camo - and a tactical version 
with a collapsable stock.

The M3000 is the latest addition to the Stoeger semi-automatic line of shotguns.
Designed and manufactured to provide excellent performance under the most extreme conditions, while offering excellent value for money.

M3000 PEREGRINE

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 28inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated 3 kg $1,199

The M3000 Peregrine features a burnt bronze Cerakote coating on the barrel and action 
for corrosion resistance and longevity, and a MAX5 camo stock for added concealment.
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M3K
M3K

The M3K model is designed for 3 GUN & IPSC competition. 
The Stoeger M3K features external chokes, a new anti-recoil butt pad, 

enlarged loading port, fibre-optic front sight, enlarged bolt release button, 
and an oversized charging handle for easy and fast handling. The Stoeger 

M3K offers a competition ready shotgun at an attractive price.

STOEGER 3500 SYNTHETIC

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3 1/2inch
28inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated

3.45 Kg $999.99
30inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated

STOEGER 3500 MAX5 CAMO

Chambered for powerful 3 1/2inch magnum cartridges, the Stoeger 3500 is a serious 
waterfowl shotgun. Featuring Stoeger’s renowned quality, reliability, and accuracy 
all at a market leading price.

Fibre-optic front sight Recoil reducing butt padStoeger grip cap

STOEGER 3500

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3 1/2inch 28inch 3 chokes (*,***,****) High, Ventilated 3.45 Kg $1,099

STOEGER SHOTGUNS

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch

24inch 3 chokes (***,****,*****)

High, Ventilated

3.3 Kg

$1,199.9926inch 3 chokes (***,****,*****) 3.35kg

28inch 3 chokes (***,****,*****) 3.4 Kg



The Stoeger P3000 is a highly reliable pump-action shotgun that sets a new standard for dependability at a wallet-friendly price. The 
P3000 series will reliably handle any 12-gauge load from 2¾” field loads to 3” magnums, and makes for a perfect all around shotgun.
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STOEGER P3000

P3000 MAX 5 CAM0

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 28inch 1 choke *** Ventilated 3.2 Kg $799.99

P3000 SYNTHETIC

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Rib Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 28inch 1 choke *** Ventilated 3.2 Kg $599.99

STOEGER SHOTGUNS

P3000 TACTICAL

Calibre Chamber Barrel Chokes Sights Weight RRP

12ga 3inch 18.5inch 1 choke *** Ghost Ring 3.3 Kg $899.99
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SAKO RIFLES   

THE 6 SAKO ADVANTAGES

TRIGGER
The trigger-pull weight of the Sako 85 is adjustable from 1 to 2 kg. 
An optional set trigger is available for most Sako 85s. The Sako 
85 trigger is protected by an extremely strong steel trigger guard.

SAFETY
The special Sako double safety system locks both the trigger and 
the bolt. A special button, when depressed, allows the action to 
be worked and the rifle to be loaded or unloaded while the safety 
is applied.

SIGHTS
Most Sako 85 blued models have the option of being equipped 
with open sights. These sights are adjustable for elevation and  
windage.

MAGAZINE
The Sako 85 magazine is double stack and is made of stainless 
steel. The magazine is removable, but can also be reloaded from 
the top when installed in the rifle. The magazine release button is 
protected against unintentional release.

ACTION
Sako Rifles are available in 5 different action lengths to 
provide the best possible operation for each cartridge size 
(XS, S, SM, M, L). 
All Sako 85's feature a patented controlled feed system ensuring 
safe and reliable feeding of cartridges in all situations.
The Sako bolt is designed to allow natural hand positioning 
during reloading, and features an ultra-fast (60 °) bolt-lift for fast 
reloading and follow up shots.

BARREL
All Sako 85's have a cold hammer forged barrel and is checked 
one by one by the most precise instruments: the human eye.
The barrels are extra smooth to optimise accuracy 
and performance of the rifle.
Sako 85 blued & stainless steel rifles feature a matte 
anti-reflective finish (with the exception of the Sako 85 Deluxe) 
that is hard wearing and practical when hunting.
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SAKO S20
The new Sako S20 is the first true hybrid rifle, the one that both hunters and precision shooters can embrace. 
It's designed for passionate shooters who want to take and stay in control in every situation. The modular structure adapts 
to changing lifestyles, making S20 a truly future-proof bolt action rifle. 

SAKO RIFLES

ADAPTS TO YOUR PREFERENCES
The interchangeable stocks ensure that your rifle can go where you go, 
and you can always try something new without having to invest in a new, 
expensive rifle.
UNDENIABLE ERGONOMICS
Both the tactical precision stock and the ergonomic hunting stock are 
designed with the most comfortable shooting position in mind. Both stocks 
are ergonomically designed and can be adjusted in a number of ways.
SUB MOA ACCURACY
With its carefully designed features from cold hammer forged barrel to 
adjustability - the S20 delivers effortless sub MOA accuracy.

The S20’s rifle chassis is manufactured from aircraft-grade aluminium, and it provides maximum stiffness, 
robustness and thus accuracy. 
The weight has been optimised without compromising the rifle’s rigidity. Moreover, the aluminium chassis is not 
affected by tough weather conditions, keeping accuracy consistent even in varying situations.
The receiver is fixed to the angled surfaces of the chassis with a V-bedding system, increasing repeatable accuracy.
Black anodised surfaces of the chassis give it a non-reflective surface and a robust cover against all elements. 

S20 CARTRIDGE+ MAGAZINE
The magazine is made of highly robust glass-reinforced composite, a durable material that’s not affected by changes in temperature. A composite 
magazine doesn’t change its structure when dropped (contrary to a metal magazine), ensuring reliable feeding.
S20 comes ready with a 5 round (3 Magnum) magazine, and 10 round (7 Magnum) magazines are available as an accessory.
You can find the calibre markings on the magazine. S20 magazines can also be disassembled for maintenance. 
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SAKO S20

SAKO S20 PRECISION

SAKO RIFLES

The Sako S20 ergonomic hunting stock was designed with ultimate 
shooting comfort and ergonomics in mind. Having the best, most 
ergonomic grip on your rifle improves accuracy without compromising 
comfort. In an intense hunting situation, this can be the deciding factor 
between success and failure.

The thumbhole-style pistol grip is made from a unique, soft, high-quality 
synthetic material with a leather-like texture, giving the optimal grip in any 
weather conditions. You can perfectly align with the rifle scope with the 
quick-adjustable cheek piece, and the length of pull can also be adjusted 
with spacers. The Quick Detachable (QD) sling placements on both sides 
of the stock enable fast and easy attachment of the sling, improving rifle 
handling. 
Currently available Sako S20 caliber options: 6.5 Creedmoor, .308 Win, .243 Win, 

.30-06 Spring, .270 Win, 6.5 PRC, 7mm Rem Mag, .300 Win Mag.

SAKO S20 HUNTER

The S20 tactical precision rear stock combines great modularity with 
unparalleled ergonomics for the most demanding precision shooters out 
there. It was created especially for long distance and precision shooting. 
The forend has integrated M-LOK placements on both sides of the stock 
and on the bottom, so attaching multiple accessories is possible.

The quick-adjustable cheek piece enables perfect alignment with the rifle 
scope, and the recoil pad’s height and angle can be adjusted to reduce felt 
recoil and to enable the most comfort in different shooting postures. The 
length of pull can also be adjusted with spacers for maximised control, 
accuracy and comfort. The pistol grip has a rough surface, helping you 
secure your grip even in the roughest conditions. 
Currently available Sako S20 caliber options: 6.5 Creedmoor, .308 Win, .243 Win, 

.30-06 Spring, .270 Win, 6.5 PRC, 7mm Rem Mag, .300 Win Mag.

Grey Cerakote over Stainless Steel

Grey Cerakote over Stainless Steel

RRP from $3,099

RRP from $3,749
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SAKO S20 ACCESSORIES

SAKO S20 SCOPE MOUNT

SAKO RIFLES

The Sako S20 is a highly customisable rifle, and features many Sako factory produced  accessories, which are 
designed to perfectly complement the customisable nature of the Sako S20
FUTURE-PROOF YOUR RIFLE
With accessories, you can entirely re-define what you want your rifle to be. Some accessories are beneficial for hunters, whereas others are more 
suited to the shooting range.
ADJUSTABLE ERGONOMICS
Accessories help you when you go from an upright to a prone shooting position or when the terrain gets tricky. Together with the S20’s adjustable 
features, you can be sure that you can quickly adjust your rifle to match the situation and still deliver precision.
ROBUST IN ALL CONDITIONS
Attaching the accessories straight to the aluminium chassis via aluminium M-LOK placements ensures they hold firm even in the toughest conditions.

SCOPE MOUNT 
The S20’s high-duty performance scope mount is something never seen before.
Made from extremely strong aircraft-grade aluminium and steel, it was designed specifically to provide a 
robust scope mount for the demanding user. It provides a strong hold for a rigid scope, supported by the 
sturdy aluminium base. A variety of different heights and ring sizes ensures that there’s a perfect option for 
every shooter. The scope rings can also be installed to different spots in the base, ensuring that both long 
and short optical tubes are compatible with this mount.

SAKO S20 BARRICADE STOP
BARRICADE STOP 
The barricade stop was designed to be attached in front of the magazine, allowing the shooter to support the 
rifle on barricades or obstacles without damaging the magazine and achieving a steadier position for maximum 
precision. The barricade stop can be attached to any M-LOK compatible fore-end or hand guard.

SAKO S20 MONOPOD

MONOPOD 
The S20 monopod provides further stability and support when you need to aim for that extra precision. You can 
quickly engage the desired height with one push of a button. The mount also has a threaded micro adjustment 
so that you can fine-tune your rifle’s elevation by rotating the pod. The monopod can be locked to a vertical, 
45-degree or horizontal 90-degree position.

SAKO S20 THUMB REST

THUMB REST
With the S20 thumb rest, you can improve your shooting position by placing your thumb on either the left or 
the right side of the precision stock. It enables a more secure and fixed hand position to get more accurate 
index finger trigger control. The thumb rest is easy to install by just removing the screw and replacing the stock 
insert with the thumb rest.

SAKO S20 MAGAZINES

10-ROUND MAGAZINE
If you want extended magazine capacity, 10 round magazines 
are also available as an accessory. (7 round for Magnums)

• Short suits - .243, 6.5cm and .308
• Medium suits - .270 and 30-06
• Magnum suits - 7mm mag, 300wm, 6.5PRC

 
Length Capacity Part#

Short 5 rnd S588207095

Short 10 rnd S588207096

Medium 5 rnd S588207097

Medium 10 rnd S588207098

Magnum 3 rnd S588207099

Magnum 7 rnd S588207100

SAKO 85

TECHNOLOGY
The Sako 85 Carbonlight rifle is manufactured using the same CFRP technology used in the automotive and aerospace industries.
This makes it extremely light, rigid, and strong.
The Carbonlight also features a highly accurate fluted cold hammer forged barrel for accuracy and longevity.
Sako 5-shot sub-MOA guarantee.

SAKO 85 CARBONLIGHT LEFT HAND

L/H version delivered without muzzle brake

The Sako 85 Carbonlight is a high-end rifle designed for hunters seeking the best equipment possible. 
The Sako 85 Carbonlight is a high-end rifle designed for gear-oriented enthusiasts who are after any type of game. 
This ultra-light multi-purpose hunting rifle features a carbon fibre stock with a soft-touch surface, a palm swell, and a 
cheek piece. With an approximate weight of only 2.4 kg, the Sako 85 Carbonlight with S-action or the new XS-action is 
exceptionally comfortable to carry, even on extended hunting trips. 
Also available in left-hand (S action only).

Fluted Stainless hammer forged Barrel
Left hand available in S action calibres only. 

Barrel threaded M14x1
Available in .243,  6.5CM, .260, 7mm-08, .308

SAKO 85 CARBONLIGHT

Fluted Stainless hammer forged Barrel
XS, S & M actions threaded : M14x1

L actions threaded : M15x1
L-action calibres supplied with muzzle brake

Available in .223, 22-250, .243,  6.5CM, .260, 6.5x55, 7mm-08, 7x64, .308, .300WSM, 25-06, .270, 30-06, 7mm mag, 300win mag

SAKO RIFLES

RRP from $5,999

RRP from $6,199
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SAKO 85
SAKO 85 GRIZZLY

SAKO 85 BROWN BEAR

SAKO 85 BLACK BEAR

Black technopolymer stock
with moulded grip areas

Custom designed and developed by hunters, for hunters. 
This big-game rifle offers fast aiming and ultra fast operation.

Semi-heavy fluted barrels combines precision and lightness.
For instant target acquisition, the rifle features open sights which are fully adjustable and offer great visibility.

Perfect for hunting big game in difficult terrain.
Also features a front barrel mounted sling attachment point.

Available in .308, 30-06, 7x64, 8x57IS, 9.3x62, 9.3x66sako
*Some calibres may be special order only

SAKO 85 BLACK WOLF

A rifle designed for both Hunting and Target Shooting. Quickly adapts to the needs of its user. 
 At the rear of the stock are two buttons which allow quick adjustment of the cheek piece and length of pull.

Ergonomic pistol grip for a natural and relaxed grip.
Double sling swivels on the fore-end allow for ideal installation of both a bipod and a carry sling.

Wide fore-end aids accuracy when shooting off a bench or other shooting rest. 
The barrel is cold hammer forged, fluted, and is threaded for M15x1.

Available in .22-250, .243,  6.5CM, .260, 6.5x55, 7mm-08, .308, 25-06, .270, 30-06, 7mm mag, 300win mag
*Some calibres may be special order only

The most prestigious of the "Bear" series.
The Grizzly features a high-quality walnut stock and rosewood for end cap.
Open sights, fluted barrel and barrel mounted front sling attachment point.

Available in .308, 30-06, 7x64, 8x57IS, 9.3x62, 9.3x66sako
*Some calibres may be special order only

Rifle specially designed for large or dangerous game,
Ultra tough & resistant laminated wood stock.

Two action reinforcement screws.
Robust and ultra precise, the ideal rifle for hunting large or dangerous game.

Available in .338win, 375h&h, 416rigby, 450rigby, 500 jeffery
*Some calibres may be special order only

SAKO RIFLES

RRP from $4,599

RRP from $3,799

RRP from $3,899

RRP from $4,499
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SAKO 85
SAKO 85 KODIAK

 
Laminated hardwood stock. Quick aim adjustable open sights. 

The short thick barrel is cold hammer forged from stainless steel.
Front barrel mounted sling attachment point.

Available in .338win mag, .375H&H
*Some calibres may be special order only 

SAKO 85 BAVARIAN LEFT HAND

Beautiful Walnut with Rose-wood fore end Bavarian style Stock

SAKO 85 BAVARIAN

The Sako 85 BAVARIAN is a masterpiece. 
Combining a high-grade walnut stock in a Central European traditional style with the superior performance and technology 

of the Sako 85 series. Under its traditional exterior lie the modern features of the Sako 85 action.
Walnut stock, open sights, set-trigger.

Available in .222, .223, 22-250, .243, 25-06, .260, 7mm-08, .308, .270, .270WSM, 6.5x55, 30-06, 7mm mag, .300win, 
.300WSM, .338win, 9.3x52 375h&h 

Also available in Left Hand
*Some calibres may be special order only

Also available with a 20inch barrel in S and M actions

SAKO RIFLES

RRP from $3,899

RRP from $3,599

RRP from $3,749
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SAKO 85

SAKO 85 BAVARIAN CARBINE

SAKO 85 DELUXE

The Sako 85 Deluxe combines an attractive timeless 
appearance, with superior Sako accuracy and reliability. 

The warmth of the high-grade walnut stock, rosewood details and classic 
checkering give this fine rifle its distinctive look. Highly polished metal parts, 

fixed magazine and the Sako pistol grip inlay are just a few of the custom 
features of this elegant rifle.

Available in 25-06, 270, 30-06, 6.5x55, 7x64,  8x57IS, 9.3x52, 9.3x66sako
*Some calibres may be special order only

SAKO 85 CLASSIC

The Sako 85 Bavarian Carbine is developed for hunters who appreciate a high-quality carrying 
hunting rifle. 

Made of beautiful walnut and blued steel. The Sako 85 Bavarian Carbine comes with adjustable iron sights, 
single-set trigger and a full-length walnut stock with a rose wood fore-end.

Available in .22-250, .243, .260, 6x5x55, 25-06, 270, .7x64, .338fed, 9.3x62
*Special order only.

The Sako 85 Classic comes with the traditional Sako features: 
A straight and classic oil-finished walnut stock with a rosewood fore-end. The barrel is cold hammer forged and free-floated for accuracy. 

The classic look and feel enhances the experience of owning one of the world’s most respected rifles.
Available in 22-250, .243, 25-06, .260,.308, 6x5x55, .270, .270WSM, 30-06, 7mm mag, 7x64, .300win, 300WSM, .338win, 375h&h

*Some calibres may be special order only     

SAKO 85 CLASSIC DELUXE

The Sako 85 Classic Deluxe combines a highly polished metal 
finish with a world-class stock design. 

The high-grade walnut stock offers a palm swell and a traditional cheek piece to 
guarantee an ergonomic shooting posture in rapid hunting situations.

This rifle has been designed for the hunter who appreciates the look and feel of a 
high-quality walnut stock combined with the Sako 85 action.

Fitted with open sights and a set-trigger.
Available in .270, 30-06, 375h&h, 7x64, 9.3x66sako.

*Some calibres may be special order only

SAKO RIFLES

RRP from $4,699

Enquire for pricing**

RRP from $4,199

Enquire for pricing**
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SAKO 85 HUNTER

SAKO 85 HUNTER LEFT HAND

SAKO 85 LONG RANGE

If you are looking to shoot long distance, the Sako 85 Long Range rifle will serve you well. 
This rifle has been designed in particular for long-range hunting. 

Specific details, such as a muzzle brake, 26” match grade barrel, double sling studs,
 and a stock designed for the shooting in the prone position ensure that you can hit your target - even at extreme distance.

Available in .300win, .338lapua
*Some calibres may be special order only

Calling the Sako 85 Hunter a standard is a serious understatement. 
It comes with world-class Sako features including legendary Sako accuracy, smooth bolt operation and perfect balance; making it a valued rifle to both own and shoot. 

The Sako 85 Hunter features a walnut stock and is available with blued or stainless metal parts. Available with optional open sights (blued versions only).
Also available in Left Hand

Available in .204, .222, .223, 22-250, .243, .260, 7mm-08,.308, 6.5x55, 25-06, .270, .270WSM, 30-06, 7x64, 7mm mag, .300WSM, 300win, .338win, 375h&h, 9.3x62, 9.3x66sako
*Some calibres may be special order only      

• Classic straght stock
• Selected wood
• High grip checkering
• Brass grip cap
• Safari style rifle
• Available with or without open sights

SAKO RIFLES

RRP from $3,399

RRP from $3,499

RRP from $5,899
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SAKO 85
SAKO 85 SAFARI

High-end Sako 85
The Sako 85 premium Safari rifles are made by Sako’s master gunsmiths. These beautiful rifles are made one-by-one, and with an 

eye for detail and perfection. The Sako 85 Safari is a bolt-action rifle made for the most demanding hunters. 
Each Safari rifle is hand-finished, and the barreled action is epoxy-bedded to the stock 

to provide the best and most durable fit combined with the highest level of accuracy.
Comes with a set-trigger and adjustable open sights..

Available in 375h&h, 416rigby, 450rigby, 500jeffery
*Special order only

SAKO 85 HUNTER STAINLESS

Calling the Sako 85 Hunter Stainless a standard is a serious understatement. 
It comes with world-class Sako features, including the legendary Sako accuracy, smooth bolt operation, and perfect balance; 

making it a valued rifle to both own and shoot. 
The Sako 85 Hunter Stainless features a walnut stock and stainless steel barrel and action. 

Available in .204, .222, .223, 22-250, .243, 25-06, .260, 7mm-08 .308, 6.5x55, .270, 30-06, 270WSM, 7mm mag, 300WSM 300win, 338win, 375h&h    
*Some calibres may be special order only      

SAKO 85 LAMINATED STAINLESS

 The Sako 85 Laminated Stainless Rifle 
has a high-grade stainless steel barrel and receiver. 

The grey matte- lacquered laminated hardwood stock provides a stable platform that withstands the toughest conditions. 
It features a grey straight laminated stock and stainless steel barrel & action, making it one of the world’s most distinctive hunting rifles.

Available in .204, .222, .223, 22-250, .243, 25-06, .260, 7mm-08 .308, 6.5x55, .270, 30-06, 270WSM, 7mm mag, 300WSM, 300win, 338win, 375h&h
*Some calibres may be special order only      

SAKO 85 VARMINT STAINLESS

The Sako 85 Varmint Laminated Stainless Rifle 
features stainless metal parts and a stable laminate stock which is optimised for rough conditions. 

The heavy fluted barrel increases heat dissipation, decreases overall weight and gives this rifle its distinctive beauty.
Available in  .204, .222, .223, 22-250, .243, .260, 7mm-08,.308

*Some calibres may be special order only         

SAKO RIFLES

Enquire for pricing**

RRP from $3,499

RRP from $3,399

RRP from $3,549
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SAKO 85 FINNLIGHT II

EXPERIENCE AN ICON REBORN

Building on the famous Finnlight name, the Sako 85 Finnlight II is an icon reborn. 
The lightweight RTM fibreglass stock is extremely rigid while making the rifle light to carry for extended 

periods. The barrel and action have been treated with a tough Cerakote® coating, which protects the steel from 
the elements making this rifle the perfect choice for all conditions. 

The cheek-piece is fully adjustable and ensures the rifle is perfectly customisable for your preferences.
The barrel is cold hammer forged stainless steel and is fluted for accuracy,  weight reduction, and heat 

dissipation. The stock features rubberized grip areas to ensure excellent grip in all conditions.
Available in 22-250, .243, 6.5CM, 25-06, .260, 7mm-08, .308, 6.5x55, .270, 30-06, 7mm mag, .300win

*Some calibres may be special order only      
   

SAKO 85 FINNLIGHT II LEFT HAND

SAKO 85 CARBON WOLF

TAILOR MADE FOR ACCURACY. 
The ultimate tool for hunters journeying deep into the wilderness. 

Experience flexibility and effortless mobility of the Carbon Wolf with its lightweight RTM carbon fibre stock. 
This light-weight stock features an adjustable cheek piece and adjustable length of pull for perfect fit and comfort, 

ensuring best possible accuracy while keeping weight to a minimum.
The Carbon Wolf features a blued cold hammer forged fluted barrel that is threaded for your choice of muzzle device.

The Carbon Wolf is the ultimate cross-over rifle.
Available in 22-250, .243, 6.5CM, 25-06, .260, 7mm-08, .308, 6.5x55, .270, 30-06, 7mm mag, .300win

*Some calibres may be special order only      
  

SAKO RIFLES

RRP from $6,899

RRP RH from $4,799

RRP LH from $4,999
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SAKO 85

SAKO 85 FINNLIGHT

Designed for those who venture deep into the wilderness 
The Sako 85 Finnlight is designed for those who travel deep into the wilderness to reach their goal. 

Hunters on mountain trails or on long-distance hunts prefer high-performance rifles that are full-sized, yet still lightweight. 
The fluted barrel of the Finnlight is just one of the many features that make it ideal for the hunter seeking a perfectly trimmed light weight rifle. 

The Sako 85 Finnlight is also an excellent choice for women and younger shooters.
Now available with a factory threaded option.

Available in 22-250, .243, 25-06, 6.5CM, .260,.308, 6x5x55, .270, .270WSM, 30-06, 7mm mag, .300win, 300WSM
*Some calibres may be special order only      

     

SAKO 85 SYNTHETIC STAINLESS

The Sako 85 Synthetic Stainless is one of our most popular rifles
 It is effortless to operate and has the firmest hold you’ll ever experience. Black grip areas against the black satin-like stock create a stunning profile. 

The stainless steel barrel and receiver are non-reflective, and are highly durable in any weather conditions.
The ideal general purpose hunting rifle.

Available in 22-250, .243, 25-06, 6.5CM, .260,.308, 6x5x55, .270, .270WSM, 30-06, 7mm mag, .300win, 300WSM
*Some calibres may be special order only      

     

SAKO RIFLES

RRP from $3,899

RRP from $3,649
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LIBELLEGAMMESAKO M10

MULTI-Calibre, CONFIGURABLE, LONG RANGE RIFLE 

The SAKO TRG M10 is a new generation of long range rifle. 
The M10  can be configured between various calibres in minutes, with simple tools (supplied with the rifle). 
The M10 transforms from a compact mid-range rifle to a full-featured, high-precision long range platform capable of accuracy at 1500m and above. 
The SAKO TRG M10 is available in 3 different calibres (308 Win, 300 Win Mag, and 338 Lapua Mag) and in different barrel lengths, allowing the 
shooter to setup their rifle according to the distance they will be shooting. (short, medium and long distances).

TRG M10 COYOTTE BROWN OR BLACK

SAKO TRG M10 CALIBRE CHANGE KITS & BARRELS

Calibre Barrel 
Length Colour Twist rate Mag Capacity

308 Win
21.25inch Black 11″ 10

26inch Black 11″ 10

338 Lapua Mag 27inch Black 10″ 8

308 Win
20inch Coyote 11″ 10

26inch Coyote 11″ 10

300 Win Mag 27inch Coyote 11″ 10

338 Lapua Mag
23.5inch Coyote 10″ 8

27inch Coyote 10″ 8

308 Win
20inch 11″ barrel only

26inch 11″ barrel only

338 Lapua Mag 27inch 10″ barrel only

Calibre change kits include barrel, bolt, and magazine

The MIL-STD-1913 rail is full-length and ideal for mounting night vision and other optics. 
Each barrel is threaded M18x1 for mounting an optional muzzle brake or suppressor. 

At the rear of the stock is a MIL-STD-1913 lower rail for attaching a special TRG rear support/
monopod (not included). 
Supplied standard with a rear stock-hook which doubles as a rail protection cover.

The recoil pad is a new design, providing excellent recoil reduction and increased comfort when 
shooting heavy recoiling rounds. 

The trigger group is robust and fully adjustable, and can easily be detached from the rifle for 
cleaning or maintenance without disassembly.
Removable magazine has a strong steel body and polymer bottom section, with a rubber surface 
for easier handling under any conditions.
 
Magazines are marked for faster tactile calibre identification, even in low light. 
All Torx keys for complete disassembly of the rifle are integrated in the handguard handle under the 
barrel, against the receiver.

Three sizes of grips (small, medium and large) are included with the rifle. The modular components 
of the different calibre conversions are easily identifiable thanks to tactile and visible indicators on 
each part.  

Features a 30MOA MIL-STD-1913 ‘Picatinny’ rail mounted on the receiver & handguard for 
optimal long distance compensation.

SAKO RIFLES

Sako TRG M10 Suggested RRP from $17,999
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SAKO TRG

Designed to meet a single requirement: to hit the target

Sako TRG is a perfect precision concept, designed to meet the needs of long-range shooters 
around the world.
It is available in two models: TRG-22 and TRG-42. This rifle is the result of Sako innovation 
and offers performance that surpasses the highest demands for accuracy, reliability and 
versatility.
The TRG has been developed to meet individual demands and adapt to requirements of 
each shooter.
The actions are of exceptional quality, specially made by Sako for the TRG series. 
Actions are made from Cr-Mo or stainless steel and are rough-cast then hammer forged. 
The solid bolt is also cold hammer forged from a special steel alloy.
The sturdy 3-lug bolt head loads the cartridges smoothly from the center line of the double 
stack removable magazine.
The opening angle of the bolt lever is only 60 ° for quick and precise loading.
The trigger is highly adjustable across all axis.
The receiver features a 17mm axial rail machined directly into the receiver to allow for solid 
and precise mounting of various optics and accessories.
Barrels are threaded in M18x1

SAKO TRG 42 GREEN

Calibre Barrel 
length Finish Twist rate Mag 

Capacity Stock Weight RRP

300 Win Mag 27inch Phosphate 11″ 7 Fixed
5.3 kg $9,599

338 Lapua Mag 27inch Phosphate 10″ 5 Fixed

Delivered without accessories

Accessoires

Option for Picatinny rail (not included)

Mounts and fixtures

SAKO RIFLES
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SAKO TRG 42 DESERT TAN

Calibre Barrel 
Length Finish Twist Rate Mag 

Capacity Stock Weight RRP

300 Win Mag 27inch Phosphate 11″ 7 Fixed
5.3 kg $9,599

338 Lapua Mag 27inch Phosphate 10″ 5 Fixed

Delivered without accessories.

SAKO TRG 42 BLACK

The TRG 42 in .300 Win Mag and 338 Lapua Mag is a real long range precision tool and is chosen by 
serious long range shooters around the world. 
It's features regularly in long range competition shooting.
The rifle can be equipped with many accessories to meet the requirements of target shooters.

Calibre Barrel 
Length Finish Twist Rate Mag 

Capacity Stock Weight RRP

300 Win Mag
27inch Black Stainless 11″ 7 Fixed

5.3 kg $8,79927inch Phosphate 11″ 7 Fixed

338 Lapua Mag 27inch Black Stainless 10″ 5 Fixed

Delivered without accessories

Other Features :
• Butt Pad: adjustable in height and orientation.
•  The cheek piece is adjustable vertically and laterally with spacers. 
•  The stock profile is specially designed to allow a stable and firm 

shooting position.
•  Handguard: integrated slot for mounting the adjustable steel TRG 

bipod.
• Safety: safety is fast and reliable, also blocks the striker. 
• Magazine:  double stack with a central feed point..

The A1 version for the TRG 22 and 42 models offers a new highly adjustable stock and chassis system. 
Features: 

Full length 30MOA M-LOK picatinny rail   
Aluminum central chassis.

Folding stock with 2 solid hinges for durability and strength.
Length of pull, butt pad height, and cheek piece easily adjustable and lockable.

Adjustable and robust trigger group, which can be detached from the rifle for maintenance and cleaning without having to disassemble the entire firearm.
The pistol grip is anti-slip and adjustable with 3 different sizes.

Action and barrel is phosphate coated. The heavy barrel is threaded M18x1. Tool compartment under the front for disassembly and maintenance in the field.

Calibre Barrel 
Length Finish Twist Mag 

Capacity Stock Weight RRP

300 Win Mag
20inch Phosphated 11″ 7 Folding 5.3 kg

$13,399
27inch Phosphated 11″ 7 Folding 6 kg

338 Lapua Mag
20inch Phosphated 10″ 5 Folding 5.3 kg

27inch Phosphated 10″ 5 Folding 6 kg

SAKO TRG 42 A1 BLACK

SAKO RIFLES
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SAKO TRG

SAKO TRG 42 A1 COYOTE BROWN

SAKO TRG 22 GREEN

Calibre Barrel 
Length Finish Twist Rate Mag 

Capacity Stock Weight RRP

308 Win
51 Phosphate 11″ 10 Fixed 4.7 kg

$9,599
66 Phosphate 11″ 10 Fixed 4.9 kg

SAKO TRG 22 BLACK

 
The TRG 22 in cal. 308 Win is the answer to a multitude of marksmanship functions:

The TRG22 is a competition ready rifle and a repeated winner in CISM competitions.

Calibre Barrel 
Length Finish Twist Mag 

Capacity Stock Weight RRP

308 Win 26inch Black Stainless 11″ 10 Fixed
4.9 kg $8,799

6.5 Creedmoor 26inch Phosphate 8″ 10 Fixed

Delivered without accessories.

Calibre Barrel Length Finish Twist Tate Mag Capacity Stock Weight RRP

300 Win Mag
20inch Phosphate 11″ 7 Folding 5.3 kg

$13,399
27inch Phosphate 11″ 7 Folding 6 kg

338 Lapua Mag
20inch Phosphate 10″ 5 Folding 5.3 kg

27inch Phosphate 10″ 5 Folding 6 kg

SAKO TRG 22 DESERT TAN

Calibre Barrel 
Length Finish Twist Rate Mag 

Capacity Stock Weight RRP

308 Win 26inch Phosphate 11″ 10 Fixed 4.9 kg $9,599

SAKO RIFLES
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SAKO TRG 22 A1 COYOTTE BROWN

Calibre Barrel Length Finish Twist Rate Mag Capacity Stock Weight RRP

308 Win
20inch Phosphate 11″ 10 Folding 5.3 kg

$11,999
26inch Phosphate 11″ 10 Folding 5.7 kg

6.5 
Creedmoor

20inch Phosphate 8″ 10 Folding 5.3 kg

26inch Phosphate 8″ 10 Folding 5.7 kg

SAKO FINNFIRE II WOOD

We take pride in our past, and the Sako Finnfire II celebrates the old Finnfire rifle. The Finnfire II brings a kind 
of retro spirit into our rimfire selection and features some of the classic design elements of the old Finnfire.

Features a beautiful blued barrel, action, and a walnut stock.
Available in .22LR and .17HMR 

The Sako Quad series of rifles feature grand Sako quality and easily interchangeable barrels. 
Each calibre is identifiable by colour: Green 22 LR - Orange 17HMR - Blue 17Mach2 or Yellow 22WMR.
Barrel is cold hammer forged and free floated. The trigger is identical to that found in other SAKO rifles and is adjustable from 1 to 2 kg. 
These rifles can be delivered, optionally, with open sights. Barrel is threaded for use with various muzzle devices. 

SAKO QUAD HUNTER PRO

The Sako Quad Hunter Pro has the latest Sako features and is designed to look and feel like a traditional Sako hunting rifle. 
The full-sized walnut stock resembles the famous Sako 75 design and offers the same accuracy as all Sako hunting rifles.

Available in .22LR, 17Mach II, .22WMR and .17HMR

SAKO TRG 22 A1 BLACK

Calibre Barrel 
Length Finish Twist Rate Mag 

Capacity Stock Weight RRP

308 Win
20inch Phosphate 11″ 10 Folding 5.3 kg

$11,999
26inch Phosphate 11″ 10 Folding 5.7 kg

6.5 Creedmoor
20inch Phosphate 8″ 10 Folding 5.3 kg

26inch Phosphate 8″ 10 Folding 5.7 kg

SAKO FINNFIRE II

SAKO QUAD

SAKO RIFLES

RRP FROM $2,049

RRP FROM $2,549
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SAKO QUAD SYNTHETIC - COMBO

Includes .22LR, .22WMR, .17Mach II & .17HMR Barrels

SAKO QUAD VARMINT

The Sako Quad Varmint is an excellent choice for hunting and bench-rest target shooting.
The walnut stock features a flat-bottomed extra wide fore-end and heavier barrel for precise accuracy.

Available in  .22LR, .22WMR, .17Mach II, .17HMR

SAKO QUAD SYNTHETIC HEAVY BARREL

The Sako Quad Heavy Barrel rifle can take repeated firing without getting too warm. 
The Monte Carlo-style cheek piece on the black synthetic stock ensures a great shooting position. 

The rifle’s length of pull can be adjusted with recoil pad spacers.
Available in  .22LR, .22WMR, .17Mach II, .17HMR

SAKO QUAD SYNTHETIC

The Sako Quad Synthetic comes with a stylish modern synthetic stock, blued barrel and a black rubber recoil pad. 
Stock spacers are available (not included) to enable the user to modify the length of pull to perfectly fit the shooters.

Open sights are optional.
Available in  .22LR, .22WMR, .17Mach II, .17HMR

SAKO QUAD RANGE

(Optic not included)

The Sako Quad Range has been designed to be
an ultra-versatile rifle. 

The Sako Quad Range model is an extremely versatile rimfire rifle that can accompany you 
on a small game hunt as well as to the range.  An ergonomic laminate stock combined with the ability to 

quickly swap calibres make the Sako Quad Range a true multi-purpose rifle.
Available in  .22LR, .22WMR, .17Mach II, .17HMR

*Special order only

SAKO RIFLES

*Enquire for pricing

RRP FROM $1,899

RRP FROM $2,549

RRP FROM $2,199

RRP FROM $2,999

115www.       humbert .com

QUAD BARRELS

QUAD BARRELS - WITH SIGHTS

Type Calibre Barrel 
Length Options

Barrel

17 Mach II

22inch

Open Sights, 
Threaded Barrel17 HMR

22 LR Open Sights

22 WMR Open Sights, 
Threaded Barrel

QUAD VARMINT BARRELS

Type Calibre Barrel 
Length Options

Barrel

17 HMR

22inch

No Sights

No Sights, Threaded Barrel

17 Mach II No Sights

22 LR No Sights, Threaded Barrel

22 WMR
No Sights

No Sights, Threaded Barrel

QUAD BARRELS - NO SIGHTS

ACCESSOIRES SAKO
SAKO MAGAZINES

Type Calibre Barrel 
Length Options

Barrel

22 LR

22inch

No Sights

No Sights, Threaded Barrel

22 WMR
No Sights

No Sights, Threaded Barrel

17 Mach II
No Sights

No Sights, Threaded Barrel

17 HMR
No Sights

No Sights, Threaded Barrel

Article Part#

MAGAZINE SAKO A7 S-ACTION 3RND .308/.243/ETC S5C60384

MAGAZINE SAKO A7 SHORT MAG 3RND .300WSM S5C60382

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 L ACTION STAINLESS S5AR0389

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 M ACTION STAINLESS 6.5X55 S5AR0388

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 M ACTION STAINLESS S5AR0386

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 S ACTION STAINLESS S5AR0386

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 S ACTION STAINLESS 22-250 S5AR0385

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 S ACTION STAINLESS S5AR0384

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 SM ACTION STAINLESS S5AR0382

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 XS ACTION STAINLESS S5AR0381

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 L ACTION BLUED S5A60389

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 M ACTION BLUED 6.5X55 S5A60388

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 M ACTION BLUED S5A60386

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 S ACTION BLUED S5A60384

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 SM ACTION BLUED S5A60382

MAGAZINE SAKO 85 XS ACTION BLUED S5A60381

Article Part#

MAGAZINE SAKO QUAD 9RND 22WMR / 17HMR S5950369

MAGAZINE SAKO QUAD 5RND 22WMR/ 17HMR S5950368

MAGAZINE SAKO QUAD 22LR / 17M2 S5950366

MAGAZINE SAKO TRGM10 7RND 300WIN COYOTE BROWN S57761939CB

MAGAZINE SAKO TRGM10 10RND 308WIN COYOTE BROWN S57761923CB

MAGAZINE SAKO TRGM10 8RND 338LAPUA COYOTE BROWN S57761814CB

MAGAZINE SAKO TRGM10 10RND 308WIN BLACK S57761923

MAGAZINE SAKO TRGM10 8RND 338LAPUA BLACK S57761814

MAGAZINE SAKO TRG42 5RND 338LAPUA S5740385

MAGAZINE SAKO TRG22 10RND 308WIN S5740384

SAKO ACCESSORIES
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SAKO OPTILOCK

Optilock Rings and Bases were designed to match and complement the lines of Sako and 
Tikka Rifles while offering unmatched reliability and capability to hold zero. 

They have new features to bring greater precision. They keep the scope aligned
and secure in all circumstances. The polymer insert inside the ring evenly distributes the clamping force for better 
protection of your optics. Standard Optilock bases have an anchor point for easy attachment of the rings without 
accidental rotation. All new Optilock bases have a new angular design to perfectly match the lines of the rifle. 
Optilock bases and rings are available in different lengths and sizes to fit most optics on the market. Optilock rings and 
mounts are manufactured from a solid block of steel, creating a strong and ultra-precise product.

FOUR TORX SCREWS 
Designed to maintain even

clamping fore by distributing the pressure 
evenly.

COPOLYMER INSERTS
Protects the scopes tube while evenly 

distributing the clamping force.

ROBUST STEEL BASES
Solidly mounts to the receiver to 

maintain a reliable zero.

RINGS
Made from steel with a concave internal surface to 
hold the inserts in place.

Tube Dia
Maximum Lens Diameter (mm)

Optilock Height
w/ Standard Barrel w/ Heavy Barrel

25.4 mm

<59mm <51mm 25.4mm Extra Low

<63mm <55mm 25.4mm Low

<73mm <65mm 25.4mm Medium

<83mm <75mm 25.4mm High

30 mm

<63mm <55mm 30mm Extra Low

<67mm <59mm 30mm Low

<75mm <67mm 30mm Medium

<83mm <75mm 30mm High

34 mm
<77mm <69mm 34mm Low

<87mm <81mm 34mm Medium

36 mm <79mm <71mm 36mm Low

SAKO OPTILOC SIZE GUIDE
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SAKO OPTILOCK
OPTILOCK RINGS

Optilock Rings for use with Sako Optilock Bases

OPTILOCK BASES FOR WEAVER RAIL

Article - BASE ONLY Fits Part#

SAKO OPTILOCK STAINLESS BASE FOR WEAVER RAIL
Tikka T3x Tac, Tikka T3x Compact Tactical 
Rifle, Tikka TAC A1, Sako A7, Sako TRG avec 

rail Picatinny, rail Weaver

S180R916

SAKO OPTILOCK PHOSPHATE BASE FOR WEAVER RAIL S180F916

SAKO OPTILOCK BLUE BASE FOR WEAVER RAIL S1800916

Optilock base set for Tikka rifles Weaver/Picatinny rail

OPTILOCK BASES FOR SAKO RIFLES

Optilock base set for Sako rifles

Article - RINGS ONLY Height Tube dia Part#

BLUED RING OPTILOCK 25.4MM EXTRA LOW Extra Low 25.4 mm /1 inch S1300923

STAINLESS RING OPTILOCK 25.4MM EXTRA LOW Extra Low 25.4 mm /1 inch S130R923

BLUED RING OPTILOCK 25.4MM LOW Low 25.4 mm /1 inch S1300924

STAINLESS RING OPTILOCK 25.4MM LOW Low 25.4 mm /1 inch S130R924

BLUED RING OPTILOCK  25.4MM MEDIUM Medium 25.4 mm /1 inch S1300961

STAINLESS RING OPTILOCK  25.4MM MEDIUM Medium 25.4 mm /1 inch S130R961

BLUED RING OPTILOCK  25.4MM HIGH High 25.4 mm /1 inch S1300925

Article - BASE ONLY Fits Part#

SAKO BASE STAINLESS FITS XS, S, M ACTIONS
L461 / L579, S491 / M591, 75 I-II, 85 XS - SM

S170R956

SAKO BASE BLUED FITS XS, S, M ACTIONS S1A067758

SAKO BASE STAINLESS FITS L, XL ACTIONS
L61R / L691, M995 / TRG-S, 75 III-IV, 85 L - XL

S170R957

SAKO BASE BLUED FITS L, XL ACTIONS S1A067759

SAKO BASE EXTENDED STAINLESS FITS L, XL ACTIONS L61R / L691, M995 / TRG-S, 85 L - XL S170R958

SAKO BASE EXTENDED BLUED FITS L, XL ACTIONS L61R / L691, M995 / TRG-S, 85 L - XL S1A067761

SAKO BASE BLUED 11MM DOVETAIL FITS QUAD / FINNFIRE / T1X Sako P94S / Sako Quad / Finnfire II / T1x S11862354

Article - RINGS ONLY Height Tube dia Part#

BLUED RINGS OPTILOCK  30MM EXTRA LOW Extra Low 30mm S1300925

STAINLESS RINGS OPTILOCK  30MM EXTRA LOW Extra Low 30mm S130R928

BLUED RINGS OPTILOCK  30MM LOW Low 30mm S1300929

STAINLESS RINGS OPTILOCK  30MM LOW Low 30mm S130R929

BLUED RINGS OPTILOCK  30MM MEDIUM Medium 30mm S1300964

STAINLESS RINGS OPTILOCK  30MM MEDIUM Medium 30mm S130R964

BLUED RINGS OPTILOCK  30MM HIGH High 30mm S1300930

PHOSPHATE RINGS OPTILOCK  34MM LOW Low 34mm S130F972

PHOSPHATE RINGS OPTILOCK  34MM MEDIUM Medium 34mm S130F973

OPTILOCK RING MOUNTS FOR SAKO RIFLES

Article Height Tube Dia Part#

SAKO OPTILOCK BLUED RING MOUNTS 25.4MM LOW Low 25.4mm / 1inch S1701900

SAKO OPTILOCK STAINLESS RING MOUNTS 25.4MM LOW Low 25.4mm / 1inch S1703900

SAKO OPTILOCK BLUED RING MOUNTS 30MM LOW Low 30mm S1701904

SAKO OPTILOCK STAINLESS RING MOUNTS 30MM LOW Low 30mm S1703904

Optilock Ring Mount Set for Sako Rifles. 
Ring mounts secure directly to the rifles receiver and do not 

require additional bases.

SAKO ACCESSORIES
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CONTESSA

Contessa has been machining tight tolerance parts for the gun making, automotive, textile, lighting, taps and valve, and tooling industries 
for almost three decades.
Over the past 10 years, the company has been focusing on the development and production of its own line of optic mounting solutions: 
products so accurate, precise, beautifully finished, and good looking that they are set apart from all competition.
The quality of our extensive range of mounts is the result of our 30-year experience combined with professionalism, passion, and 
enthusiasm.
Beretta New Zealand offers a variety of Contessa products including scope rails and mounts for Sako, Tikka, and other firearms.

CONTESSA SCOPE MOUNTS

CONTESSA RAILS
Contessa Rail to suit MOA Finish Part#

Tikka T3 0MOA Chrome CONPH03SS

Tikka T3 0MOA Blued CONPH03

Tikka T3 20MOA Chrome CONPH03SS20MOA

Tikka T3 20MOA Blued CONPH0320MOA

Tikka T1X 0MOA Blued CONPH68

Sako A7 Short Action 0MOA Chrome CONPH36SS

Sako A7 Short Action 0MOA Blued CONPH36

Sako A7 Short Action 20MOA Chrome CONPH36SS20MOA

Sako A7 Short Action 20MOA Blued CONPH3620MOA

Sako A7 Medium Action 0MOA Chrome CONPH37SS

Sako A7 Medium Action 0MOA Blued CONPH37

Sako A7 Medium Action 20MOA Chrome CONPH37SS20MOA

Sako A7 Medium Action 20MOA Blued CONPH3720MOA

Sako 85 XS Action 0MOA Chrome CONPH31SS

Sako 85 XS Action 0MOA Blued CONPH31

Sako 85 XS Action 20MOA Chrome CONPH31SS20MOA

Sako 85 XS Action 20MOA Blued CONPH3120MOA

Sako 85 S/M Action 0MOA Chrome CONPH12SS

Sako 85 S/M Action 0MOA Blued CONPH12

Sako 85 S/M Action 20MOA Blued CONPH1220MOA

Sako 85 M Action 0MOA Chrome CONPH13SS

Sako 85 M Action 0MOA Blued CONPH13

Sako 85 M Action 20MOA Chrome CONPH13SS20MOA

Sako 85 M Action 20MOA Blued CONPH1320MOA

Sako 85 L/XL Action 0MOA Chrome CONPH14SS

Sako 85 L/XL Action 0MOA Blued CONPH14

Sako 85 L/XL Action 20MOA Chrome CONPH14SS20MOA

Sako 85 L/XL Action 20MOA Blued CONPH1420MOA

Sako TRG 22/42 0MOA Blued CONPH01

Sako TRG 22/42 20MOA Blued CONPH0120MOA

Sako TRG 22/42 30MOA Blued CONPH0130MOA

Remington 700 Short Action 0MOA Blued CONPH15

Remington 700 Short Action 20MOA Blued CONPH1520MOA

Remington 700 Long Action 0MOA Blued CONPH02

Remington 700 Long Action 20MOA Blued CONPH0220MOA

NIGHT VISION MOUNT Sako 85 S/M Action 0MOA Blued CONPH12NV

NIGHT VISION MOUNT Sako 85 /M Action 0MOA Blued CONPH13NV

NIGHT VISION MOUNT Sako 85 L/XL Action 0MOA Blued CONPH14NV

NIGHT VISION MOUNT Tikka T3 / T3x 0MOA Blued CONPH03NV

Built-in recoil lug for solid mounting
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LIBELLEGAMMESAKO AMMUNITION
PRECISION CENTERFIRE AMMUNITION

A cartridge is never simply just a cartridge. It’s an essential part of each hunt, the enabler of each shot. 
It’s something that puts you in charge of the situation. Matching the correct tool for the task makes all the 
difference in the world. 

UNRIVALLED ACCURACY AND CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE
All Sako and Tikka rifles and cartridges are tested to guarantee 1 MOA or better accuracy - straight out of the box. Our products are continuously tested for 
Sako’s high standards on accuracy, performance, stopping power and reliability.

PRECISION LOADING OF ONLY THE BEST QUALITY COMPONENTS
Every bullet and case is individually inspected, the deviation of the highest quality single-base powder charge is minimized and the ignition time of the 
primers remains constant, providing a level of quality that exceeds the precision of hand loading.

RELOADABILITY
Due to a proprietary heat treatment method, as well as zero impurities of the case material, our cartridges have the industry’s highest reloadability and 
pressure resistance, maximizing the lifespan and safety of any rifle. Picture: 

STOPPING POWER
All hunting loads and bullets are developed at the Sako ballistics laboratory. They are tested during real big game hunts for optimal weight retention and 
double-diameter mushrooming for maximum impact.

Spitzer-nosed soft point bullet for accurate and reliable performance on all sizes of game. Light jacket and non-bonded core allows for rapid and 
effective expansion. It is an excellent all-purpose hunting bullet for New Zealand game.

GAMEHEAD CENTERFIRE CARTRIDGES

Calibre Projectile Grains Pack 
Size Part#

222 REM GAMEHEAD 50 20 C609106GSA10

223 REM GAMEHEAD 55 20 C611110GSA10

22-250 GAMEHEAD 55 20 C613110GSA10

243 WIN GAMEHEAD 100 20 C615113ESA10

25-06 REM GAMEHEAD 117 20 C617125ESA10

270 WIN GAMEHEAD 130 20 C621212BSA10

308 WIN GAMEHEAD 123 20 C629129ASA10

308 WIN GAMEHEAD 150 20 C629152ASA10

308 WIN GAMEHEAD 150 50 C629152ASC80

30-06 SPRG GAMEHEAD 150 20 C631152ASA10

6.5 Creedmoor GAMEHEAD 140 20 C663129HSA10

7MM-08 REM GAMEHEAD 140 20 C626124BSA10

7MM REM MAG GAMEHEAD 150 20 C627128BSB10
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Calibre Projectile Grains Pack 
Size Part#

223 REM POWERHEAD II 55 20 C611492GSA10

243 WIN POWERHEAD II 80 20 C615492ESA10

6.5 Creedmoor POWERHEAD II 120 20 C663493HSA10

270 WIN POWERHEAD II 110 20 C621488BSA1

7MM REM MAG POWERHEAD II 150 20 C627495BSB10

308 WIN POWERHEAD II 168 20 C629496ASA10

300 WIN MAG POWERHEAD II 180 20 C633497ASB10

The Sako Powerhead II (Barnes Tipped TSX®) has a polymer tip and a re-engineered nose cavity to provide an even faster expansion when compared to the original Powerhead 
(TSX®). The polymer tip initiates rapid expansion and improves ballistics at longer distances making it a versatile bullet at all ranges.

POWERHEAD II CENTERFIRE CARTRIDGES

Open tip match bullet with boat tail, developed solely for competition and precision long-range shooting. All components are carefully selected for 
ultimate consistency and extreme accuracy.

TRG PRECISION CENTERFIRE CARTRIDGES

Calibre Projectile Grains Pack 
Size Part#

260 REM TRG PRECISION 136 20 C661160HSA1

6.5 Creedmoor TRG PRECISION 136 20 C663160HSA10

308 WIN TRG PRECISION 175 20 C629157ASA10

300 WIN MAG TRG PRECISION 175 20 C633157ASB10

338 Lapua Mag TRG PRECISION 300 20 C644300FSB10

Gamehead Pro with Sierra’s GameChanger bullet features rapid expansion and is designed for medium sized game. The polymer tip and aerodynamic design allow for high 
ballistic coefficients and rapid expansion. Because of the optimised jacket thickness, the bullet’s expansion is also excellent at extended distances. Precisely engineered to 
withstand high muzzle velocity, the  Gamehead Pro has one of the best ballistic coefficients on the market and is ideal for long range precision hunting.

GAMEHEAD PRO CENTERFIRE CARTRIDGES

Calibre Projectile Grains Pack 
Size Part#

6.5 Creedmoor GAMEHEAD PRO 130 20 C663107HSA10

6.5x55 SE GAMEHEAD PRO 130 20 C619107HSA10

270 WIN GAMEHEAD PRO 140 20 C621213BSA10

7MM REM MAG GAMEHEAD PRO 165 20 C627218BSB10

308 WIN GAMEHEAD PRO 165 20 C629107ASA10

30-06 SPRG GAMEHEAD PRO 165 20 C631107ASA10

300 WIN MAG GAMEHEAD PRO 165 20 C633107ASA10

SAKO CARTRIDGES
SAKO PRECISION CARTRIDGES

TWINHEAD II CENTERFIRE CARTRIDGES

Calibre Projectile Grains Pack 
Size Part#

.375 H&H TWINHEAD II 300 10 C639480DSB10

.416 Rigby TWINHEAD II 400 10 C639480DSB10

.450 Rigby TWINHEAD II 450 10 C681486DSB50

.500 Jeffery TWINHEAD II 535 10 C682487DSB50

With its unique cross-member jacket design and the bonded front core, the Swift A-Frame Bullet® has become famous for its ability to combine three critical performance 
features – controlled expansion, deep penetration and 95% weight retention at all velocities. The bullet is designed for large and safari sized game.
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TIKKA T3X

TIKKA T3X - A new era of 
precision. 

Even the best rifle manufacturers must 
continue to develop new products to stay at 
the top. 

At Tikka, our product development is not only based 
on our extensive expertise, but also on the practical 
experience taken from hunters and shooters. Now 
available is the latest result of our work; the Tikka T3x. 
Made up of new features, these rifles are the symbol of a 
new era of precision.

SAFETY
Tikka rifles feature a two-stage safety, blocking both the trigger and the bolt. 
The Safety is easy to operate and indicates when the rifle is ready to fire. 

BOLT
The bolt is designed for accuracy, reliability, and ease of use.
Tikka rifle bolts feature two large locking lugs.
The bolt features a short 70 ° bolt-lift.
It’s one of the smoothest actions on the market.

TRIGGER
The trigger has vertical grooves for better grip 
even when wearing gloves.
Pull weight is easily adjustable from 1 to 2 kg.

MAGAZINE
The detachable magazines are made from fibreglass 
reinforced plastic. The magazine holds 3, 5 or 6 
rounds depending on the model and calibre.
The magazine release button is situated in front of 
the magazine to prevent accidentally dropping the 
magazine.

NEW MODULAR STOCK
The T3x has a new modular synthetic 
stock with interchangeable grips, 
making it possible to change the angle 
of the grip allowing multiple shooting 
positions. Additional grips are sold 
separately. The synthetic stock of the 
T3x also has an additional attachment 
point allowing you to change the width 
and colour of the fore-end.

METAL BOLT SHROUD
Durability and quality go hand in hand.
Our T3x models feature a solid steel 
shroud that covers and protects the 
rear of the bolt head and striker.

IMPROVED RAIL
The T3x has additional screws on 
the top of the receiver to allow you to 
mount a Picatinny rail for use with large 
optics.

TIKKA RIFLES
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TIKKA T3X

Made in Finland, revered all over the world.
All Tikka rifles are designed and manufactured by 
Sako in Finland. We produce our products with pride 
to give you what we have promised you. Each of these 
hunting rifles is tested at the factory before departure 
and must hold a group of 1MOA maximum for 3 shots 
at 100m. 

Tikka rifles are both innovative and durable, but above 
all, they are reliable in all circumstances. A rifle is born 
with one goal, to successfully hit the target. When it 
comes to accuracy and performance,
Tikka has no equal. The best of evolution.

RECEIVER
The integral dove-tail rail is machined into the top of the receiver for mounting Tikka Optilock rings & bases.
The receiver is also drilled & tapped for mounting a Picatinny rail.

STOCK
The stock of the T3x is designed to be lightweight and durable. Carefully 
made of walnut or reinforced fibreglass synthetic materials to guarantee 
solid performance.
An optional butt plate with inserts allows you to adjust length of pull. The 
grip has been specifically designed to be comfortable and firm.

BARREL
A Sako cold hammer forged stainless steel barrel of high quality is 
fitted to the action by a robust thread ensuring safety and precision.

IMPROVED GRIP
The synthetic stock of the T3x has a new 
asymmetrical grip and a shape that has 
been specifically designed for a solid grip 
in all conditions.

NEW RECOIL PAD
T3x models feature a new synthetic 
layer technology designed to 
reduce the impact of recoil on the 
shooter. The new heavy-duty  pad 
allows you to fully focus on the 
accuracy of your shots and not the 
recoil of the rifle.

STEEL RECOIL LUG.
Provides a solid mating between 
the receiver and the stock for 
repeatable accuracy.

NOISE REDUCER
The synthetic stock of the T3x now 
has a foam insert inside the back 
of the stock.
This reduces the noise generated 
when handling the rifle.

REDESIGNED EJECTION PORT
The new T3x receiver has a larger ejection  
port which makes it easier to single load 
cartridges.

TIKKA RIFLES



TIKKA T3X
T3X LITE STAINLESS

T3X SUPERLITE STAINLESS

The Benchmark of Hunting Rifles
The  Tikka T3x Lite stainless is the benchmark for Hunting Rifles. Made from high-quality corrosion resistant stainless steel - Its accurate and resistant to the elements. 

It features a cold hammer forged barrel, adjustable trigger, sub MOA guarantee and comes in at a light weight  2.7 - 2.9kg depending on calibre.
Available in  .204ruger, .223rem, 22-250, .243win, .260rem, 6.5creedmoor, 7mm-08, .308win, 6.5x55, 25-06, 30-06, .270, .270WSM, 7mm mag,  .300win, .300WSM

Also available in Left Hand
*Some calibres may be special order only

RRP FROM $1,599 
  

Super Lightweight, Accurate, Dependable
The  Tikka T3x SuperLite stainless takes it a step further by adding a fluted barrel to further reduce weight and increase the barrels cooling capacity. 

Made from high-quality corrosion resistant stainless steel - Its accurate, lightweight, and resistant to the elements. 
The Superlite features a cold hammer forged fluted stainless steel barrel, adjustable trigger, sub MOA guarantee, and comes in at a light weight  2.6 - 2.8kg depending on calibre.

Available in  .204ruger, .223rem, .243win, .260rem, 6.5creedmoor, 7mm-08, .308win, 6.5x55, 25-06, 30-06, .270, 7mm mag,  .300win, .300WSM
*Some calibres may be special order only

RRP FROM $1,699
  

A combination of modern & traditional
The Hunter Stainless Fluted is a mix of modern & traditional rifle design. 

It features a walnut stock, and stainless-steel fluted barrel and action. 
Its lightweight, corrosion resistant & beautiful.

Also features an adjustable trigger, sub MOA guarantee, and comes in at a light weight  2.9 - 3.1kg depending on calibre.
Available in  .223rem, .243win, 6.5creedmoor, 7mm-08, .308win, 6.5x55, 30-06, .270, 7mm mag, .300win, .300WSM

Also available in Left Hand
*Some calibres may be special order only

RRP FROM $1,999 

For those who appreciate the warm feel of a wooden stock
The Hunter Stainless is a mix of modern & traditional. It features a walnut stock, and a stainless-steel hammer forged barrel and action. 

It’s both corrosion resistant & beautiful.
Also features an adjustable trigger, sub MOA guarantee, and comes in at a light weight  3.0 - 3.2kg depending on calibre.

Available in  .223rem, 22-250, .243win, 6.5creedmoor, 7mm-08, .308win, .270, 7mm mag, .300win
*Some calibres may be special order only

RRP FROM $1,899 
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TIKKA T3X

T3X HUNTER

T3X HUNTER STAINLESS

T3X HUNTER FLUTED STAINLESS

Designed for shooters who like a more traditional look
The T3x Hunter features a beautiful walnut stock, and a blued barrel & action. The barrel is cold hammer forged from premium steel for accuracy and longevity.

The T3X Hunter is made according to traditional principles but also includes modern innovations such an adjustable trigger and sub MOA accuracy guarantee.
Available in  .223rem, .243win, 7mm-08, .308win, .270

Available with or without open sights
*Some calibres may be special order only

RRP FROM $1,849 

A combination of modern & traditional
The Hunter Stainless Fluted is a mix of modern & traditional rifle design. 

It features a walnut stock, and stainless-steel fluted barrel and action. 
Its lightweight, corrosion resistant & beautiful.

Also features an adjustable trigger, sub MOA guarantee, and comes in at a light weight  2.9 - 3.1kg depending on calibre.
Available in  .223rem, .243win, 6.5creedmoor, 7mm-08, .308win, 6.5x55, 30-06, .270, 7mm mag, .300win, .300WSM

Also available in Left Hand
*Some calibres may be special order only

RRP FROM $1,999 

For those who appreciate the warm feel of a wooden stock
The Hunter Stainless is a mix of modern & traditional. It features a walnut stock, and a stainless-steel hammer forged barrel and action. 

It’s both corrosion resistant & beautiful.
Also features an adjustable trigger, sub MOA guarantee, and comes in at a light weight  3.0 - 3.2kg depending on calibre.

Available in  .223rem, 22-250, .243win, 6.5creedmoor, 7mm-08, .308win, .270, 7mm mag, .300win
*Some calibres may be special order only

RRP FROM $1,899 
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TIKKA T3X
T3X LAMINATE STAINLESS

T3X SUPER VARMINT STAINLESS

T3X VARMINT STAINLESS

Long Range, Heavy Barreled Varmint Rifle
If you are looking for a rifle for long distance varminting, hunting or target shooting , look no further than the T3X Varmint.

The T3x Varmint has consistent accuracy and features a 5-shot sub-MOA guarantee.  
The heavy profile,  free-floated, hammer forged stainless steel barrel eliminates vibrations during firing providing accurate performance shot after shot. 

The T3X Varmint Synthetic Stock has a vertical pistol grip and a wide fore-end for added support. 
All Varmint models come with an adjustable trigger and a 5 or 6 shot magazine depending on calibre.

Available in  .204ruger, .223rem, 22-250,  .308win, 6.5x55, 7mm rem, .300win, .300WSM
Also available in Left Hand

*Some calibres may be special order only
RRP FROM $2,199 

Long Range, Heavy Barreled Varmint & Precision Rifle
If you are looking for a rifle for long distance varminting, hunting, target shooting or tactical applications , look no further than the T3X Super Varmint.

The heavy profile,  free-floated, hammer forged stainless steel barrel eliminates vibrations during firing providing accurate performance shot after shot,
 and the included Picatinny Rail allows easy mounting for a variety of optics..

The T3X  Super Varmint Stock has a vertical pistol grip, a wide fore-end, and an adjustable cheek-piece. 
The T3x Super Varmint has consistent  accuracy and features a 5-shot sub-MOA guarantee.  

All Varmint models come with an adjustable trigger and a 5 or 6 shot magazine depending on calibre.
Available in  .204ruger, .223rem, .22-250,  .308win, 25-06, 7mm rem, .300win, .300WSM

*Some calibres may be special order only
Also available in Left Hand

RRP FROM $2,499

The Benchmark of Hunting Rifles
The  Tikka T3x is the benchmark of Hunting Rifles. Made from high-quality corrosion resistant stainless steel - Its accurate and resistant to the elements. 

The Laminate model features the same key features as the lite stainless, with the addition of a strong & sturdy weather resistant laminate wood stock.
Adjustable trigger, 3-shot sub-MOA accuracy guarantee.

Available in  .223rem, .260rem, 7mm-08, .308win, 30-06, .270, 7mm mag, .300win, .300WSM
*Some calibres may be special order only

RRP FROM $2,099 
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T3X COMPACT TACTICAL RIFLE (CTR)

High Performance in All Situations
The T3x Compact tactical rifle (CTR) is a highly versatile rifle that adapts to all situations.

The CTR has a 10-shot steel double-stack magazine, vertical pistol grip, wide fore-end and a heavy duty Picatinny rail for mounting a variety of optics.
 It also features a Teflon coating on the bolt to reduce glare and increase smoothness of the action.

The CTR has a 2-stage trigger for accuracy and safety, and a threaded barrel that allows for mounting of various muzzle devices.
All varmint and tactical models feature a 5-shot sub-MOA guarantee. Also available with an adjustable cheek-piece  

Available in .223rem, 6.5creedmoor and .308win
Right Hand RRP From $2,449

Left Hand RRP From $2,559

T3X TACT A1

The Game Changer
The Tikka T3x TACT A1 changes the game, for the best accuracy in long distance shooting.

10-shot steel double stack magazine. Full Length Picatinny rail, Free floating 13.5” M-LOK Handguard, medium contour barrel. Enlarged Bolt-handle.
The folding, fully-adjustable stock meets the most demanding MIL / LE standards and enables the rifle to be setup to perfectly fit any shooter.

The hammer forged match-grade barrel comes factory threaded and includes a muzzle brake. The TACT A1 also features an adjustable 2-stage trigger for accuracy and safety.
A special Teflon coating on the bolt reduces glare and increases the smoothness of the action.  

All varmint and tactical models feature a 5-shot sub-MOA guarantee. 
Available in .223rem, 6.5creedmoor, .260rem .308win

Also available in Left Hand

TIKKA RIFLES

Right Hand RRP From $3,999
Left Hand RRP From $4,499
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TIKKA T3X
TIKKA RIFLES

T3X LITE VEIL ALPINE

T3X UPR STAINLESS (ULTIMATE PRECISION RIFLE)

T3x Lite Veil Alpine is the perfect companion for New Zealand’s mountain terrain and landscapes. 
The Lite Veil Alpine features a Cerakote coating on the barrel and action to enhnce weather resistance. The barrel is fluted to reduce weight. The muzzle is threaded and 

includes a muzzle brake for recoil reduction. The bolt is fluted to enhance the rifles looks, while further reducing overall weight. Enlarged bolt knob and Alpine camo stock.
Available in  7mm-08, .308win, 270, 7mm mag, .300win, .300WSM

*Some calibres may be special order only
RRP From $2,399

The  Ultimate Precision Rifle introduces a new kind of lightweight stock construction. 
The bedding features an extra layer of carbon fiber mixed with fiberglass for increased rigidity and accuracy. 

The stock is coated with a rough surface for excellent grip in any condition, and also features an adjustable cheek piece making the UPR ideal for use with large optics.
The UPR also features a piccatinny rail, Teflon coated bolt, medium contour stainless steel barrel, enlarged bolt-knob, 10-shot magazine, two-stage trigger, and a theaded muzzle. 

Available in .260rem, 6.5creedmoor, and .308  
RRP $3,299

T3X TACT A1 COYOTE BROWN

The Tikka TACT A1  is now available with a durable Coyote Brown Cerakote finish.  
Available in 6.5creedmoor, and .308  

RRP $4,199

T3X ROUGHTECH

The Tikka Roughtech features a roughtech coated stock  for grip in all conditions. A medium contour fluted 
barrel, and a threaded muzzle. Blued Steel metalwork. 

Available in  .204ruger, .223rem, 22-250, .243win, .260rem, 6.5creedmoor, 7mm-08, .308win, 6.5x55, 
25-06, 30-06, .270, .270WSM, 7mm mag,  .300win, .300WSM

*Some calibres may be special order only
RRP From $2,099
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TIKKA T3X
TIKKA RIFLES

T3X ASPIRE

T3X SUPERLITE STRATA

The  Tikka T3x Strata takes factory hunting rifles to a whole new level. 
This feature packed rifle features a stainless steel barrel & action that has been cerakoted green for the ultimate in corrosion resistance and stealth. 

The stock is finished in the Strata camouflage pattern for added concealment in the NZ Bush. 
The barrel is cold hammer forged from Stainless Steel, and is Fluted, Threaded, Cerakoted and equipped with a muzzle brake!  

The Strata also features an enlarged bolt-handle and a black teflon coated bolt for super smooth bolt-throw and to eliminate glare.  
The Strata is the perfect rifle for NZ conditions. It’s highly accurate, lightweight, camouflaged and provides ultimate resistance to the elements.

Adjustable trigger and supplied with 5-shot magazine. 3-shot sub-MOA accuracy guarantee.
Available in  .223rem, .260rem, 7mm-08, .308win, 30-06, .270, 7mm mag, .300win, .300WSM

*Some calibres may be special order only
RRP From $2,099

Strata Camouflage pattern is perfect for the NZ Bush

The  Tikka T3x Superlite Green sets a new benchmark for hunting rifles. Made from high-quality corrosion resistant stainless steel. 
Its accurate, light weight, looks great, and is resistant to the elements. 

The new “green” model features a green synthetic stock with raised cheek piece. The barrel is cold hammer forged from stainless steel and is both fluted and  threaded.
The bolt features an enlarged bolt-knob for added grip and leverage.

Adjustable trigger, and 3-shot sub-MOA accuracy guarantee. Supplied with 5 round magazine.
Available in  .223rem, .260rem, 7mm-08, .308win, 30-06, .270, 7mm mag, .300win, .300WSM

*Some calibres may be special order only
RRP From $1,799



TIKKA T3X

Designed for Precision
The Tikka T3X Sporter was developed with cooperation of the Finnish Shooting and Hunting Federation.

The rifle was designed to offer competitors a high performance rifle for competition shooting.
It features a sturdy laminate stock with adjustable cheek piece and recoil pad. 

A 2-stage trigger, medium-heavy contour hammer forged match grade barrel, and is threaded for use with various muzzle devices. 
The stock also features an Arca rail under the fore-end.

Available in .223rem, .260rem and .308win only
Also available in Left Hand

*Special order only - enquire for pricing.

T3X ARCTIC

T3X SPORTER

The Rifle the Canadian Rangers Trust
When the Canadian Rangers were choosing their new rifle, the T3x Arctic beat all of its rivals. 

Canadian Rangers operate in some of the toughest conditions in the most remote areas of world. 
They chose the T3x Arctic because it combines weather resistance, reliability, and performance. 

Featuring a sturdy laminate stock, medium-contour cold hammer forged stainless barrel & action. 
10round double-stack magazine, adjustable trigger, and a special multi-diopter open sight setup.

Available in  .308win  only. Special order only - enquire for pricing.

TIKKA RIFLES

Tikka T1x Rimfire equipped with an 
Aimpoint ACRO C1 Red Dor Sight.
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The name MTR stands for ‘Multi Task Rimfire’.
The barrel of the T1x MTR has been designed with an intermediate profile to get the accuracy benefits of a heavy barrel 

while keeping added weight to a minimum. The rifle weighs 2.6kg. 
The action footprint of the T1x is the same size as other T3x Rifles and can therefore be fitted with stocks & accessories compatible with the T3x range. 

The stock of the T1x is also compatible with many accessories available for the T3x: including vertical  pistol grips, wider fore-end, coloured grips etc.
The T1x the trigger mechanism is the same as that of the T3X rifles ensuring a high quality and familiar trigger. 

The T1x magazine holds 10 shots in both .22LR and .17HMR calibres.
The T1x has a smooth stainless steel bolt for quick reloading. The MTR offers the familiar feel of the T3x, but in Rimfire calibres.

Right Hand RRP $1,099

TIKKA T1X MTR - RIMFIRE

Tikka T1x MTR introduces Rimfire Cartridges to the Tikka line up with two popular calibres: 22 LR and 17 HMR.

TIKKA RIMFIRE
TIKKA RIFLES

TIKKA T1X MTR - RIMFIRE - LEFT HAND

You asked. We delivered. 
The Tikka T1X MTR Rimfire is now available in left hand configuration.

Left Hand RRP $1,199

TIKKA T1X UPR - ULTIMATE PRECISION RIMFIRE

The best choice for practical rimfire shooting.
The T1x Ultimate Precision Rifle introduces a new kind of lightweight stock construction. The bedding 

features an extra layer of carbon fiber mixed with fiberglass for increased rigidity and accuracy. 
The stock is coated with a rough surface for the best grip in any condition  and also features an an adjustable 

cheek piece making the UPR ideal for use with large optics. 
Available in .22LR and .17HMR  

RRP $1,899

*Arriving 2021*

*Arriving 2021*



ON THE BIG SCREEN
Our firearms of choice

The year 2020 has definitely been a challenging 
one for the NZ Hunter Adventures crew.  
Not only did the Covid-19 lockdown fall right across our 
busiest filming periods, the Roar and Waterfowl season, but 
we also lost a very close friend, integral part of the show 
and Beretta NZ employee, Chris Ziesler aka Ziggy. 

Despite the tough start, we’ve since enjoyed some fantastic 
hunting experiences right across the country, high in the 
mountains and out on the water, and are now close to 
rounding off our 7th season which will air early 2021 on 
DUKE & TVNZ1.
We’ve again been proud to partner with the Beretta group 
of firearms which really compliment the lightweight 
mountain style of hunting you see us doing in the show 
and this season has seen some new products from Beretta 
being put to the test.

Tikka T3x Superlight Strata  
Striking in appearance, the Strata has a “Lichen” camo 
pattern (called TrueTimber) on the stock and an OD (Olive 
Drab) green CeraKote finish on the receiver and barrel. 
The bolt is black Teflon coated and has an enlarged bolt 
knob for fast and slick operation. Being a SuperLight it has 
a fluted barrel but is also threaded and supplied with a 
thread protector and factory muzzle brake. It comes with 
the larger 5 shot magazine as standard and as with all T3 
rifles, it has a 3 shot MOA accuracy guarantee with good 
factory ammunition, two lug bolt action, minimal cutout 
rigid receiver with integral scope mounting dovetail, Sako 
style extractor and spring loaded plunger ejector, superb 
adjustable trigger, lightweight plastic trigger guard and 
magazine, and quite rigid thermoplastic stock.
We were supplied a Strata in 300WSM and it accompanied 
us on late winter mountain hunts in the rugged Southern 
Alps as well as various day hunts in the central North Island 
high country. Lightweight, accurate and aesthetically 
pleasing, we were impressed and believe it would be a 
welcome addition to any Kiwi hunter’s toolkit. 

Fiona Duley lining up on a Kaimanawa 
Hind with the Sako S20 Hybrid shortly 
after hittinng gongs out to 1016 yards
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Sako S20 Hybrid 
This new modular rifle system certainly is a 
hybrid capable of a wide range of shooting. 
From hunting, to competitive and fun range 
shooting, the Sako S20 can be setup to suit 
many applications. 
Its features offer advantages over other models 
such as the integral picatinny scope bases, 
the alloy chassis bedding system and the fully 
adjustable and customisable stock. The extra 
magazine capacity and length is a bonus too.
We received 24 inch Hunter and 20 inch 
Precision S20’s from Beretta NZ, both in 308 as 
that was all they had available at the time. With 
the range work done we were away out the 
back of Ngamatea Station to our gong range 
to give the rifles a good work out. We started 
on the 560yd gong with the Tactical, then 730 yards, and 
finished at the 1016 yard gong. Successful hits were secured at 
all ranges once the gusty SW wind was accounted for. We also 
enjoyed some great success controlling deer pressure on farm 
winter-feed crops with the S20, but you’ll have to wait until 
next year to see the S20 in action on the show.

Franchi Affinity 3 Elite
Being sent a couple of Franchi shotguns to trial for the season 
was a somewhat nostalgic experience for Willie, who shot his 
first few Gamebird seasons with an old shortened Franchi over 
and under many years ago. 
The supplied Affinity 3 and Affinity 3 Elite felt ‘Benelli like’ with 
their sleek profiles, slim forends and fast pointing swings. 

Serious waterfowl hunters will also appreciate other features 
like the weather-resistant Cerakote finish, adjustable stock, 
wide loading ports, large bolt releases and oversized bolt 
handles on the Elites.
One season in, the team have been thoroughly impressed by 
this new breed of Franchi shotguns, finding them both reliable 
and enjoyable to shoot, making them a great option for the 
budget conscious Waterfowl hunter.

Catch these featured products as well as a wide range of 
other firearms from the Beretta family in all new episodes of 
NZ Hunter Adventures early 2021 on DUKE and TVNZ1.

Willie Duley and Alfie Allingham 
putting the Franchi Affinity 3 Elite 
to use at Lake Ellesmere

Editor Luke Care using the Tikka T3X 
Superlight Strata on a Kaweka hunt 
with Greg Duley
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TIKKA ACCESSORIES

Customize your Tikka rifle to fit your needs with 
our new Tikka accessories. 
Your Tikka rifle has been designed to adapt and 
transform to your needs.
Easily widen the fore-end, change the angle of 
the pistol grip, and/or change the color 
of your rifle depending on the situation!

TIKKA MAGAZINES

Item Part#

T3X TAC A1 / CTR MAGAZINE 6.5CM / .308 - 10 ROUND S54065122

T3X TAC A1 / CTR MAGAZINE .223 - 10 ROUND S54065122

T3X SHORT ACTION MAGAZINE 4 ROUND S5850370

T3X SHORT ACTION MAGAZINE 6 ROUND S5850376

T3X MEDIUM ACTION MAGAZINE 3 ROUND S5850372

T3X MEDIUM-PLUS MAGAZINE 3 ROUND S58569827

T3X MEDIUM-PLUS MAGAZINE 5 ROUND S58569828

T3X LONG ACTION MAGAZINE 3 ROUND S5850373

T3X LONG ACTION MAGAZINE 5 ROUND S5850375

T3X SHORT MAGNUM MAGAZINE 3 ROUND S5850371

T1X MAGAZINE .22LR 10-ROUND S545203781

T1X MAGAZINE .17HMR 10-ROUND S545203782

T3X ACCESSORIES

Part# Item Part# Item

S54067681 T3X WIDE FORE-END BLACK S54069678 T3X STANDARD GRIP COYOTE BROWN

S54069687 T3X WIDE FORE-END OLIVE GREEN S54069678 T3X STANDARD GRIP STONE GREY

S54069684 T3X WIDE FORE-END TIKKA ORANGE S54069676 T3X STANDARD GRIP SOFT-TOUCH BLACK

S54069685 T3X WIDE FORE-END COYOTE BROWN S54069675 T3X STANDARD GRIP TIKKA ORANGE

S54069686 T3X WIDE FORE-END STONE GREY S54069674 T3X STANDARD GRIP OLIVE GREEN

S54069688 T3X WIDE FORE-END SOFT-TOUCH BLACK S585T249 T3X OVERSIZED BOLT KNOB

S54069683 T3X VERTICAL GRIP OLIVE GREEN S585T299 T3X STEEL RECOIL LUG

S54069681 T3X VERTICAL GRIP STONE GREY S54065177 T3X METAL BOLT SHROUD KIT

S54069682 T3X VERTICAL GRIP SOFT-TOUCH BLACK S54068539 T3X RECOIL PAD SPACERS (4pc)

S54069680 T3X VERTICAL GRIP COYOTE BROWN

S54069679 T3X VERTICAL GRIP TIKKA ORANGE

MAGAZINES

TIKKA ACCESSORIES

Enlarged bolt-knobStock SpacersMetal Bolt Shroud
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TIKKA ACCESSORIES

ACCESSOIRES FOR TIKKA RIFLES

TIKKA RINGS AND MOUNTS

Tikka Optilock Mounts offer a strong and secure scope mounting solution while complementing the design of the rifle. 
Unlike conventional scope mounts, the Optilock rings feature a polymer ring insert within the ring that evenly distributes clamping force for better protection of your optics.
An anchor point on the base of the rings/mounts lock the mounts in place and ensure the mounts cannot move under recoil resulting in a rock-solid zero. 
Optilock rings & bases are made from a billet of high-quality steel, creating a solid optic mounting solution with ultra-precise sizing.

FOUR TORX SCREWS 
Designed to evenly distribute the clamping 

force

COPOLYMER INSERTS 
Protect the scope and spread the load 

evenly accross the entire circumference

ROBUST STEEL BASE
Provide a solid mount to the Tikka 

integral rail

RINGS
Made from solid steel with a concave internal 
surface to hold the polymer insert

PERFECT FIT
Designed specifically for your Tikka Rifle these 
rings ensure a perfect fit for repeatable accuracy

TIKKA OPTILOCK RING MOUNTS

Item Part#

TIKKA GUN BAG FOTIKKA17

TIKKA RIFLE SLING SLINGNZ-TIKKA

HY-SKOR SWIVEL BIPOD 6-9INCH HSBIPODSWIVEL/S

HY-SKOR SWIVEL BIPOD 9-13INCH HSBIPODSWIVEL/M

HY-SKOR SWIVEL BIPOD 13-23INCH HSBIPODSWIVEL/L

AIMPOINT MICRO H-2 RED-DOT SIGHT W/ TIKKA MOUNT AP200221

TIKKA CLEANING KIT CALS .22 114TIKKA_22

TIKKA CLEANING KIT CALS .243, .264, 6MM, 6.5MM 114TIKKA_6MM

TIKKA CLEANING KIT CALS .30, 7.62MM 114TIKKA_7,62MM

TIKKA CLEANING KIT CALS .270, 7MM, 6.5MM 114TIKKA_7MM

TIKKA CLEANING KIT CALS .338, .375, 9MM, 9.3MM 114TIKKA_9MM

Item Part#

TIKKA OPTILOCK RINGMOUNTS BLUED LOW 1-INCH TUBE S1321900

TIKKA OPTOLOCK RINGMOUNTS BLUED MEDIUM 1-INCH TUBE S146303NZ

TIKKA OPTILOCK RINGMOUNTS STAINLESS LOW 1-INCH TUBE S1323900

TIKKA OPTILOCK RINGMOUNTS BLUED LOW  30MM TUBE S1321904

TIKKA OPTILOCK RINGMOUNTS STAINLESS LOW 30MM TUBE S1323904

Tikka Optilock Ring Mounts mount directly to your Tikka Rifles receiver. No extra bases are required 
to complete your optics mounting solution

TIKKA OPTILOCK

TIKKA ACCESSORIES

Tikka cleaning kits include:
• Burnished 4pc rod
• Wool Mop
• Nylon Brush
• Bronze Brush
• Cotton Patches
• Nylon Utility Brush
• C.L.P 3-in1 Cleaner & Lubricant solution
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TIKKA OPTILOCK
TIKKA OPTILOCK BASES

Bases for use with Optilock Rings. 
Available in Blued or Stainless.

Item Part#

TIKKA OPTILOCK BASE SET STAINLESS S132R916

TIKKA OPTILOCK BASE SET BLUED S1320916

The Optilock base mounts to your Tikka Rifles receiver, then the Optilock Rings secure to the base.
Select a base set for your rifle (stainless or blued), then select the approprite Optilock Rings to complete your optics 
mounting setup.

Item Part#

CONTESSA 20MOA RAIL FOR TIKKA - CHROME CONPH03SS20MOA

CONTESSA 0-MOA RAIL FOR TIKKA - CHROME CONPH03SS

CONTESSA 20MOA RAIL FOR TIKKA - BLACK CONPH0320MOA

CONTESSA 0MOA RAIL FOR TIKKA - BLACK CONPH03

PICATINNY RAILS FOR TIKKA

High quality Contessa Picatinny Rail mounts directly to the Tikka T3 Receiver. In-built recoil lug for a rock-solid zero.
Available in Chrome or Blued finishes.

Built-in recoil lug for solid mounting

OPTILOCK RINGS

Rings only. 
Optilock bases are also required to 
complete installation.

Item Tube Dia Height Finish Part#

OPTILOCK RINGS STAINLESS EXTRA LOW FOR 1-INCH TUBE 1inch Extra Low Stainless S130R923

OPTILOCK RINGS STAINLESS LOW FOR 1-INCH TUBE 1inch Low Stainless S130R924

OPTILOCK RINGS STAINLESS MEDIUM FOR 1-INCH TUBE 1inch Medium Stainless S130R961

OPTILOCK RINGS BLUED EXTRA LOW FOR 1-INCH TUBE 1inch Extra Low Blued S1300923

OPTILOCK RINGS BLUED LOW FOR 1-INCH TUBE 1inch Low Blued S1300924

OPTILOCK RINGS BLUED MEDIUM FOR 1-INCH TUBE 1inch Medium Blued S1300961

OPTILOCK RINGS BLUED HIGH FOR 1-INCH TUBE 1inch High Blued S1300925

OPTILOCK RINGS PHOSPHATE MEDIUM FOR 1-INCH TUBE 1inch Medium Phosphate S130F961

OPTILOCK RINGS STAINLESS EXTRA LOW FOR 30MM TUBE 30mm Extra Low Stainless S130R928

OPTILOCK RINGS STAINLESS LOW FOR 30MM TUBE 30mm Low Stainless S130R929

OPTILOCK RINGS STAINLESS MEDIUM FOR 30MM TUBE 30mm Medium Stainless S190R964

OPTILOCK RINGS BLUED EXTRA LOW FOR 30MM TUBE 30mm Extra Low Blued S1300928

OPTILOCK RINGS BLUED LOW FOR 30MM TUBE 30mm Low Blued S1300929

OPTILOCK RINGS BLUED MEDIUM FOR 30MM TUBE 30mm Medium Blued S1300964

OPTILOCK RINGS BLUED HIGH FOR 30MM TUBE 30mm High Blued S1300930

OPTILOCK RINGS PHOSPHATE MEDIUM FOR 30MM TUBE 30mm Medium Phosphate S130F964

OPTILOCK RINGS PHOSPHATE LOW FOR 34MM TUBE 34mm Low Phosphate S130F973

OPTILOCK RINGS PHOSPHATE MEDIUM FOR 34MM TUBE 34mm Medium Phosphate S130F973

TIKKA OPTILOCK BASE SET STAINLESS BASE BASE Stainless S132R916

TIKKA OPTILOCK BASE SET BLUED BASE BASE Blued S1320916
Example of complete 

Optilock Ring & Base setup

TIKKA ACCESSORIES
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With over 45 years experience in precision engineering, Victrix 
Armaments brilliantly combines traditional manufacturing with modern 
technologies to offer a complete and high quality product range.
Victrix 3 main values   are passion, precision and perfection. Victrix 
Armaments makes innovation and mechanical precision a priority. Our 
attention to detail ensures a high level of quality and enables our rifles 
to reach the height of precision.

Victrix Rifles
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PRECISION RIFLES

MINERVA TACTICAL

All our rifles of the Minerva series are designed on our tested three-lug bolt action, that is available in two different lengths and suitable 
for the most commonly used cartridges. The rifle can be fully customised to meet every shooters needs thanks to the clever design 
of our FMRC (Fully Modular Rifle Chassis), thus ensuring the highest degree of accuracy and repeatability. We also manufacture a 
wide range of accessories for the Minerva series, that can be all easily retro-fitted. The Minerva rifles are our celebration of precision.

Compact precision rifle for short and medium distances.
Folding Stock, adjustable cheek-piece, adjustable butt-pad, 

adjustable length of pull. 20MOA rail. Removable muzzle brake. Enquire for pricing.

Calibre Length Barrel Twist Mag Cap Stock Weight

308 Win Min. 720 mm/Max. 940 mm 16" 10" 5 Adjustable 5.7 kg

PUGIO V

GLADIO V

Medium Range Precision Rifle. 
Folding Stock, adjustable cheek-piece, adjustable butt-pad, 

adjustable length of pull. 20MOA rail. Removable muzzle brake. Enquire for pricing.

Calibre Length Barrel Twist Mag Cap Stock Weight

308 Win Min. 1000 mm/Max. 1225 mm 26" 11" 5 Adjustable
6.6 kg

6.5 Creedmoor Min. 1000 mm/Max. 1225 mm 26" 8.5" 5 Adjustable

Like all our precision rifles, the Minerva Tactical series is based 
on a highly accurate 3-lug bolt system.  
Tested and approved at the highest level.

GLADIO T

Medium and Long Range Precision Rifle. 
Advanced ultra adjustable folding stock.

 20MOA Rail, removable muzzle brake. Enquire for pricing.

Calibre Length Barrel Twist Mag Cap Stock Weight

308 Win Min. 975 mm/Max. 1225 mm 26" 11" 5 Adjustable
6kg

6.5 Creedmoor Min. 975 mm/Max. 1225 mm 26" 8.5" 5 Adjustable
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PRECISION RIFLES

MINERVA TACTICAL

SCORPIO V

Long Range Precision Rifle. 
Folding Stock, adjustable cheek-piece, adjustable butt-pad, 

adjustable length of pull. 20MOA rail. Removable muzzle brake. Enquire for pricing.

Calibre Length Barrel Twist Devant Mag Cap Stock Weight

300 Win Mag Min. 1004 mm/Max. 1250 mm 26" 10" Elliptique rond 5 Adjustable
6.7 kg

338 Lapua Mag Min. 1004 mm/Max. 1250 mm 26" 10" Elliptique rond 5 Adjustable

Long Range Precision Rifle. 
Advanced ultra adjustable folding stock.

20MOA rail. Removable muzzle brake. Enquire for pricing.

Calibre Length Barrel Twist Mag Cap Stock Weight

338 Lapua Mag Min. 1009 mm/Max. 1276 mm 26" 10" 5 Adjustable 6.15 kg

300 Norma Min. 1009 mm/Max. 1276 mm 26" 10" 5 Adjustable 6.15 kg

SCORPIO T

TORMENTO V

Extended Long Range Precision Rifle 
Advanced ultra adjustable folding stock.

45MOA Rail, Fluted barrel, removable muzzle brake. Enquire for pricing.

Calibre Length Barrel Twist Mag Cap Stock Weight

375 Cheytac Min. 1201 mm/Max. 1447 mm 30" 10" 5 Adjustable
11.5 kg

408 Cheytac Min. 1201 mm/Max. 1447 mm 30" 13" 5 Adjustable



Using superior quality forged steel, state-of-the-art technology and high precision machine tools; combined with the centuries-old 
skills of polishers, engravers and stock makers, Uberti is able to create historical firearms with the same loving care with which the 
originals were crafted all those centuries ago. 

Uberti joined the Beretta Group in the year 2000. The Company then moved into a brand new ultra-modern building in 2002 with 
up-to-date facilities, and excellent environmental conditions for its workers.

 High-tech machinery was also introduced on a large scale. 
Uberti is proud to claim that ardent collectors and demanding shooters from all over the world find Uberti reproduce the same shapes, 
mechanics, and ballistic features of the originals - but are enhanced by modern production methods and materials.
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1866 YELLOW BOY CARBINE & SPORTING RIFLE

The 1866 Yellowboy Rifle was a marked improvement over the Henry rifle. It became a worldwide hit. It had a convenient new type of loading gate 
devised by Winchester plant superintendent Nelson King. It passed cartridges through the side of the receiver.  This improvement made the lever 
action more functional and allowed for the installation of a wooden forend.

1873 SHORT RIFLE

The Winchester 1873 Rifle was called the “rifle that won the West.”
When the gun was first offered, it was chambered in the powerful new .44-.40 cartridge. The .44 caliber bullet was propelled by 40 grains of black 
powder. The success of the 1873 Rifle was assured when Colt quickly offered its Peacemaker in the same caliber. Then a cowboy needed only 1 
cartridge belt for a lever-action rifle plus his 6-shooter.

1873 COMPETITION RIFLE

The Winchester 1873 Rifle was called the “rifle that won the West.”
The competition version features a short-stroked lever action for faster reloads and colour case hardened steel receiver.

UBERTI REPLICAS

RIFLES

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

38SP 19inch - carbine (round barrel)

$2,14945Colt 19inch - carbine (round barrel)

44/40 19inch - carbine (round barrel)

38SP 20inch - sporting rifle (oct barrel)
$2,199

45Colt 20inch - sporting rifle (oct barrel)

Carbines feature a round barrel profile, and sporting rifle features an octagonal barrel profile

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

.357mag 20inch

$2,329
44/40 20inch

45Colt 20inch

32-20 20inch *special sporting short rifle

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

.357mag 20inch
$2,599

45Colt 20inch
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UBERTI REPLICAS

RIFLES

1885 HIGH WALL

With an 1885 High Wall single shot sporting rifle or carbine from Uberti, you can relive a time when rifle shooting was more than a pastime. It 
was a serious business. Like the original High Wall Winchester rifles, today’s guns are chambered in the classic buffalo cartridge of .45-70.
Available in various configurations including carbine,  sporting, and long rifle versions.

1894 LEVER ACTION RIFLE

The Winchester Model 1894 is a classic design that is just as dependable and revered today since its introduction in 1894.
The Model 1894 was a combination of the best features of all previous Winchesters and the cartridges Winchester developed for the action.
No repeating rifle system ever made will appeal to the eye and understanding of the shooter as this will. It’s strong, light and elegant..

UBERTI SCOUT RIMFIRE LEVER ACTION

The Uberti Scout is the ultimate small-bore lever action rifle chambered in .22LR and .22WMR. This is an all original lever action firearm based on 
the classic styling of the Old West lever gun. The Uberti Scout embodies the best features of the proven lever-gun design that goes back as far as 
the mid-1800s. Chrome-plated alloy receiver with a walnut  stock. Great for small game hunting and plinking. A unique feature of the Uberti Scout 
is that it has a cartridge mechanism allowing controlled round-feed, so the gun can be fired reliably while held at any angle.

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

38-55 20inch

$2,34938-55 24.25inch

38-55 26inch

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

45-70 28inch carbine (round barrel)
$1,899

38-55 28inch carbine (round barrel)

45-70 30inch sporting rifle (oct barrel)

$1,98538-55 30inch sporting rifle (oct barrel)

45-70 32inch long rifle (oct barrel)

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

22LR 19inch $999

22WMR 19inch $1,159

UBERTI REPLICAS

RIFLES

1858 NEW ARMY TARGET CARBINE

The Remington Arms Company began production of 1858 New Army single-action revolvers, and 5 years later the revolver had gained a foothold.
In the years following the Civil War, the black powder firearms maker also manufactured a carbine version of the 1859 New Army, called the 1858 
Target Carbine, in smaller numbers. *Note that this is a black powder Cap and Ball firearm and does not use cartridges.

1873 REVOLVER CARBINE

The Colt Buntline 1873 Single-Action target revolver has become one of the icons of the Old West. Only 31 of the original Buntline revolvers 
were ever produced, and only 18 of those are around today.
The name Buntline Specials was given to long-barreled Peacemakers, based on this story: Tradition has it that dime novelist Ned Buntline 
presented special-order 1873 Colt revolvers with extra-long barrels, target sights, and detachable wire shoulder stocks to a select group of 
Old West celebrities. They included Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson.
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Calibre Barrel Length RRP

.357Mag 18inch
$1,449

45Colt 18inch

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

.44BP 18inch $1,099



UBERTI REPLICAS

PISTOLS

1858 NEW ARMY REVOLVER

1860 ARMY REVOLVER

1851 NAVY REVOLVER

The Navy, Pocket Navy, Army, and Police Black Powder Revolvers all evolved between 1851 and 1862 from one model originally designed by Colt.
By the start of the Civil War, Colt had refined the Navy into a sleek, streamlined weapon with an improved loading lever.

Though many percussion revolvers were on the market before during and after the Civil War, no firearm offered such a challenge to the dominant 
Colt revolvers as did the 1858 Remington. The 1858 Revolver was considered by many to be every bit the gun a Colt was and then some. It is said 
that soldiers of the Civil War not only preferred it by far as their choice of sidearm but would actually trade a handful of Colts for one Remington 
New Army. In fact after the war the Remington out-sold the Colt as a surplus weapon to veterans who had experienced first hand how the two guns 
stood up side by side to the rigors of combat use. The strength of the Remington had always been in its favor. 
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The 1861 Navy is often acclaimed as Colt’s most handsome pistol. Colt worked to perfect his cap and ball revolver, designing the 1860 Army 
around a lightweight frame, but chambered for the more powerful .44 caliber ball. The first models featured fluted cylinders, while later models 
incorporated a belted cylinder for added strength and a “creeping” loading lever for easier loading. The sleek 1860 Army is considered to be the 
ultimate combat handgun of the percussion era.

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

.36BP 7.5inch $649

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

.44BP 8inch $899

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

.44BP 8inch $659
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UBERTI REPLICAS

PISTOLS

1873 CATTLEMAN REVOLVER

Made in 1872 this is a gun that needs no introduction. The buyer can specify either the “old model” screw retainer for the cylinder pin or the more 
convenient “new model” plunger.

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

.357Mag 5.5inch

$99944/40 5.5inch

45Colt 5.5inch

1873 CATTLEMAN EVIL ROY REVOLVER STAINLESS

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

.357Mag 4.75inch
$1,349

45Colt 4.75inch

Made in 1872 this is a gun that needs no introduction. The buyer can specify either the “old model” screw retainer for the cylinder pin or the more 
convenient “new model” plunger.

1873 CATTLEMAN EVIL ROY REVOLVER

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

.357Mag 4.75inch
$1,099

45Colt 4.75inch

Features include a wide square notch rear and wide constant width front sight, slim grips checkered, an action tuned by a skilled gunsmith 
complete with lightened trigger, hammer springs and improved internals for reliability. 
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UBERTI REPLICAS

PISTOLS

POWDER FLASK COLT MOD CAL. 36

POWDER FLASK REMINGTON MOD CAL. 44

Part# Description

UBAFIA02 Uberti Powder Flask Colt Mod Cal .36

Part# Description

UBAFIA04 Uberti Powder Flask Remington Mod Cal .44

ACCESSORIES

1875 ARMY OUTLAW REVOLVER

Remingtons`s attempt to compete with the highly successful Colt Single Action Revolver produced the model 1875. It is known that these revolvers 
saw much use on the American Frontier including in the hands of Frank and Jesse James. 

Calibre Barrel Length RRP

.357Mag 7.5inch
$1,049

44/40 7.5inch
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STOEGER AIRGUNS
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AIR GUNS

X3
Stoeger Airguns Rifles are modern and technologically advanced,
with the appearance, ergonomics, and quality of European sporting firearms.
Developed by Italian engineers, they combine assertive design with precision and quality of manufacture.
Stoeger Air Guns are suitable for a wide range of recreational shooting, including target shooting and hunting small game. 
The X3 rifle is specially designed for youth with its short 30cm length of pull. It’s compact and lightweight, and is cocked by simply tilting 
the barrel. Arming force is reduced and the ergonomic sleeve on the barrel makes cocking effortless. 
Like all Stoeger Air Guns, the ambidextrous automatic safety is located at the rear of the rifle. This avoids having to place the finger 
inside the trigger guard - improving safety.
The 370 mm long high quality steel barrel ensures accuracy. Features adjustable fibre-optic sights and a 2-stage trigger. 
The receiver has a dovetail for scope mounting.

X3 TACTICAL YOUTH

New design tactical thumb hole stock
Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Weight Part#

.177 450-560fps 900 mm 370 mm Black Synthetic 2.1 kg STGX3TACYOUTH/4.5WS

RX5 SYNTHETIC COMBO

Compact Performance: lightweight rifle with a 4x32 scope. Weighs only 2.4kg without scope.
Scope Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Weight Part#

4x32 .177 660-810fps 1030 mm 420 mm Black Synthetic 2.4 kg STGRX5COMBO/177

The challenge for the designers when designing the new RX line was to: 
Develop an ergonomically perfect design that is modern, accurate, high-quality, and easy to use.
The RX represents the perfect match between technological style, technical efficiency, and attention to detail. The elegant and ergonomic shapes 
make the gun fit the shooter perfectly. Stoeger AIRGUNS and its RX line translate technology into style, accuracy, and precision.

X3 WOOD

RX5

Traditional wooden stock
Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Weight Part#

.177 450-560fps 900 mm 370 mm Wood 2.1 kg STGX3W/4.5WS

AIR GUNS

X20 ATAC

Scope Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Weight Part#

4-16x40 .177 1000-1200fps 1080 mm 420 mm Black Synthetic 3.2 kg STGXATACS2COMBO/4.5

4-16x40 .22 800fps 1080 mm 20 mm Black Synthetic 3.2 kg STGXATACS2COMBO/5.5

ATAC S2 SUPPRESSOR COMBO

ATAC TS2 GREEN SUPPRESSOR COMBO

The ATAC S2 Suppressor was developed by Stoeger Airguns in collaboration with 
Long Distance Shooting Specialists.
It is equipped with a tactical style stock and 3 Picatinny rails for mounting accessories.

Scope Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Weight Part#

3-9x40AO .177 1000-1200fps 1080 mm 420 mm Green Synthetic 3.2 kg STGXATACTS2GREENCOMBO/4.5

3-9x40AO .22 800fps 1080 mm 20 mm Green Synthetic 3.2 kg STGXATACTS2GREENCOMBO/5.5

ATAC BIPOD NOT INCLUDED - PART# STGXATACBIPOD
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The Multi Grip System gives the shooter the choice of the most appropriate grip for their needs.
Innovation, Technology and Style are the three principles behind a fully new concept. Stoeger AIRGUNS designer’s new 
challenge has been to develop and implement something special that could convey new emotions. The unique design 
and ergonomic shapes makes the air rifle fit perfectly to the shooter. The shooter can adapt their rifle to their own style by 
choosing between a Soft Touch Grip or the innovative Stoeger Pro Adaptive checkering. The RX20 comes with extra grip 
kits in blue and orange to enable the user to customise the rifle to their preferences.

AIR GUNS

RX20

RX20 DYNAMIC COMBO

Scope Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Weight Part#

4x32 .177 1000-1200fps 1080 mm 420 mm Black Synthetic 3.2 kg STGRX20DYNGRCOMBO/177

4x32 .22 800fps 1080 mm 420 mm Black Synthetic 3.2 kg STGRX20DYNGRCOMBO/22
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AIR GUNS

RX20

RX20 S3 SUPPRESSOR COMBO

Scope Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Suppressor Weight Part#

4x32 .177 1000-1200fps 1122 mm 370 mm Black Synthetic With Suppressor 3.2 kg STGRX20S3GRCOMBO/177

4x32 .22 800fps 1122 mm 370 mm Black Synthetic With Suppressor 3.2 kg STGRX20S3GRCOMBO/22

RX20 SUPPRESSOR COMBO - CAMO

Scope Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Suppressor Weight Part#

4x32 .177 1000-1200fps 1080 mm 420 mm Camo Synthetic With Suppressor 3.2 kg STGRX20S3GRCOM177CAM

4x32 .22 800fps 1080 mm 420 mm Camo Synthetic With Suppressor 3.2 kg STGRX20S3GRCOM/22CAM
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AIR GUNS

RX40

RX40 COMBO

RX40 COMBO - WOOD

RX40 - SINGULAR PERSONALITY
Smart and designed to place leisure and fun at the heart of the precision shooting experience. The RX40 rifle has been designed for those who 
seek the utmost style and comfort. Great ergonomics of the stock and easy under lever cocking.

PRECISION AND POWER
- Fixed barrel single shot for optimal precision
- Barrel and cylinder a solidly assembled in one strong unit
- Flip-up magazine.

Scope Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Weight

3-9x40AO .177 1000-1200fps 1090 mm 407 mm Black Synthetic 3.2 kg STGRX40GRCOM/4.5/177

3-9x40AO .22 800fps 1090 mm 407 mm Black Synthetic 3.2 kg STGRX40GRCOM/4.5/22

Scope Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Weight

3-9x40AO .177 1000-1200fps 1090 mm 407 mm Black Synthetic 3.2 kg STGRX40GRCOM/4.5/177

3-9x40AO .22 800fps 1090 mm 407 mm Black Synthetic 3.2 kg STGRX40GRCOM/4.5/22
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AIR GUNS

X50 MAGNUM

X50 MAGNUM COMBO

Features magnum power for high performance.
The X50 is a magnum sized, high-power, break-barrel airgun, and features a cocking grip, precision rifled barrel, fully adjustable rear sight with fibre-
optic bead, adjustable two-stage trigger, automatic ambidextrous safety, ambidextrous black synthetic stock, double cheek-piece, checkering 
on pistol grip and fore-end, rubber recoil pad, and a receiver with dovetail rail ensures a scope can be mounted securely.
X50 models are mounted in Monte Carlo-style stocks for improved control and target acquisition. The raised, ambidextrous cheek-piece lets 
you shoot comfortably, while the magnum performance ensures enough power for any airgun task.
Checkering on the pistol grip and fore-end ensures a firm grip in wet weather and rubber butt-pad provides a solid shoulder mount.

Scope Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Weight Part#

3-9X40AO .22 950fps 1270 mm 490mm Black Synthetic 4.1kg STGX50MAGSYCOMBO/5.5WS

How to sight in a Stoeger Air Gun (scope)
Step 1 - Install Stoeger target into Stoeger Pellet Trap.
Step 2 - Ensure a suitable back-drop behind your target / pellet trap.
Step 3 - Fire three pellets at the target and inspect point-of-impact. We suggest starting at a close distance and working your way back.
Step 4 - Adjust scope turrets in the direction you require the point-of-impact to shift to.
Step 5 - Fire three more pellets at the target and again inspect the point-of-impact.
Step 6 - Again adjust the scope turrets in the direct you require the point of impact to shift to.
Step 7 - Repeat until you are happy with the point-of-impact at your chosen distance.

Article Part#

PORTABLE PELLET TRAP 14X14CM STGX40102

AIR GUN TARGETS PACK OF 100 STGX40103
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AIR GUNS

XM1 PCP

Stoeger XM1 PCP (Pre-charged Pneumatic) Rifle
The new XM1 has a cutting-edge, distinct, and streamlined design with multiple characteristics. It’s sporty, elegant, and innovative.
The new XM1 appears strong and self-secure. All surfaces are designed with clear attention to ergonomic and anatomic functionality. 
The innovative Italian design by Stoeger AIRGUNS can immediately be recognized at first glance. The extreme proportions and the 
unique lines of its profile make the new XM1 a real multi-use rifle.

XM1 PCP

Scope Bipod Calibre Power Length Barrel Stock Weight Extras Part#

4x32 Yes .177 up to 1050fps 1146mm 725mm Black Synthetic 2.6 kg Includes Pump & Bipod STGXM1S4COMBOBIPOD/177

4x32 Yes .22 up to 900fps 1146mm 725mm Black Synthetic 2.6 kg Includes Pump & Bipod STGXM1S4COMBOBIPOD/22

.177 supplied with 9-shot magazine 

.22 supplied with 5-shot magazine

Supplied with pump

Supplied with Bipod
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AIR GUN ACCESSORIES

STOEGER AIR GUN SCOPES

Compact 4x32 scope with illuminated reticle
Article Part#

STOEGER COMPACT 4X32 SCOPE WITH ILLUMINATED RETICLE SSTGX4X32RGDR

COMPACT 4X32 SCOPE

AIR GUN SCOPE MOUNTS

AIR GUN SCOPE MOUNTS

HIGH POWER Air Gun ringsMAGNUM one-piece scope mount

Article Part#

MAGNUM ONE-PIECE SCOPE MOUNT FOR 1 INCH TUBE B4*RingsBlock

HIGH POWER SCOPE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE B4*Rings

STOEGER 3-9X40AO SCOPE

with Adjustable Objective (AO)

Article Part#

STOEGER 3-9X40 AO SCOPE 1 INCH TUBE B3-9*40AO Scope

STOEGER 4X32 SCOPE

Article Part#

STOEGER 4x32 SCOPE 1 INCH TUBE B4*32Scope
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SUPPRESSOR

STOEGER GUN BAG

Fits X5-X10-X20 Air guns, 
with or without scope

Article Part#

STOEGER GUN BAG BROWN STGX120

TARGETS

Article Part#

AIR GUN TARGETS PACK OF 100 STGX40103

PELLET TRAP

14x14cm portable metal pellet trap

Article Part#

PORTABLE PELLET TRAP 14X14CM STGX40102

ATAC BIPOD

Removable suppressor for Stoeger Air Guns

Article Part#

STOEGER X-SERIES SUPPRESSOR STGXSilencer

Article Part#

BIPOD FOR STOEGER ATAC AIR GUNS STGXATACBIPOD

SPINNING AIR GUN TARGETS

Article Part#

STOEGER SPINNING AIR GUN TARGET #1 STGX40101

STOEGER SPINNING AIR GUN TARGET #3 STGX40111

ST1

ST3

AIR GUN ACCESSORIES

AIR GUN ACCESSORIES

14x14 cm targets, 
pack of 100.
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STOEGER PELLETS

14x14cm portable metal pellet trap

Article Part#

PORTABLE PELLET TRAP 14X14CM STGX40102

STOEGER PELLETS

X-SPORT X-MATCH

Precision Pellets for Air Rifles
Each shooter has specific expectations, and the choice of ammunition is essential in meeting those expectations.
Stoeger’s finely selected range of pellets offer the shooter a wide variety of different pellet designs and weights, and offer a pellet to suit 
any requirement.
Precision is the combination of several parameters among which the quality and consistency of the pellet is the most important factor.
Stoeger pellets are made in Germany with unparalleled know-how and state-of-the-art technology for consistent performance 
- shot after shot.

Target Practice
Lightweight accurate pellet for training and hobby shooting. Meets all underlying 
requirements. For universal use.
500 per Tin. 5 Tins to an Outer. Available in .177

Article Calibre Part#

STOEGER X-SPORT PELLETS 500PER TIN .177CAL .177 STGXPELLETXSPORT177

Super Accurate
Extremely accurate competition and training pellet for performance-oriented 
shooters. Tight shot groups & clean-cut bullet holes.
500 per Tin. 5 Tins to an Outer. Available in .177

Article Calibre Part#

STOEGER X-MATCH PELLETS 500PER TIN ,177CAL .177 STGPELLETXMATCH177

AIR GUN ACCESSORIES
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X-POWER

Maximum Penetration
Heavy, exceptionally accurate pellet for long ranges. No lead-fouling, improved 
drive in barrel, no contact with lead thanks to special copper coating (20% harder 
than comparable lead pellets). First-class aerodynamic design for high impact and 
penetration. Low deformation of pellet. Tight shot groups.
Available in .177 (500 per tin) and .22 (200 per tin). 5 Tins per outer

Article Calibre Part#

STOEGER X-POWER PELLETS 500PER TIN .177CAL .177 STGXPELLETXPOWER177

STOEGER X-POWER PELLETS 200PER TIN .22CAL .22 STGXPELLETXPOWER22

X-MAGNUM

Maximum Shock
Heavy, accurate hunting pellet for medium ranges. High impact and penetration with 
maximum shock effect, with blood grooves.
Available in .177 (300 or 500 per tin) and .22 (200 per tin).

Article Calibre Part#

STOEGER X-MAGNUM PELLETS 300PER TIN .177CAL .177 STGPELLETXMAGNUM177300

STOEGER X-MAGNUM PELLETS 500PER TIN .177CAL .177 STGPELLETXMAGNUM177500

STOEGER X-MAGNUM PELLETS 200PER TIN .22CAL .22 STGPELLETXMAGNUM22

X-HOLLOW

Article Calibre Part#

STOEGER X-HOLLOW PELLETS 400PER TIN .177CAL .177 STGPELLETXHOLLOW177

STOEGER X-HOLLOW PELLETS 200PER TIN .22CAL .22 STGPELLETXHOLLOW22

STOEGER PELLET SAMPLER PACK .177

Article Calibre Part#

SAMPLER PACK CONTAINING 6 DIFFERENT TYPES OF .177CAL PELLETS .177 STGXPELLETSAMPLER177

Sampler pack containing 6 different 
types of pellets
40 X-MATCH: - Super Accurate
35 X-POWER: - Maximum Penetration
30 X-MAGNUM: -  Maximum Shock
30 X-HOLLOW: - High Shock, High Impact
40 X-HUNT: - Great Penetration
40 X-SPORT: - Target Practice

X-HUNT

Great Penetration
Medium-weight, very accurate pellet for hunting and precision shooting at medium 
ranges. Aerodynamic design for flat trajectories and deep penetration.
Available in .177 (500 per tin) and .22 (200 per tin). 5 Tins per outer

Article Calibre Part#

STOEGER X-HUNTER PELLETS 500PER TIN .177CAL .177 STGPELLETXHUNTER177

STOEGER X-HUNTER PELLETS 200PER TIN .22CAL .22 STGPELLETXHUNTER22

High Shock, High Impact
Heavy, exceptionally accurate hunting pellet for 
long ranges. Advanced X-HOLLOW design with 
deep hollow point and exceptional aerodynamic 
properties allow for maximum impact, deep 
penetration, and controlled deformation of pellet. 
Tight shot groups.

STOEGER PELLETS
AIR GUN ACCESSORIES

Available in .177 (400 per tin) and .22 (200 per tin). 5 Tins per outer
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STEINER OPTICS

Innovation, tradition and experience are the parameters which 
have made STEINER a recognized expert in optical technology 
for 60 years.

Trust in our professional optics, earned over several decades has 
promoted Steiner to the rank of world leader and has allowed us 
to develop a particularly strong sensitivity for what matters most 
to our different customers.
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STEINER SCOPES

STEINER TACTICAL T5XI

Steiner T5XI
The T5Xi Series brings unmatched clarity, accuracy, and self-assurance to any situation, from combat to competition. 
Precise German engineering, rugged U.S. construction, slick Never-Lost™ turrets, and new SCR™ reticle gives you the victor’s edge in long-range shooting.

The T5 series are long-range scopes with 34mm tubes, the new Special Competition Reticle (SCR™) is etched on glass for durability and precision. Second Rotation Indicator on 
the turret shows each mil of elevation through the indication window on the elevation turret, preventing the user from getting “lost” in their elevation. Front focal plane design.
The T5xi are the benchmark for tactical long-range precision optics.

Reticle Optic Focal Plane Ø tube Ø objective Length Elevation Adjustment (100m) RRP

SCR MIL 3-15x50 mm 1st 34 mm 50mm 333mm 34 MILS

$3,799
SCR MOA 3-15x50 mm 1st 34 mm 50mm 333mm 34 MILS

SCR MIL 5-25x56 mm 1st 34mm 50mm 422mm 26 MILS

SCR MOA 5-25x56 mm 1st 34mm 50mm 422mm 26 MILS

Steiner Tactical T5XI Features
One-Piece Oversized 34mm Tube -increases strength and reliability. Also allows 
for greater total elevation and windage adjustment for longer ranges.
Special Competition Reticle (SCR™) - designed by Steiner for precision 
competition use. Located on the first focal plane, it offers an extended 
illumination area, 2/10-mil windage and 1/2-mil holdover lines. 1/10-mil ranging 
brackets allow for precise distance ranging.
Tapered, All Metal Magnification Ring - is angled so the shooter can see the 
magnification setting while positioned directly behind the scope.
Large, Easy-to-Grip Windage/Elevation/Parallax/Illumination Knobs
for positive, non-slip adjustment of the dioptre, reticle and parallax settings.
Low Profile Turrets - parallax adjustment and illumination controls are less likely 
to hang up or snag during movement.
Second Rotation Indicator - a Steiner exclusive that shows each mil or elevation 
through the indicator window on the elevation turret. After the first 120 clicks 
(MIL), the  numbers on the scale change automatically preventing the shooter 
from getting lost on the dial.
Locking Dioptre - that prevents accidental rotation of the dioptre.
Waterproof/Fog-proof/Shockproof - durable construction that can stand up to 
any cold or wet condition. Waterproof to depths of 33 feet, and impact testing on 
all optical and electronic components.
Consistent Eye Relief - and a generous eye box throughout the magnification 
range eliminates the need to reposition your eye when changing magnification.
Throw Lever - that allow for quick and easy magnification changes.  
Lens Covers - supplied with high quality Tenebraex lens covers.

SCR Illuminated Reticle

STEINER TACTICAL
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STEINER SCOPES

MILITARY SCOPES

Colour Reticle Optic Focal 
Plane Ø tube Ø objective Length Weight Elevation Adjustment 

(100m) RRP

Black
MSR2 5-25x56 mm 1st 34 mm 56 mm 422 mm 1000 g 26 MILS

$4,999

Coyote Brown Enquire

STEINER MILITARY M5XI 1-5X24MM

Reticle Optic Ø tube Focal Plane Ø objective Length Weight Elevation Adjustment (100m) RRP

Rapid Dot 
5.56 1-5x24 mm 30 mm 1st 24 mm

295 mm
555g 32 MILS $4,599

Rapid Dot 7.62 295 mm

STEINER MILITARY M5XI 3-15X50MM

Mildot G2B Reticle
Colour Reticle Optic Focal 

Plane Ø tube Ø objective Length Weight Elevation Adjustment (100m) RRP

Coyote Brown 
or Black

MSR
3-15x50 mm 1st 34 mm 50 mm

360 mm

860 g 26 MILS $4,999360 mm

Mildot G2B 360 mm

MSR Reticle

STEINER MILITARY M5XI 5-25X56MM

MSR2 Reticle

STEINER, the only all-in-one solution provider
for high-end military optics, binoculars, and goggles for the Defence & Security 
markets. The 5x zoom range on the M5XI series, and 7x zoom range of the M7XI 
designates the STEINER MILITARY range of scopes as the ultimate instrument of 
optical precision even at very high magnification, and is designed for long range 
shooting beyond 1500m. An innovative category of rifle scopes, Steiner Military 
optics have been developed in close collaboration with the special forces to meet 
their requirements of high precision, ultimate repeatability, and rugged durability.
The M5XI & M7XI series exceed the highest military standards in terms of optical 
excellence, uncompromising robustness, and repeatable precision. The Military 
series provides brilliant performance that tactical shooters and operators can rely on 
during their operational deployments. Built to withstand the harshest environments, 
from freezing Arctic temperatures to tropical humidity, to the hot dry desert climate 
- the Steiner MILITARY range of scopes will not let you down.
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STEINER SCOPES

STEINER RINGS

Tube Size Height Actual Height

30mm Low 0.885inch

30mm Med 1inch

30mm High 1.35inch

STEINER H-SERIES RINGS

Steiner H-Series
Steiner Rings are the foundation of a precision shooting system. 

Designed and engineered to guarantee precise optical alignment and shot-after-
shot accuracy. The H-Series Rings have a sleek design and rugged lightweight 

construction. Perfect for your favorite hunting rifle.

STEINER T-SERIES RINGS

Steiner T-Series
The T-Series Rings offer the perfect rifles cope mounting solution for precision 

tactical shooting. They feature an integrated bubble level on the rear ring to 
indicate that the rifle is perfectly level when firing to ensure maximum accuracy 

and consistency.

Tube Size Height Actual Height

30mm Low 0.885inch

30mm Med 1inch

30mm High 1.35inch

34mm Low 0.885inch

34mm Med 1inch

34mm High 1.25inch

34mm Extra High 1.35inch
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STEINER SCOPES
 MILITARY SCOPES

Colour Reticle Optic Focal 
Plane Ø tube Ø 

objective Length Weight
Elevation 

Adjustment  
(100m)

RRP

Available 
in Black or 

Coyote Brown 
(depending 
on reticle 
choice)

MSR2
2.9-20x50 

mm 1st 34 mm 56 mm 352 
mm 920 g 27 MILS $5,899

Mildot 
G2B

MSR2
4-28x56 mm 1st 34 mm 56 mm 422 

mm 949 g 26 MILS $5,899
Mildot 

G2B

STEINER MILITARY M7XI IFS 2.9-20X50 & 4-28X56MM

Steiner’s Intelligent Firing Solution (IFS) with integrated customizable display provides all the important 
ballistic information to the operator - in real time.
Steiner sets the new standard for tactical rifle scopes by entering the digital world. Based on the outstanding success of the M5Xi - used 
today by Special Forces around the globe - Steiner sets a new benchmark with the ultimate long-range rifle scope, the M7Xi IFS 4-28x56 
with a 7x zoom range and an impressive field of view (1.42-9 m at 100 m).

The Intelligent Firing Solution with integrated customizable display provides all the important ballistic information to the operator in real 
time. The built in Ballistic Calculator and Sensor Suite determines the bullet point of impact in real time by assessing the temperature, 
air pressure, inclination and wind drift. Just turn the turrets until the distance and wind correction in the display matches the information 
provided by the spotter and you will be on target.

The display provides information about levelling and the current turret setting. The display and user interface can be customized to user 
needs.  All information can be arranged, or deactivated as needed via smart phone app (Bluetooth connection).

Reticle Optic Focal 
Plane Ø tube Ø objective

Elevation 
Adjustment 

(100m)
RRP

MSR2
2.9-20x50 IFS 1st 34 mm 50 mm 27 MILS $9,999

G2B Mildot

MSR2
4-28x56 IFS 1st 34 mm 56 mm 27 MILS $9,999

G2B Mildot

MSR2G2B Mil-dot Reticle

STEINER MILITARY M7XI 2.9-20X50MM & 4-28X56MM
Steiner M7XI
Based on the outstanding success of the M5Xi - used today by Special Forces around the globe - Steiner sets a new benchmark with the ultimate long-range rifle scope. 
The M7Xi 4-28x56 features a 7x zoom and an impressive field of view  of 1.42-9 m at 100 m.
The new 7x zoom range gives the operator more flexibility and a higher resolution for all distances, while the large field of view and the outstanding optical quality render a 
perfect overview of the surroundings at all times.
The new M7Xi 4-28x56 has been designed to resist the toughest conditions, and is covered by the Steiner Heritage Warranty.
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STEINER BINOCULARS

With the innovative HX Series, you’ve got a new arsenal of optics to match your style and quarry. The high-precision roof prism design, 
advanced lens coatings, ergonomic rubber-armored polycarb frames, and four specific-performance models let you focus on your 
individual adventure like never before.

New Frame Design
Makes the HX binoculars easier to grip, more 
comfortable for extending scouting

Bright, Crisp Images
Are the result of new lens coatings that increase light 
transmission across the spectrum

Wider Field of View
Helps you spot wildlife more quickly, at greater 
distances, than ever before.

Fast-Close-Focus™
Central focusing wheel requires minimal rotation for 
quick, absolute sharpness from close up to infinity.

Ergonomic Eyecups
Shield against side light and drafts for clear, crisp view. 
 
Steiner Nano-Protection
Hydrophobic molecular coating creates a lens surface 
so smooth, water sheets off and dirt, dust, snow, and 
fingerprints are repelled.

Makrolon® housing
Is durable polycarbonate with NBR Long Life rubber 
armoring, creating a lightweight, rugged chassis that 
withstands 11 Gs of impact. Impervious to harsh 
conditions for generations of trusted use.

N2 injection™ system
Seals 14-psi pressurized dry nitrogen into the optic, 
for fogproof clarity in any condition - from artic cold to 
desert heat.

Pick your challenge, and there’s new HX to master it. From dark woods to 
sunlit ridges, lowland bogs to the high plains, new optical approaches and 
frame designs promise brighter, clearer images, extended field of view, easier 
handling, and all-weather toughness to bring more success to every hunt.
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HX 10X42

With its x10 magnification and 42mm objective lens, the HX 10x42 model is an ideal all-round 
binocular for New Zealand conditions.  The HX 10x42 offers an ideal mix of magnification, field of 
view, and low light performance. 
Magnification Field of View Focus Size (W x H) Weight RRP

10x42 mm 326ft @ 1000y Fast Close Focus 125x147mm 795 g $1,299.99

HX 8X42

Small enough for effortless carry, with a wide field to sweep distant terrain and put you on 
game faster. 8x magnification brings wildlife close and clear. Offers the hunter a great mix of 
performance for both the NZ bush and open terrain.

Magnification Field of View Focus Size (W x H) Weight RRP

8x42 mm 377ft @ 1000y Fast Close Focus 125x147mm 785 g $1,199.99

HX 10X56

With its 10x magnification and larger 56mm objective lens, the HX 10x56 model is ideal for detailed 
long distance observation and offers excellent performance in low light conditions.

Magnification Field of View Focus Size (W x H) Weight RRP

10x56 mm 332ft @ 1000y Fast Close Focus 142x180mm 1200 g $1,699.99

HX 15X56

With its 15x magnification and large 56mm objective lens, the HX 15x56 model is largest and most 
powerful bino in the HX series. The 15x magnification is ideal for detailed observation at long 
distances. The ideal choice for the trophy hunter who needs to establish the quality of the animal 
before pursuing.
Magnification Field of View Focus Size (W x H) Weight RRP

15x56 mm 241ft @ 1000y Fast Close Focus 145x165mm 1256 g $1,799.99
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STEINER BINOCULARS

From close up to far away, this mid-size binocular delivers bright, crisp images without added bulk or weight

The Predator Series was made for hunters who demand all-around capability in their optics - mobility without weight, ease of use and 
bright picture in any light. With its lightweight roof prism design, game-revealing CAT™ (colour adjusted transmission) coatings and 
excellent low-light performance, this is the perfect choice for Deer Hunters who are looking for excellent all around performance from 
a binocular that has no problems transitioning from the shaded New Zealand bush, to observing a warm sunny clearing, to working the 
bush edges at the change of light. 

PREDATOR 8X42

From close up to far away, this mid-size binocular delivers bright, crisp images without added bulk 
or weight.
Magnification Field of View Focus Size (W x H) Weight RRP

8x42 mm 381ft @ 1000y Fast Close Focus 125x175mm 740 g $749.99

PREDATOR 10X26

A light-weight binocular with crystal clear 10x magnification, great for observing long-range detail, 
perfect for wide-open country and hilly regions with scattered game. 
Magnification Field of View Focus Size (W x H) Weight RRP

10x26 mm 302ft @ 1000y Fast Close Focus 125x104mm 294 g $449.99

PREDATOR 10X42

An all-around favorite. Versatile enough for the North and South island bush. Also ideal for open 
country. Excellent low light performance.  
Magnification Field of View Focus Size (W x H) Weight RRP

10x42 mm 316ft @ 1000y Fast Close Focus 125x175mm 752 g $799.99
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PREDATOR AF 10X42

PREDATOR AF 8X30

A giant leap forward in binocular design and function. 
This advanced optical design keeps everything in focus, near and far.
CAT coatings and a wide field of view make these the ideal hunting binocular. 
Steiner’s unique CAT (Color Adjusted Transmission) technology let you see deer and other game that are hiding in foliage and shade.

The new Predator AF (Auto Focus)  keeps prey in focus at any speed, any distance. 
Advanced CAT™ lenses reveal game hidden in cover or shadow. Bright 3D depth 
and detail enhance your target in all conditions. 8x30 or 10x42 power. Bombproof 
Makrolon® body. Agile open-bridge design. Waterproof, fogproof, razor-sharp scouting 
anywhere. Clearly, this is the one to take when you’re out for meat.

Lightweight and compact, the 8x30 won’t slow you down in pursuit of your 
next trophy. Steiner’s unique CAT (Color

Adjusted Transmission) technology let you see deer and other game that 
are hiding in foliage and shade.

Magnification Field of View Focus Size (inch) Weight RRP

8x 302ft @ 1000y Auto Focus 4.7 x 6.5 x 2.1 540 g $699.99

Magnification Field of View Focus Size (inch) Weight RRP

10x 381ft @ 1000y Auto Focus 5.9 x 7.5 x 2.6 860 g $899.99

10x magnification, CAT coatings and a wide field of view make these the 
ideal hunting binocular. Steiner’s unique CAT (Color Adjusted Transmission) 

technology let you see deer and other game that are hiding in foliage and 
shade.
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BLU HORIZON 10X26

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

10x26 mm 98 m Fast Close Focus 115x117x46 mm 300 g $429.99

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

8x22 mm 98 m Fast Close Focus 102x117x45 mm 250 g $399.99

BLU HORIZON 8X22

BLU HORIZON 8X32

BLU HORIZON 10X42

World’s First Sunlight Adaptive Binocular.
Exclusive AutoBright™ optics offset dazzling light automatically, for the best view under the sun.
Tuck this 4-inch marvel into your pack, pocket, or purse, for glare-free viewing from 6.6 feet to infinity. 
Fast-Close Focus, rainproof and rugged, with versatile 8x magnification. It’s the trimmest, lightest yet. 

Sunlight Adaptive optic
• Unique AutoBright™ adaptive lens technology cuts through glare to capture every detail
• Premium optics give you a sharp, clear picture every time
• Compact, light weight, and texture-armored to go anywhere

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

8x32 mm 118 m Fast Close Focus 116x127x59 mm 590 g $649.99

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

10x42 mm 100 m Fast Close Focus 125x148x61 mm 740 g $699.99
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SAFARI ULTRASHARP 8X25

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

8x25 mm 120 m Sports Auto Focus 143x95x45 mm 300 g $389.99

SAFARI ULTRASHARP 10X25

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

10x25 mm 100 m Sports Auto Focus 143x95x45 mm 302 g $419.99

The innovative STEINER Sports-Auto-Focus Plus offers you an essential bonus.
Once set with a simple wheel turn, you can see sharp images at close distances from 2 to 20 m. This makes the Safari UltraSharp 8x30 
and 10x30 models convenient to use and functional for a wide variety of uses at varying distances.

New, crisp, and attractive: Safari UltraSharp with new innovative optics.
STEINER sets a new standard in performance for outdoor binoculars with the new UltraSharp optical concept applied to the famous Safari 
range. The features of the newly developed high-contrast optics are amazing clarity - even on the sides. Incredible brilliant color and vivid 
images, even in harsh lighting conditions. Equipped with the STEINER Sports-Auto-Focus, allowing you to see clearly at distances of 20 
metres to infinity, without having to re-focus unnecessarily.

SAFARI ULTRASHARP 10X42

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

10x42 mm 100 m Fast Close Focus 128x148x65 mm 720 g $679.99

SAFARI ULTRASHARP 8X22

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

8x22 mm 125 m Fast Close Focus 103x110x48 mm 228 g $269.99

SAFARI ULTRASHARP 10X26

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

10x26 mm 101 m Fast Close Focus 120x116x46 mm 297 g $319.99

SAFARI ULTRASHARP 8X30

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

8x30 mm 120 m Sports Auto Focus Plus 120x166x57 mm 611 g $499.99

SAFARI ULTRASHARP 10X30

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

10x30 mm 105 m Sports Auto Focus Plus 120x166x57 mm 611 g $599.99
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SKYHAWK 4.0 8X32

A true featherweight, particularly practical for long-term observation.
Thanks to their wide field of view and excellent clarity, they are unbeatable and highly versatile for use
when observing birds and nature.
Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

8x32 mm 133 m Fast Close Focus 115x154x50 mm 582 g $729.99

Professional binoculars for nature watching. Ideal for animals, birds, and nature in general. 
The new SkyHawk series offers a unique optic experience and course features STEINER’S legendary ruggedness.
The SkyHawk 4.0 allows you to observe nature clear and sharp, at any time. The outstanding High-Contrast-Optics deliver razor-sharp 
images and render every detail of nature in spectacular clarity.
No other binocular can compare in terms of clarity, look, ergonomics, and handling.

SKYHAWK 4.0 10X32

Compact and lightweight binoculars with superb optical performance that allows the user to observe 
birds and wildlife from a distance.
The 10x magnification reveals a fascinating wealth of natural beauty and details.

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

10x32 mm 118 m Fast Close Focus 115x158x65 mm 606 g $799.99

SKYHAWK 4.0 8X42

Versatile binoculars perfect for observation in difficult weather conditions.
The large field of view and the comfort when handling guarantee unparalleled observation of nature.

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

8x42 mm 125 m Fast Close Focus 120x175x65 mm 754 g $969.99

SKYHAWK 4.0 10X42

10 × magnification for long-distance viewing and a 42 mm diameter lens make the 10 × 42 the 
absolute top of the Skyhawk series. Crisp clear images, and high magnification make this version 
a top choice for nature watchers or general purpose use.

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

10x42 mm 108 m Fast Close Focus 120x175x65 mm 750 g $999.99
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COMMANDER 7X50 COMPASS

Unbreakable. Incomparable. Essential. 
The binoculars offer a stabilized HD liquid damped compass,
with lighting and a graduated reticle.

Specification Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

with compass 7x50 mm 145 m Sports Auto Focus 206x157x96 mm 1190 g $2,699.99

COMMANDER 7X50

Specification Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

no compass 7x50 mm 145 m Sports Auto Focus 206x157x75 mm 1090 g $2,499.99

The best marine binoculars in the world.
Exceptional quality without competition, made by the undisputed 
market leader.

COMMANDER GLOBAL 7X50

The flagship marine binoculars.
The pinnacle of craftsmanship and the ultimate binocular/digital compass combination for confident 
navigation of high seas around the world. Compass is accurate anywhere in the world

Specification Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

with compass 7x50 mm 130 m Sports Auto Focus 206x157x99 mm 1147 g $4,699.99

The Commander Series with it’s military-grade porro-prism design, 
is the marine binocular of choice for anyone who makes their living 
on the water – fishing guides, ship captains, tug boat operators, coast 
guard, and law enforcement/military. 
These binoculars are also for those who live aboard or spend weeks 
on the water - yacht owners, blue water sailors and ocean racers - who 
need the best in marine optics. 
The Commander Series has every feature and all the performance 
serious mariners demand, and are backed by Steiner’s unrivaled 
reputation for total performance on land and sea.

COMMANDER 7X50 LRF

Specification Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

no compass 7x50 mm 145 m Sports Auto Focus 206x157x75 mm 1090 g $4,099.99

These binoculars combine the high definition optics of the proven Commander Series with innovative laser 
range finding technology for determining position and distance to navigational targets and other important 
landmarks, markers, or objects. The blend of functionality, ruggedness, precision ,and comfort, make the 
Commander 7x50 LRF the perfect choice for any serious boaty.
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NAVIGATOR PRO 7X50 COMPASS

Never compromise on performance! !
The Navigator Pro Series are designed for for passionate water sports enthusiasts and feature high-contrast-
optics that provide a bright sharply contoured image with natural colour definition for outstanding viewing 
quality. Suitable for both beginners and professionals, the Navigator Pro series is the solution for charter 
operators, water sports enthusiasts, fishermen and sailors.
Featuring Steiner’s legendary robustness, these binoculars can withstand and operate during temperature 
fluctuations from -20 °C to +60 °C.

Specification Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

with compass 7x50 mm 123 m Sports Auto Focus 140x207x95 mm 1110 g $1,199.99

NAVIGATOR PRO 7X50

Specification Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

no compass 7x50 mm 123 m Sports Auto Focus 140x207x75 mm 1030 g $999.99

NAVIGATOR PRO 7X30 COMPASS

Specification Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

with compass 7x30 mm 123 m Sports Auto Focus 107x165x68 mm 560 g $979.99

NAVIGATOR PRO 7X30

Specification Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

no compass 7x30 mm 123 m Sports Auto Focus 107x165x56 mm 520 g $699.99
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MARINE 7X50

The Steiner Marine 7x50 is the perfect set of quality, water-going binoculars for enthusiasts who want 
the most performance for their money.

7x Magnification
Is the marine standard, with a wide, stable image for tracking 
other boats, buoys and bridge numbers even in rough water.
High Contrast Optics
Provide bright, sharply contoured images with natural color 
definition for outstanding viewing quality suitable for both 
beginners and professionals.
Floating Prism System
Uses flexible silicone lens mount to absorb severe shock, 
impact and abuse without damage
Sports-Auto Focus™ System
Lets you focus each eyepiece to your vision once, then keeps 
images razor sharp from 20 yards to infinity. No more chasing 
focus on moving objects.
 
Waterproof and Rubber Armored
Durable construction that can stand up to wet conditions and 
ergonomic ridges and pads for a secure, comfortable grip.

Specification Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

no compass 7x50 mm 356ft @ 1000y Sports Auto Focus 206x39 mm 1030 g $499.99



“In my 20 years as a professional sport-fishing captain I have relied 
on and trusted Steiner Binoculars. From chasing birds in search 
of trophy snapper and tuna to safely navigating multi million dollar 
vessels into new waters. Using Steiner nothing escapes me.” 

Captain Tony Orton
Offshore Adventures 
Journey of a Fisherman
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T H E  G A M E  C H A N G E R

“Steiner Navigator Pro Binoculars with built in compass are 
one of our most important tools for targeting work ups and 
surface feeding fish. The crystal-clear glass allows us to 
cover a much great distance and easily spot work-up sign on 
the horizon; then the compass guides us directly to the fish” 

Captain Tony Orton
Offshore Adventures 
Journey of a Fisherman
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T H E  G A M E  C H A N G E R W O R K - U P  F I S H I N G  M A D E  E A S Y
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MINI SCOPE
MINISCOPE 8X22

Ready for action and adventure, wherever you are.
 The STEINER Miniscope is compact enough to find a place

in any pocket or bag, so that you are 8 times closer to the subject at all times.
And since the STEINER Miniscope weighs only 80g, it can accompany you

on any expedition, from the wilderness to the concert or theater.
Equipped with the Sports-Auto-Focus system, the STEINER Miniscope allows focus from 20m to infinity.

Using STEINER’s High-Contrast optical treatments, 
the Miniscope optics offer incredible clarity and brilliance.

Magnification Field of View Focus Size Weight RRP

8x22 mm 115 m Sports Auto Focus 51x49x46 mm 80 g $199.99

STEINER ACCESSOIRES

STEINER ACCESSORIES

Article Part#

STEINER COMFORT BINOCULAR HARNESS STN76900000

STEINER BODY HARNESS W/ ‘CLIC LOC’ ADAPTERS STN7681

STEINER FLOTATION STRAP ‘CLIC LOC’ 7X30 STN7680-0004

STEINER FLOTATION STRAP ‘CLIC LOC’ 7X50 STN7680-0003

STEINER ‘ROBUST’ FLOTATION STRAP STN8034-0900

Steiner Comfort Harness
 The Comfort-Harness permits hands-free and comfortable binocular carry. Raise the 

binocular to your eyes for quick viewing, return it to your chest when done. 
Binocular is securely attached to the adjustable harness. 

Removable quick-release buckles. 
Relieves neck and back muscles and is secure and easy to use.

Steiner Flotation Strap
Protect your binoculars with a floating strap. 

Comfortable padded strap. Highly visible yellow colour. Long-lasting and waterproof.

Steiner ‘Robust’ Flotation Strap
Protect your binoculars with this robust floating strap. 

Padded for comfort. Highly visible yellow colour. Water-repellent, long-lasting. 
Integrated 3M fluorescent strip that reflects light and enables the binoculars to be retrieved if 

lost overboard, even in darkness. For maximum security on board.

Steiner Bino AccessoriesBINOCULAR ACCESSORIES
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BURRIS OPTICS

An American Company.
Recognized in the world of hunting for 40 years, Burris produces only high quality 
optics for demanding hunters and shooters. 
Hunters like you, equipped with a robust and reliable optic that will prove to be an efficient 
and effective tool no matter what type of shooting you do.
Burris shares a passion for hunting and a constant need to innovate
and invest in our passion.
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BURRIS SCOPES

FULLFIELD IV

Burris Fullfield IV - The evolution of a legend
On any hunt, there’s a few things you can count on. Wary game. Lousy weather. And your Fullfield IV scope. 
With over 50 years of steady performance and constant refinement, the latest Fullfield riflescope from Burris® is the surest 
companion a hunter or shooter can have. 
The completely redesigned Fullfield IV™, is rugged, lightweight, and most importantly reliable for an accurate shot every time. 
Five Fullfield IV models are offered each with an improved 4x optical system, premium multi-coated lenses for edge-to-edge clarity 
combined with low light performance.
Fullfield IV riflescopes are built with nitrogen filled tubes and are waterproof, shockproof and fog proof and can handle recoil from 
all platforms including air rifles, slug guns and high caliber rifles. New designed sleek turret knobs allow easy finger adjustments. 
Like all Burris products, the Fullfield rifle scope comes with the Burris Forever Warranty.

FULLFIELD IV 2.5-10X42MM

Reticle Magnification Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Ballistic E3 2.5-10x42mm  1inch 11.6inch 477gm 549.99

Ballistic E3 
Illuminated 2.5-10x42mm  1inch 11.6inch 477gm 649.99

The 2.5-10x42mm offers a wide field of view and three reticle options including an illuminated and non-
illuminated Ballistic E3 and the proven Plex for quick holdovers across most hunting cartridges. Designed 
around a one-inch main tube.

• Popular and premium traditional hunting riflescope at an affordable price
• High-grade optical glass provides excellent brightness and clarity with lasting durability
•  Improved 4x zoom system with premium, multi-coated lenses for edge-to-edge clarity and low light performance
• Durable, integrated-eyepiece design has no-slip grip for easy adjustment in the field
• Sleek new design with finger adjustable turret knobs, adjustable parallax (select models).
• Wide selection of reticles for both hunting and long-distance target shooting
•  Positive steel-on-steel adjustments assure repeated accuracy
• Waterproof
• Nitrogen-filled scope tubes prevent fogging, even in cold and rain
• 1-in. or 30mm body tube depending on model
• Guaranteed by the Burris Forever Warranty.
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FULLFIELD IV

FULLFIELD IV 3-12X42MM

Reticle Magnification Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Ballistic E3 3-12x42mm  1inch 12inch 499gm $629.99

C4 Illuminated 3-12x42mm  1inch 12inch 499gm $629.99

LR MOA 3-12x42mm  1inch 12inch 499gm $679.99

For versatility, from shooting varmints to big game, the 3-12x42mm is the right choice and is particularly 
suited for long range shots with any of its three reticle options.

FULLFIELD IV 4-16X50MM

Reticle Magnification Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Ballistic E3 4-16x50mm  1inch 12.4inch 590gm $899.99

6.5 CM 4-16x50mm  1inch 12.4inch 590gm $829.99

The 4-16x50mm is designed to reach out for shots at long range targets with three reticles to choose from 
including the E3 illuminated, Long Range MOA illuminated and new Burris exclusive 6.5 CM™ reticle. Quick 
holdover estimates for 6.5 creedmoor are now possible ideal for match when shooting or hunting when 
confidence and seconds matter. Side parallax adjustment and focus as close as 10 yards allows for fine 

FULLFIELD IV 6-24X50MM

Reticle Magnification Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Fine Plex 6-24x50mm  30mm 15.6inch 709gm $1,159

Ballistic E3 6-24x50mm  30mm 15.6inch 709gm $999.99

SCR MOA 6-24x50mm  30mm 15.6inch 709gm $1,029

For even more magnification and precise holdover estimation 6-24x50mm has increased 6x magnification 
and three reticle options built on a 30 mm tube for long range shooting activities. Available with three 
reticle options including the Ballistic 3, this is the only Fullfield model to feature the Fine Plex and SCR 
MOA reticles. This model also features close focus at 10 yards and parallax adjustment.
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SIGNATURE HD

Signature HD Riflescopes. Bridging the gap between a Hunting and Long Range optic.

Built on a legacy of reliability and confidence when it matters most, the new Burris Signature Series line of rifle scopes offers shooters 
the Burris Signature experience with bright clear optics and rugged dependability. Available in three different magnification levels and 
various front and rear focal plane reticle options, the Signature Series brings high-end features to a platform serious hunters and 
shooters will enjoy.

New Push-Pull locking turrets allow the zero to be set simply 
by lifting up the knob, turning it to zero, then pushing it back 

down.

Zero Stop feature on all target style knobs, when set, prevent 
the user from accidently dialing down past their zero point when 

returning to zero.

The Signature Series produce crisp, bright images using premium, multi-coated glass. 
Precise machining, zero stop on all target knobs and push/pull locking turrets provide the 
reliability and ease-of-use that seasoned hunters demand. Signature HD rifle scopes are 
waterproof, shockproof and fog proof and come with the Burris Forever Warranty.

SIGNATURE HD 2-10X40MM

Reticle Magnification Ø tube Length Elev Adj Weight RRP

Ballistic E3 2-10x40mm  1inch 11.7inch 120 MOA 505g $899.99

Shooters and hunters who routinely shoot at shorter distances or hunt dense bush will benefit from the Burris Signature 
HD 2-10x40 rifle scope’s wide viewing angle, low magnification and the speed at which the targets can be acquired. 
The 2-10x40 is built with a one-inch nitrogen-filled tube and includes push/pull locking turrets that can easily be reset to 
zero making the signature HD the ideal “dial up” hunting optic.
Featuring the Ballistic E3 reticle, shooters are given a simple method for determining holdover and wind drift. 

E3 Reticle

BURRIS SCOPES

SIGNATURE HD

SIGNATURE HD 3-15X44MM

Reticle Magnification Ø tube Length Elev Adj Weight RRP

E3 Illuminated 3-15x44mm  1inch 13.2inch 80 MOA 570g $1,199.99

The versatile the Signature HD 3-15x44 scope is ideal for shooters who value a bright, clear view over a 
wide range of distances.
The Burris Signature HD 3-15x44 features a lightweight 1-inch tube construction, with dialable turrets; 
complete with zero-stop and side-parallax adjustment.
The Signature HD bridges the gap between lightweight hunting scopes and dedicated long-range optics; 
offering consistent long range dialability in a lightweight package that is perfectly suited to the hunter.

SIGNATURE HD 5-25X50MM

Reticle Magnification Ø tube Length Elev Adj Weight RRP

Fine Plex 5-25x50mm  30mm 14.3inch 65 MOA 681g $1,399.99

E3 Illuminated 5-25x50mm  30mm 14.3inch 65 MOA 681g $1,499.99

For precision or long-range shooting, the 5-25x50 Signature HD version is built with a 30mm nitrogen-filled 
tube and is available with several different reticle options.
Featuring a 30mm tube, dial-up turrets with zero stop, a side parallax adjustment, and options for First or 
Second Focal Plane; the Signature HD 5-25x50 is the perfect choice for the long range / hunting cross over 
rifle or PRS style setup.

E3 Reticle

Fine Plex Reticle
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DROPTINE

Burris Droptine. Our most affordable scope, but still fully loaded
Droptine scopes come packed with features, but still perform in a big way with quality Burris glass, Ballistic Plex reticles, and lifetime warranties.  
Plus there are specific models calibrated for both centrefire or rimfire rifles.

• Available in four different sizes, with seven different scopes in the Droptine family to cover all uses.
• High-grade optical glass provides excellent brightness, clarity, and lasting durability.
• Quality precision-ground lenses are larger than those of comparable scopes, for better light transmission.
• Index-matched, Hi-Lume® multi-coating aids in low-light performance and glare reduction, increasing your success rate.
• Durable, integrated-eyepiece design has no-slip grip for easy adjustment in the field.
• Positive steel-on-steel adjustments ensure repeatable accuracy.
• Waterproof.
• Nitrogen-filled scope tubes prevent internal fogging even in cold, rain, and humidity.
• Stress-free, 1-piece, solid outer tube is durable enough to withstand shock and vibrations of even the heaviest-recoiling calibres
• 1 inch tube
• Burris Ballistic Plex Reticle for precise accuracy and hold-overs
• Guaranteed by the Burris Forever Warranty

Ballistic Plex Reticle

DROPTINE RIMFIRE 2-7X35

Reticle Magnification Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Ballistic Plex 2-7x35mm  1inch 290 mm 325g $449.99

This is the smallest scope in the Droptine family. 
But don’t let the small size fool you: it’s still packed with features, including a reticle with drop 
compensation that is matched to rimfire rounds.
Set to be parallax free at 50yards.

DROPTINE RIMFIRE 3-9X40

Reticle Magnification Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Ballistic Plex 3-9x40mm  1inch 313 mm 370g $449.99

3-9x is THE classic size for hunting scopes. A great all round scope for rimfire hunting and target shooting. 
The 3-9x40mm is compact and lightweight, with a nine times magnification that provides enough distance 
for most hunting situations.
The simple, rugged reticle has holdover for precise shots at extended ranges. The low-profile turret is 
finger-adjustable. A separate eyepiece and power ring allow for flip-up lens caps.
Set to be parallax free at 50yards.

DROPTINE 3-9X40

Reticle Magnification Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Ballistic Plex 3-9x40mm 1inch 313 mm 370 g $449.99

3-9x is THE classic size for hunting scopes. A great all round scope for hunting and target shooting. 
The 3-9x40mm is compact and lightweight, with a nine times magnification that provides enough distance 
for most hunting situations while keeping the package small and light weight.
The simple, rugged reticle has holdover points for precise shots at extended ranges. 
The low-profile turret is finger-adjustable. A separate eyepiece and power ring allow for flip-up lens caps.

DROPTINE 4.5-14X42
The largest scope in the Droptine family, the Burris Droptine 4.5-14x42 mm scope is designed for people 
who want to extend their ethical and accurate shooting distance without breaking the bank.
The only Droptine model with adjustable parallax focus: necessary when targets are further and further 
away.

Reticle Magnification Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Ballistic Plex 4.5-14x42mm 1inch 331 mm 511 g $629.99
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VERACITY

VERACITY 2-10X42MM

VERACITY - Award-winning, premium hunting scope from Burris
The Burris Veracity is our top-of-the-line hunting scope featuring a 5x zoom system, a larger field of view, and a choice of front or rear focal plane design. Front focal plane 
reticle ensures trajectory compensation is always correct on any power setting. Advanced windage and elevation adjustment is accurate and repeatable, and matches 
the reticle’s MOA measurement system. Available with the Modular Adjustment Dial (M.A.D) Turret System!

• Versatile 5-times zoom system provides a larger field of view at close ranges 
and better target acquisition at long ranges

• Front focal plane reticle design ensures trajectory compensation is always 
correct

• Reticle measurements remain correct and proportional to the target, 
regardless of power setting

• Progressively Thick Crosshairs (PTC)
• Zero stop on turrets
• 30 mm body tube
• High-grade optical glass provides excellent brightness and clarity

• Index-matched, Hi-Lume® multicoating provides low-light performance and 
glare elimination

• Double internal spring-tension system ensures the scope to holds zero through 
shock, recoil, and vibrations

• Waterproof
• Nitrogen-filled body tubes prevent internal fogging in the cold, rain and humidity
• Precision-gauged and hand-fitted internal assemblies
• Side focus for easy-to-reach parallax adjustment from 50 yds. to infinity
• Covered by the Burris Forever Warranty
• 1/4MOA exposed turrets now included with every veracity

Modular Adjustment Dial (M.A.D.) System
The Modular Adjustment Dial (M.A.D.) System allows you to choose from exposed turrets or capped turrets on both the windage and elevation 
adjustments. The windage and elevation turret adjustment system has been engineered to accept the M.A.D. System knobs. Zero Click Stop 
function is standard in both turrets styles. The system also allows for custom knobs to be added to the riflescope to perfectly match the 
trajectory of your ammunition. The M.A.D system is compatible with Veracity, XTR2, and XTR3 scopes. Custom knobs are available 
online from Burris. Veracity scopes now include both the capped and uncapped MAD turrets with every scope. 

Reticle Magnification Focal Plane Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Ballistic E1 2-10x42mm 1st Focal Plane 30 mm 343 mm 645g $1,369

Ballistic E2 2-10x42mm 2nd Focal Plane 30 mm 343 mm 645 g $1,369

Reticle Magnification Focal Plane Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Ballistic E1 4-20x50mm 1st Focal Plane 30mm 381 mm 772g $1,799

The smallest member of the Veracity family, the Veracity 2-10x42mm is small enough for driven hunts and bush stalking, but 
10x magnification offers enough zoom for most longer range hunts as well. The compactness and low weight make it very 
popular for lightweight hunting rifles. 1/4MOA exposed turrets now also included with every Veracity.

VERACITY 3-15X50MM
Reticle Magnification Focal Plane Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Ballistic E1 3-15x50mm 1st Focal Plane 30 mm 359 mm 712g $1,599

Ballistic E2 3-15x50mm 2nd Focal Plane 30 mm 359 mm 712 g $1,699

The Veracity 3-15x50mm is a new size for hunting scopes. 3-15x has been very popular in tactical shooting, because it offers a combination 
of high field-of-view, and extreme magnification at the upper end. 1/4MOA exposed turrets now also included with every Veracity.

VERACITY 4-20X50MM

Long range precision target shooters are familiar with 4-20x front focal scopes. Burris now brings that size to long range hunters. 
The Burris Veracity 4-20x50mm allows target shooters and hunters the same finely-tuned precision. 
1/4MOA exposed turrets now also included with every Veracity. Shown with high capped turrets

VERACITY 5-25X50MM

Reticle Magnification Focal Plane Ø tube Length Weight RRP

Ballistic E1 5-25x50mm 1st Focal Plane 30mm 417 mm 800g $1,999

SCR MOA 5-25x50mm 1st Focal Plane 30mm 417 mm 800g $1,999

Shown with high capped turrets

The Burris Veracity in 5-25x50mm size is designed to push the limits of long-range hunting, and to pull double duty in long 
range target and precision rifle shooting. It’s perfect for varmint hunting and any other very long range hunting where pinpoint 
accuracy becomes critical.
1/4MOA exposed turrets now also included with every Veracity.
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XTREME TACTICAL XTR II

XTREME TACTICAL XTR II
The XTR II scopes are designed for pinpoint accuracy at long distances. Because those of us whose realities live in the 1,000-plus-yard realm know 

the difference between success and failure grows exponentially with every foot. Features like the 5x Zoom System and Zero Click Stop Adjustment 

Knobs—among many more—allow for an epic level of shot control at distances mere mortals only dream of covering accurately.

• Designed for serious, technical, long-range precision rifle shooters—both 
tactical and competitive.

• Front focal plane reticle design allows the reticle size to increase or decrease 
as magnification is increased or decreased; trajectory compensation is 
always correct and proportional for the selected power setting; also called 
first focal plane or FFP.

• Ergonomic side focus and easy-to-reach parallax adjustment from 50 yds. to 
infinity, for improved accuracy at long distances.

• 34 mm body tube.
• Excellent resolution optics and tactical-appropriate reticles and adjustment 

knobs make it easier to identify targets and adjust for windage and elevation.
• Versatile 5-times zoom system allows for a larger field of view at close ranges 

and better target acquisition at long ranges.
• Zero Click Stop adjustment knobs let you quickly and easily revert back to the 

original yardage setting without counting clicks.

• Advanced windage and elevation adjustments are fast and easy. Accurate 
and repeatable reticle adjustments match the measurement system of the 
reticle.

• High-grade optical glass provides excellent brightness and clarity with 
lasting durability

• Index-matched Hi-Lume® Multi-coating aids in low-light performance and 
glare elimination, increasing your success rate

• Illuminated reticle reduces time to get on target in any lighting condition and 
dramatically increases accuracy when target is dark

• 11 brightness settings (spanning night vision, low light, and daytime), with a 
convenient battery-saver position between each setting

• Triple internal spring-tension system allows the scope to hold zero through 
shock, recoil, and vibrations

• Waterproof
• Nitrogen-filled body tubes prevent internal fogging in the cold and rain
• Precision-gauged and hand-fitted internal assemblies maintain a consistent 

point of impact through the magnification range, regardless of shock and 
vibration

• Solid, 1-piece outer tube is stress-free and durable; withstands shock and 
vibration from even the heaviest-recoiling calibres

• Covered by the Burris Forever Warranty™
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XTREME TACTICAL XTR II

XTREME TACTICAL XTR II 3-15X50 MM

SCR Reticle

Reticle Magnification Focal Plane Ø tube Length Weight Elev Adj RRP

SCR™ MIL
3-15x50mm First Focal 

Plane 34 mm 358 mm 876 g
32 Mils $2,199

SCR™ MIL 
Illuminated 32 Mils $2,299

Available with or without illuminated reticle*

The XTR II 3-15x50 mm riflescope features a 5-times zoom system and 25% thicker tube construction than the 
original XTR™ Riflescope. A 3-15 power magnification range ensure a versatile and accurate optic for all types of 
shooting. MIL Reticle scopes have .1Mil clicks. MOA Scopes have 1/4inch clicks.

XTREME TACTICAL XTR II 4-20X50 MM

Available with or without illuminated reticle*

Designed for serious, technical, long-range precision rifle shooters—both tactical and competitive.
 MIL Reticle scopes have .1Mil clicks. MOA Scopes have 1/4inch clicks.

Reticle Magnification Focal Plane Ø tube Length Weight Elev Adj RRP

SCR™ MIL

4-20x50mm First Focal 
Plane 34 mm 379 mm 876 g

26.2 
Mils $2,199

SCR™ MIL 
Illuminated

26.2 
Mils $2,499

SCR™ MOA 90 Moa $2,499 SCR Reticle

XTREME TACTICAL XTR II 5-25X50 MM

Colour Reticle Magnification Focal Plane Ø tube Length Weight Elev Adj RRP

Black SCR™ MIL 
Illuminated

5-25x50mm First Focal 
Plane 34 mm

414 mm
414 mm
414 mm

910 g

26.2 Mils $2,649

FDE 26.2 Mils $2,799

Black SCR™ MIL 26.2 Mils $2,399

Black G2B Mil Dot 26.2 Mils $2,649

Black SCR™ MOA 
Illuminated 90 Moa $2,649

Available with or without illuminated reticle*

Designed for serious, technical, long-range precision rifle shooters—both tactical and competitive.
MIL Reticle scopes have .1Mil clicks. MOA Scopes have 1/4inch clicks.

SCR Reticle
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XTREME TACTICAL XTR II

XTREME TACTICAL XTR II 8-40X50 MM

F-Class MOA illuminated

Reticle Magnification Focal Plane Ø tube Length Weight RRP

F-Class MOA 8-40x50mm FFP 34 mm 424 mm 890 g $2,699

The XTR II 8-40x is the largest magnification scope in the entire Burris lineup. While it was intended 
primarily for bench rest and fixed-position extreme long range targets, it’s also become very popular for 
people shooting varmints and other game at extreme long range.

BURRIS CUSTOM TURRETS / KNOBS

Custom turrets are available to suit many models of Burris Scopes.
Burris has the ability to manufacture custom scope knobs/turrets, that are specifically calibrated to 
match your rifle, load, and even environmental conditions.
The user simply inputs parameters that are specific to their rifle - such as projectile, velocity, and 
ballistic co-efficient. Burris can then calculate and manufacturer custom turrets that are precisely 
calibrated to match the trajactory based off the ballistics data provided.
Each turret is also labelled with a unique identifier of your choosing, allowing turrets to simply be 
switched when swapping between various loads or rifles. eg one for your hunting load and one for your 
PRS load.

Step 1 - visit the Custom Knob section of the Burris Optics website www.burrisoptics.com

Step 2- Select your scope model and reticle. Input your Zero Distance & scope height 
above the bore

Step 3- Select your load from the drop-down menu or input your custom load data.

Step 4 - Enter the environmental conditions at which the rifle is zeroed.

Step 5 - Enter your personal details and a name or identifier for your custom knobs.
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FASTFIRE III

A new generation red-dot reflex sight
Smaller, lighter and more compact than most red dot sights, the new FastFire III is extremely strong and durable, with its stainless 
steel and anodised aluminium frame. Its small size and weight allow the FastFire III to be mounted directly on any firearm. 
Due to it’s unlimited eye-relief, the FastFire III can be used on handguns, shotguns and rifles. 
The Fastfire III has an extremely wide field of view and is parallax-free between 9 and 137m.
The outer surface of the lenses is fully treated to allow maximum transmission of light.
The new FastFire III is 100% waterproof and is submersible. 

Main Features:
•  Battery access from above - without disassembly.
• Windage & elevation adjustable without tools. 
• 3 manual brightness settings & 1 auto brightness adjustment. 
• Low battery indicator.
• Protective lens cap with clear lenses. 
• Waterproof.
• Base mounts to a Picatinny rail. 
• Available with 3MOA or 8MOA dot sizes.

FASTFIRE III 3MOA

Dot Size Length Weight RRP

With Mount 3 MOA 49mm 43grams $649.99

Without Mount 3 MOA 49mm 26grams $629.99

Red-dot 3MOA

FASTFIRE III 8MOA

Dot Size Length Weight RRP

With Mount 8 MOA 49mm 43grams $649.99

Without Mount 8 MOA 49mm 26grams $629.99

Red-dot 8MOA

FASTFIRE II
FASTFIRE II 4MOA

Option Reticle Length Weight RRP

With Mount 4 MOA 46mm 43grams $499.99

Without Mount 4 MOA 46mm 26grams $479.99

The FastFire 2 provides a 4-MOA red dot. Its automatic brightness 
sensor adjusts to your environment, so you can keep slamming targets.

RT-1 RED DOT SIGHT

The RT Series was designed for competition and tactical shooting without breaking the bank. The RT-1 is a true 1x magnification for fast 
target acquisition and both eyes open shooting. It comes with a high and low base mount so you can customize the fit to your specific firearm 
and to ensure a correct cheek weld. 

Dot Size Length Weight RRP

2 MOA 49mm 137grams $599.99
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XTREME TACTICAL XTR III

XTREME TACTICAL XTR III
Designed, machined and assembled in Greeley Colorado, the new XTR III line of riflescopes feature new reticle designs and enhanced field-of-view. 

Inspired by tactical and competition shooting, precision and reliability are at the core of the XTR III line of optics.  

Available in a 3.3-18x50mm and 5.5-30x56mm, both models are built with a 34mm tube for increased strength and extended adjustment range. 

Elevation adjustments up to 120 MOA on the 3.3-18X50mm will take the 6.5 Creedmoor past one mile. 

Expanded side parallax adjustment on both models allows fine-tuning focus at shorter distances. 

Premium glass and optical improvements, including a smaller eyepiece signature and larger eye box, provide best-in-class field-of-view, deeper depth 

of focus, and outstanding light transmission. 

The new Special Competition Reticle (SCR) 2 MIL reticle features a gridded “Christmas tree” design, allowing extremely fast and accurate windage and 

elevation compensation and clear communication with spotters. SCR Mil and SCR MOA reticles are also available.

Race Dial
Optional dial was designed for PRS and NRL shooters, with a 
writable surface - perfect for making custom notes in the field.

Dragon Scale
Aggressive new knurling and large diameter knobs provide a 
sure tactile surface for adjustments in any weather, even with 
gloves.
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XTREME TACTICAL XTR III

XTREME TACTICAL XTR III 3.3-18X50MM

Reticle Magnification Focal Plane Ø tube Length Weight RRP

SCR MIL 3.3-18x50mm 1st Focal 
Plane 34 mm 338 mm

845 g

$4,099

SCR MOA 3.3-18x50mm 1st Focal 
Plane 34 mm 338 mm $4,099

SCR2 MIL 3.3-18x50mm 1st Focal 
Plane 34mm 338 mm $4,299

XTR III 3.3-18x50mm SPECIFICATIONS:
• Magnification 3.3-18x
• Front Focal Plane
• Reticle Choices: SCR MIL, SCR MOA, SCR2 MIL
• Weight 29.8 ounces
• 50mm objective lens
• Overall length of 13.3 inches
• FOV @ 100 yards:  37.5 ft. at 3.3x and 6.8 ft. at 18x
• 3.5-4 inches of eye relief
• Waterproof/fogproof/shockproof
• Wind/Elevation Click Value 1/0 MIL or 1/4 MOA

XTR III 5.5-30x56mm SPECIFICATIONS:
• Magnification 5.5-30x
• Front Focal Plane
• Reticle Choices: SCR MIL, SCR MOA, SCR2 MIL 
• Weight 32 ounces
• 56mm objective lens
• Overall length of 15.4 inches
• FOV @ 100 yards:  23 ft. at 5.5x and 4.2 ft. at 30x
• 3.5-4 inches of eye relief
• Waterproof/fogproof/shockproof
• Wind/Elevation Click Value 1/0 MIL or 1/4 MOA

XTREME TACTICAL XTR III 5.5-30X56MM

Reticle Magnification Focal Plane Ø tube Length Weight RRP

SCR MIL 5.5-30x56mm 1st Focal 
Plane 34 mm 392 mm

908 g

$4,399

SCR MOA 5.5-30x56mm 1st Focal 
Plane 34 mm 392 mm $4,099

SCR2 MIL 5.5-30x56mm 1st Focal 
Plane 34mm 392 mm $4,499
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ELIMINATOR III LASER SCOPE

Shoulder, aim and shoot! 
The Burris Eliminator is in a category of its own.

ELIMINATOR III 3-12X44

Reticle Magnification Length Weight RRP

Ballistic LaserScope III 3-12x44 mm 343 mm 816 g $2,699

The Eliminator III LaserScope is the most innovative and effective hunting 
riflescope in the world. Combining outstanding optics, pinpoint laser rangefinding, 
and precision trajectory compensation for the exact ammunition you choose for 
your hunt. In one fast sequence the Eliminator III determines the distance to target, 
factors in your trajectory and illuminates the perfect holdover. It’s that simple. 
The Eliminator III extends the range and accuracy of your favourite rifle. No other 
riflescope combines the level of quality, technology, accuracy, repeatability, speed 
and effectiveness. Just feed the Eliminator III your cartridge’s ballistic info and the 
scope calculates holdover at your exact distance, estimates wind drift, then gives 
you aiming point in seconds—all at the push of a button.
The built-in laser rangefinder features 1,200+ yards ranging capability. 
Trajectory compensation is accurate at any magnification, and the 
integrated inclinometer compensates for shots at any uphill or downhill 
angle.

Main Features
• Built-in rangefinder allows you to range your target without carrying additional equipment
• Laser range capability out to 1,200-plus yds. with reflective target, 750-plus yds. with non-reflective target
• Calculates the perfect holdover at your exact distance; push the button and a bright-red dot shows your new aiming point
• Integrated inclinometer adjusts for any angle on uphill or downhill shots, for greater accuracy
• Features the sophisticated X96 Reticle
Programming
• Trajectory compensation works on any power
• Range your target in yards or meters—your choice
Wind
• Reticle displays a 10 m.p.h. wind value to indicate wind hold-off for your specific cartridge at the indicated range to target
Glass
• High-grade optical glass provides excellent brightness and clarity with lasting durability
• Quality, precision-ground lenses are larger than comparable scopes, for better light transmission
• Index-matched, Hi-Lume® multicoating aids in low-light performance and glare elimination, increasing your success rate
Scope
• Integrated scope mounts allow quick easy mounting on any Weaver or Picatinny base
• A double, internal-spring tension system allows the scope to hold zero through shock, recoil, and vibrations
• Positive, steel-on-steel adjustments ensure repeatable accuracy
• Uses 1 CR123A battery that lasts through 5,000 range cycles
• Guaranteed by the Burris Forever Warranty

BURRIS SCOPES

ELIMINATOR III

ELIMINATOR III 4-16X50

Extreme precision for extreme distance! 
Distance measurement up to 1200m. Wind drift compensation.
Wind value indicated in the field of vision. Accurate with all magnifications.
Magnification range 4-16. Parallax adjustment - from 50m to infinity.
New X-96 reticle. Displays the distance to target and wind hold value for your specific load.

Specification Reticle Magnification Length Weight RRP

Without remote switch Ballistic LaserScope III 4-16x50mm 394 mm 862 g $2,899
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ELIMINATOR IV
ELIMINATOR IV 4-16X50

The new Eliminator IV offers more performance with extended range and enhanced ballistic software. Significantly extends the range and accuracy of your 
favorite rifle, with ranging capability out to 2,000 yards. It greatly increases the distance at which you can make an ethical shot.

A new onboard ballistics calculator offers more data and faster aiming solutions. Bluetooth laser activation has been added to make it easy to range your 
target. With a trophy in sight, there’s no need to fumble with smart phones and handheld range finders.

Feed the Eliminator IV your cartridge’s ballistic info and the scope calculates perfect holdover at your exact distance, estimates wind drift, then gives you a 
bright red dot of accuracy in seconds—all at the push of a button. Just aim, range and shoot. It’s that simple. 

• Precision Optic. All lenses are fully multi-coated for sharp, crisp, edge-to-edge clarity.
• Digital Inclinometer. An internal inclinometer delivers a precise aiming point for angled 

shots up to 45˚.
• Smart Dope Card. Simply program your cartridge and load into the Eliminator. The precise 

holdover is automatically determined.
• Laser Range Finder. Powerful, built-in laser rangefinder will instantly determine the 

distance to your target out to 2,000 yards.
Other Features:
• Improved ballistics calculator accommodates centerfire, rimfire, muzzleloader and slug 

gun loads
• Wireless Bluetooth remote for laser activation
• Proven X96 reticle displays a 10-mph wind value to indicate wind hold-off for your specific 

cartridge at the indicated range
• Mounts to any Weaver-style or Picatinny base. No rings required.

Reticle Magnification Length Weight RRP

X96 4-16x50mm 342 mm 816 g $3,399

Combining four tools into one advanced optic. Eliminating problems, so you can focus on the shot.
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ORACLE BOW SIGHT

Rangefinding Bow Sight provides exact distance 
to target and exact aiming point

The Oracle Advantage
Rangefinding bow sight instantly provides exact distance to target and 
exact aiming point.
Eliminates guessing distance
Built-in rangefinder gives exact distance to the target at full draw.
Eliminates aiming between pins
Instantly calculates and displays the exact aiming point for any 
distance and shot angle.
Eliminates aiming with the wrong pins
The Oracle presents the one and only perfect aiming dot for the exact 
distance and your exact arrow.

How it Works
The built-in rangefinder measures the exact distance to target, 
instantly calculates the perfect aim point and shows you the 
perfect aiming drop point.

Handles Extreme Angles
Extreme angles? The Oracle has a built-in inclinometer to keep your 
distance accurate. Always.
Push Button Activation
The range button can be placed wherever it’s most comfortable to you.
Zero Glass
Real hunting happens in tough conditions. And Burris planned for it. 
The Oracle was designed with no glass lenses. So nothing impacts your 
vision to the shot.
Machined Toughness
The Oracle is all aluminum. Because hunting is rough business
Left or Right Handed
The Oracle can be quickly adapted to a left-handed mount. The built-in 
inclinometer can tell which orientation you’ve picked, and adapts the 
software automatically.

ORACLE BOW SIGHT

• All Aluminum Construction
• Locking Micro Adjustment Knobs
• No Glass to Glare, Scratch or Fog
• 20 yard fixed pin (failsafe)
• 2nd and 3rd Axis Adjustments
• Increase shooting distances out to 80 - 110 yards
• Accommodates up to 176 MOA (184 inches of drop at 

100 yards.)
• Stores two different trajectory curves for different 

arrows or draw weights
• Compatible with arrow speeds from 200- 420 fps
• Right and Left-hand compatible
• Water Resistant

RRP $1,599

BURRIS BINOCULARS

DROPTINE
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DROPTINE BINO 8X42

DROPTINE BINO 10X42

The Burris Droptine Binocular line is designed to provide the ruggedness demanded by hunters and other extreme binocular users. Comfortable and 
lightweight enough for extended glassing, the easy-grip exterior rubber armouring makes them easy to hold, even in the wet conditions or with gloves.

Just like the Droptine line of riflescopes, the Droptine binoculars provide the performance you demand at a price point that won’t make your eyes water.

Strength where it matters
Eye cups have frequently been a weak point on binoculars. Burris makes them from durable aluminum, not plastic. They’ll stand up to drops and abuse.
Ten or Eight
Droptine binoculars are available in the two most common magnifications: 8x or 10x. The 8x model has a wider field of view, letting you see more through 
the lenses. The 10x will get you closer.

• Made with BaK-4 prisms for optimum resolution
• Hi-Lume Index-matched fully multi-coated lenses for optimum resolution, light transmission 

and glare omission.
• Phase Correct coating for optimum color fidelity and true-to-life colors
• Dielectric Coated for maximum light transmission and bright images
• Rubber armored with unique no-slip texturing
• Nitrogen filled for waterproof and fogproof performance even in harsh weather extremes
• Ultra-rugged body
• Robust metal eyecups for extreme ruggedness
• Includes durable carrying case and neoprene neck strap for all-day comfort.
• 5.6 x 4.8 x 2.0 inches.

Magnification Obj Dia FOV @ 1000y Focus Weight RRP

8x 42 mm 340ft Fast 570gm $649.99

Magnification Obj Dia FOV @ 1000y Focus Weight RRP

10x 42 mm 340ft Fast 570gm $699.99

10x magnification brings the minute details into focus without additional weight and bulk..

Hunters have trusted Burris optics for over 40 years and the new Droptine binoculars 
continue the tradition of reliability, affordability and performance. Versatile enough for any 

style of hunting, they are big on performance but won’t slow you down.

8x magnification provides detail and a wide field-of-view.
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SIGNATURE HD

Signature HD Binoculars - Taking glass to a higher level

The premium binocular in the Burris lineup, the Signature HD Binoculars offer high-performance HD lenses and BaK-4 prisms that 
produce sharper images and edge-to-edge clarity. The multi-coated lenses create maximum light transmission and reduce any glare 
when viewing in harsh conditions.

It’s All About the Glass
HD lenses and BaK-4 prisms. It maximizes the amount of light getting to your eyes. 
Indexed matched lenses eliminate color aberrations, and give true color.

Three Sizes
Signature HD Binoculars come in your choice of 8x42, 10x42 or 12x50. Match the size to exactly 
what best suits your needs: wider field of view, or the ability to get closer.

PRISMS:
• Made of Bak-4 glass for optimum resolution
• Phase Correct coated for optimum color fidelity
• Dielectric Coated for maximum light transmission
LENSES:
• HD precision ground optical glass for high light transmission, less glare, 

excellent resolution, and edge-to-edge clarity
• Hi-Lume Index-matched fully multi-coated for optimum resolution, light 

transmission and glare omission.
HOUSING
• Ultra-rugged body
• Robust metal eyecups for unusual ruggedness
• Nitrogen filled for waterproof and fog-proof performance even in harsh 

weather extremes
• Open bridge design for light weight and very comfortable handling
• Durable carrying case and neoprene neck strap for all-day comfort
• Rubber armored with unique no-slip texturing.

BURRIS BINOCULARS

SIGNATURE HD

SIGNATURE HD BINOCULARS 12X50

SIGNATURE HD BINOCULARS 8X42

SIGNATURE HD BINOCULARS 10X42

The versatile the Signature HD 3-15x44 scope is ideal for shooters who value a 
bright, clear view over a wide range of distances.

The Burris Signature HD 3-15x44 features a lightweight 1-inch tube construction, 
with dialable turrets; complete with zero-stop and side-parallax adjustment.

The Signature HD bridges the gap between lightweight hunting scopes and 
dedicated long-range optics; offering consistent long range dialability in a 

lightweight package that is perfectly suited to the hunter.
Dimensions - 5.8 x 5 x 2inches

These 10x binoculars are big on performance but won’t slow you down.
Hunters have trusted Burris optics for over 40 years and the new Signature HD 
binoculars continue the tradition of reliability, affordability and performance. 

High-performance HD lenses and BaK-4 prisms produce sharper images and edge-
to-edge clarity. Step up your game with legendary Burris optics. Performance and 

reliability you can trust.
Dimensions - 5.8 x 5 x 2inches

12x magnification is the best choice for wide open country and terrain. 
Large, 50mm objective gathers more light for better detail in low light.

Dimensions - 5.8 x 5 x 2inches

Magnification Obj Dia FOV @ 1000y Focus Weight RRP

8x 42 mm 330ft Fast 658gm $999.99

Magnification Obj Dia FOV @ 1000y Focus Weight RRP

10x 42 mm 314ft Fast 658gm $1,099

Magnification Obj Dia FOV @ 1000y Focus Weight RRP

12x 42 mm 251ft Fast 690gm $1,199
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BURRIS RINGS

New XTR Signature Rings were designed for the tactical shooter. 
They deliver plenty of holding power, with less weight and adjustable 
cant/MOA angle.

Provides precision customization of cant to maximise usable elevation adjustment. 
Included inserts allow for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 40MOA of cant.

• Unique, self-centering, dual steel clamps with full cross-through connection assure  
proper centre on any width Picatinny rail, while adding extra strength

• Revolutionary Pos-Align® Inserts technology, in a tactical ring configuration
• Pos-Align Inserts guarantee perfect centering and maximum scope-to-ring 

contact for tremendous gripping power without damaging the scope finish
• Corrects misalignment caused by off-centre receiver holes
• Corrects for bases or rings being slightly off-centre
• No need for expensive tapered bases or shimming for thousand-yard shooting
• Rugged, robust aluminium tactical rings save weight and mount on any Picatinny 

and most Weaver style rails

XTR SIGNATURE RINGS

Item For Tube Size Height Part#

XTR SIGNATURE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE, 1 INCH TALL 1 inch 1 inch BR420231

XTR SIGNATURE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE, 1.25 INCH TALL 1 inch 1.25 inch BR420232

XTR SIGNATURE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE, 1.5 INCH TALL 1 inch 1.5 inch BR420233

XTR SIGNATURE RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE, 1 INCH TALL 30mm 1 inch BR420221

XTR SIGNATURE RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE, 1.25 INCH TALL 30mm 1.25 inch BR420222

XTR SIGNATURE RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE, 1.5 INCH TALL 30mm 1.5 inch BR420223

XTR SIGNATURE RINGS FOR 34MM TUBE, 1 INCH TALL 34mm 1 inch BR420210

XTR SIGNATURE RINGS FOR 34MM TUBE, EXTRA HIGH 34mm X-High BR420211

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS WEAVER STYLE
Item For Tube Size Height Part#

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE MED BLACK 1 inch MED BR420520

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE MED MATTE 1 inch MED BR420521

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE MED NIKEL 1 inch MED BR420522

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE HIGH BLACK 1 inch HIGH BR420530

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE HIGH MATTE 1 inch HIGH BR420531

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE HIGH NIKEL 1 inch HIGH BR420532

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE MED MATTE 30mm MED BR420588

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE HIGH MATTE 30mm HIGH BR420587

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE EXTRA-HIGH MATTE 30mm X-HIGH BR420585
Signature Zee rings feature Pos-Align Inserts which offer tremendous gripping 
power and durability, and will not damage the scopes finish.

Item For Tube Size Height Part#

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE .22 DOVETAIL MED MATTE 1 inch MED BR420554

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE .22 DOVETAIL HIGH MATTE 1 inch HIGH BR420556

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE .22 DOVETAIL HIGH BLACK 1 inch HIGH BR420555

Item For Tube Size Height Part#

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE UNIVERSAL DOVETAIL MED MATTE 1 inch MED BR420501

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE UNIVERSAL DOVETAIL HIGH MATTE 1 inch HIGH BR420511

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE UNIVERSAL DOVETAIL MED MATTE 30mm MED BR420578

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR RIMFIRE DOVETAIL

SIGNATURE ZEE RINGS FOR UNIVERSAL DOVETAIL
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BURRIS RINGS

ZEE RINGS

Item For Tube Size Height Part#

ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE LOW BLACK 1 inch LOW BR420080

ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE LOW MATTE 1 inch LOW BR420083

ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE LOW NIKEL 1 inch LOW BR420079

ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE MEDIUM BLACK 1 inch MED BR420081

ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE MEDIUM MATTE 1 inch MED BR420084

ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE MEDIUM NIKEL 1 inch MED BR420085

ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE HIGH BLACK 1 inch HIGH BR420082

ZEE RINGS FOR 1 INCH TUBE HIGH MATTE 1 inch HIGH BR420087

ZEE RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE MEDIUM MATTE 30mm MED BR420044

ZEE RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE HIGH MATTE 30mm HIGH BR420077

Burris Zee rings are solid steel, so you can rely on their accuracy and ability to 
maintain a zero.

• Machined to exact tolerance
• Top and bottom matched for strength and fit
• Handles recoil of any rifle
• Available in 1-in. and 30 mm styles

TIKKA ZEE RINGS

Item For Tube Size Height Part#

ZEE RINGS FOR TIKKA T3, FOR 1 INCH TUBE MED MATTE 1 inch MED BR420135

ZEE RINGS FOR TIKKA T3, FOR 30MM TUBE MED MATTE 30mm MED BR420136

ZEE RINGS FOR TIKKA T3, FOR 30MM TUBE HIGH MATTE 30mm HIGH BR420137

XTR RINGS

Item For Tube Size Height Part#

XTR RINGS QUCK DISCONNECT FOR 30MM TUBE EXTRA HIGH 30mm X-HIGH BR420159

XTR RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE LOW 30mm LOW BR420160

XTR RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE MED 30mm MED BR420162

XTR RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE HIGH 30mm HIGH BR420164

XTR RINGS FOR 30MM TUBE EXTRA-HIGH 30mm X-HIGH BR420166

XTR RINGS FOR 34MM TUBE WIDE MED 34mm MED BR420190

XTR RINGS FOR 34MM TUBE NARROW MED 34mm MED BR420191

XTR RINGS FOR 34MM TUBE WIDE HIGH 34mm HIGH BR420192

XTR RINGS FOR 34MM TUBE NARROW HIGH 34mm HIGH BR420193

CZ STYLE RINGS

Item For Tube Size Height Part#

RINGS FOR CZ550 1 INCH TUBE MED BLACK 1 inch MED BR420130

RINGS FOR CZ527 1 INCH TUBE MED BLACK 1 inch MED BR420140

RIMFIRE / AIRGUN RINGS

Item For Tube Size Height Part#

RIMFIRE / AIRGUN RINGS .22 DOVETAIL QUICK DETACH MATTE 1 inch MED BR420068

RIMFIRE / AIRGUN RINGS .22 DOVETAIL MED MATTE 1 inch MED BR420069

RIMFIRE / AIRGUN RINGS .22 DOVETAIL MED BLACK 1 inch MED BR420072

RIMFIRE / AIRGUN RINGS .22 DOVETAIL HIGH MATTE 1 inch HIGH BR420073

RIMFIRE / AIRGUN RINGS .22 DOVETAIL HIGH BLACK 1 inch HIGH BR420076
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P.E.P.R MOUNTS

Item For Tube Size Part#

PEPER MOUNT FOR 30MM TUBE W/ PIC RAIL 30mm BM420231

PEPER MOUNT FOR 30MM TUBE QUICK DETACH 30mm BM410342

PEPER MOUNT FOR 1 INCH TUBE W/ PIC RAIL 1 inch BM410343

PEPER MOUNT FOR 1 INCH TUBE QUICK DETACH 1 inch BM410344

PEPER MOUNT FOR 34MM TUBE- 20MOA CANT 34mm BM410345

• Full ring and base mounting solution in one
• Allows up to 2 inches of forward scope positioning
• Provides optimum eye relief and full field of view
• Includes both smooth and Picatinny ring tops
• Available in 1 inch, 30 mm and 34 mm sizes
• 34mm size is designed with 20 MOA of built-in cant

XTR 2 PIECE BASE SET

Item To Suit Part#

XTR BASE SET FOR REM700 REM700 BM410600

XTR BASE SET FOR SAKO A7 SAKO A7 BM410625

XTR BASE SET FOR TIKKA T3/T3X TIKKA T3/T3X BM410630

XTR BASE SET FOR SAKO85 SAKO85 BM410635

• Engineered with minimal height and weight
• Mil-spec cross slots guarantee rock-solid attachment
• Reversible front base accommodates a wide variety of scope 
mounting lengths (most models)
• Matte finish

These solid steel bases offer maximum mounting flexibility. They work with all Weaver-style, Picatinny-style, and mil-spec rings.

1/2 INCH PICATINNY RISER

RUGER TO WEAVER BASE ADAPTERS

Item Part#

RUGER TO WEAVER ADAPTER M77 / SUPER REDHAWK BM410990

RUGER TO WEAVER ADAPTER M77 WITH ELIMINATOR SCOPE BM410992

Item Part#

1/2INCH PICATINNY SCOPE RISER BM410340

POS-ALIGN OFFSET INSERTS (INSERTS ONLY)

Item Part#

POS ALIGN ECCENTRIC INSERT KIT .005 BM626016

POS ALIGN ECCENTRIC INSERT KIT .010 BM626017

POS ALIGN ECCENTRIC INSERT KIT .020 BM626018

OFF-SET INSERT KIT +5/-5,+10/-10,+20/-20 MOA BM626019

XTR 1 PIECE BASE

Item To Suit MOA/Cant Part#

XTR 1 PIECE BASE FOR TIKKA T3/T3X 0MOA TIKKA T3/T3X 0 BM410668

XTR 1 PIECE BASE FOR TIKKA T3/T3X 25MOA TIKKA T3/T3X 25MOA BM410658

• MIlled from a single piece of solid steel.
• Mil-spec cross slots guarantee rock-solid attachment
• Matte finish

The XTR 1 piece base offers the perfect mounting solution for precision shooters. They work with all Weaver-style, Picatinny-style, and 
mil-spec rings.
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BUBBLE LEVEL

Item Part#

SCOPE BUBBLE LEVEL FOR 30MM AND 34MM TUBES BS626006

• High Visibility Level Indicator
• Mounts quickly and easily
• Helps keep your rifle perfectly vertical for accurate long range shooting
• Fits both 30 and 34mm scope tubes.

SCOPE COVER

Item To Suit Objectile Size Part#

BURRIS SCOPE COVER SMALL SUIT 8.5 TO 10.5 INCH SCOPE LENGTH Up to 29mm BO626062

BURRIS SCOPE COVER MEDIUM SUIT 10.5 TO 13 INCH SCOPE LENGTH Up to 48mm BO626062

BURRIS SCOPE COVER LARGE SUIT 13 TO 17 INCH SCOPE LENGTH Up to 61mm BO626063

Protect your scope during storage and transport. These waterproof scope covers prevent corrosion and 
fogging. Made from super-soft, breathable fabric that shields your scope from dust and dings.

LENS PEN

The retractable soft brush gets rid of dust and other lens debris. A chamois pad on the other end removes 
oils, fingerprints, and moisture with a self-replenishing cleaning compound.

Item Part#

LENS CLEANING PEN BO626050

TARGETS

Easily detect bullet holes on these targets, designed for shooters by shooters. The non-glare, orange-red 
graphics contrast with an off-white, non-reflective background.
Has 9 primary aiming spots in varying shapes and sizes. Designed for different yardages and scope 
magnifications. 10 targets per package.

Item Part#

BURRIS TARGETS 13 X 13 INCH. PACK OF 10 BO626001
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SPOTTING SCOPE

SIGNATURE HD

SIGNATURE HD SPOTTING SCOPE

Take glassing to a higher level with the Burris Signature HD Spotting Scope. With a 20-60x magnification range, you can save time and energy by finding 

and evaluating trophy animals from a mountain away. The HD lenses and apochromatic lens system give you the advantage in the field by eliminating 

colour fringing and delivering edge-to-edge resolution at any magnification.

• Built-in sun shade reduces glare and protects the objective lens from rain and snow
• Both coarse and fine focusing adjustment are possible with the forward mounted focus knob
• Eyecup can be adjusted to accommodate eyeglasses 
• Lightweight, durable design, with a die-cast magnesium body that is armored for greater protection in the field
• Angled eyepiece and rotating tripod mount makes it easy to use whether you’re standing or prone

Optional 30x wide angle eye-piece  provides even 
more range, detail and a wide field of view. 
Available with either:
• No Reticle
• SCR Mil Reticle
• SCR Moa Reticle

Magnification Objective  Diameter Field of View Eye Relief Length Weight RRP

20-60x BM626016 60-117 ft 18-20mm 390mm 1905 g $2,999

Fastfire Red-dot Attachment
The Burris FastFire red dot sight can be easily attached, and provides an incredibly fast 
and accurate way to acquire your target. No more getting lost in the magnification when 
sighting down field.  Two attachment points, on either side of the Signature HD, are provided. 
(FastFire sold separately).

Neoprene protective carry case and 
protective cover included.

Provision to mount FastFire Red-Dot

Eye Piece Reticle Part# RRP

30x Wide Angle SCR MIL BO626201 $349.99

30x Wide Angle SCR MOA BO626202 $349.99
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AIMPOINT OPTICS

THE AIMPOINT PHILOSOPHY
We believe that the sights of a firearm must simplify aiming, while meeting the greatest requirements in 
terms of reliability and robustness. We know that conditions in the field can impose extreme equipment 
requirements; That’s why we develop and test Aimpoint products to withstand all the conditions you 
may have to face.
We develop our products so they can run continuously for years on a single battery, so that your red-
dot sight  is always ready when you need it.

ENVIRONMENTAL AWARENESS
At Aimpoint, we make a point of ensuring that no hazardous or radioactive material is used for our 
sights.

QUALITY
Aimpoint sights are built to ISO 9001: 2008 and meet the highest quality requirements. Each sight is 
hand-made in our state-of-the-art facilities in Sweden. It receives an individual identification number 
and undergoes rigorous testing and quality checks during the manufacturing process.

AIMPOINT - WORLD LEADER
Aimpoint is an internationally recognized leader, and is the creator behind red dot sight technology. 
After more than 40 years of collaboration with experienced hunters, and military weapons system 
experts around the world, Aimpoint red dot sights remain the # 1 choice when it comes to robustness, 
speed, and precision.
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AIMPOINT RED DOT SIGHTS

When it’s time to fire, 
you need to have absolute trust in your optic.

Why an Aimpoint Red Dot Sight?
To reach their target, a shooter must be able to aim with precision and 
speed under any conditions. On a shooting bench, there  is plenty of time 
to aim, but in the real world, everything is happening fast. Add tough 
terrain, bad weather, and high stress; and even the most experienced 
shooter will be put to the test.
Aimpoint Red-dot Sights are superior in many ways to mechanical open 
sights. The use of other aiming devices require that your area of focus 
leave the target. With open sights, shooters must align the rear sight and 
front sight with the target. With traditional rifle scopes, the field of view 
is considerably limited, and valuable time can be lost when locating the 
target while looking through a tube with one eye closed, which also 
reduces perception of the surrounding area.
The Aimpoint Red-dot has proven to be the fastest reticle model to aim, 
and improves the likelihood of hitting moving targets. Red-dot sights 
allow you to maintain focus on the target. The ability to shoot with both 
eyes open means you maintain awareness of what’s happening around 
you, and allows the shooter to quickly adapt to any situation.

Aimpoint Sights are free from parallax error. 
Aimpoint sights have no parallax, which means that the visible red-dot 
stays parallel to the barrel axis of your firearm, regardless of the position 
of your eye in relation to the sight. This means that you never have to 
focus on the inside of the sight. When the red-dot is on the target, so are 
you. You will be able to  acquire the target quickly, and will not longer 

have issues in poor lighting, or when shooting moving targets.

Suitable for all conditions.
Aimpoint sights work in all lighting conditions, from darkness to bright 
sun light in the desert.
They are fully submersible, so you never have to worry about rain or 
liquid immersion. Aimpoint sights are designed and tested for use in all 
weather conditions, from sub-zero temperatures in the Arctic to heat and 
humidity in the tropics.

Suitable for all types of firearms.
Whether you have a hunting rifle, shotgun, or the latest military rifle; 
Aimpoint has a red-dot sight to suit.

Ease of use.
Aimpoint sights are extremely easy to use.
Powered by a mechanical switch or digital contact, an Aimpoint sight 
can be easily and quickly adjusted to the correct setting even when you 
are simultaneously looking through the sight. Our sights controls are 
easy to use in all conditions even when wearing gloves.

Aimpoint’s advanced circuit technology.
Aimpoint was the first to develop the red dot sight in 1975,
which means that each Aimpoint Red-dot sight benefits from more than 
40 years of integrated electro-optical science.
Aimpoint’s new Advanced Circuit Efficiency Technology (ACET) 
combines superior accuracy with ease of use, and a considerable 
reduction in power consumption to optimize the life of the battery.
ACET sights can last almost 50,000 hours (over 5 years),
for constant use with a single battery. This means 49,000 hours
more than other competing sights with the same setting.
Aimpoint has taken another giant step by applying its expertise
 to develop the new series of Hunter sights.
 Hunter sights offer full-featured product performance with features 
such as 34mm tubes and digital dimming. Place the dot on the target, 
tap the trigger, and that’s all you have to do. Add an Aimpoint Hunter 
sight to your favourite firearm and put our science to the test. We are 
ready when you are.

AIMPOINT OPTICS

AIMPOINT RED DOT SIGHTS
AIMPOINT OPTICS

ACRO C-1

Article Part# RRP

AIMPOINT ACRO C-1 (ADVANCED COMPACT REFLEX OPTIC) 3.5MOA AP200548 $899.99

ACRO TO AIMPOINT MICRO BASE CONVERSION APM200526 -

ACRO MOUNT PLATE SIG SAUER P320/M17 APM200525 -

ACRO MOUNT PLATE BERETTA APX APM200524 -

ACRO MOUNT PLATE S&W M&P9 APM200523 -

ACRO MOUNT PLATE CZ P-10C APM200522 -

ACRO MOUNT PLATE GLOCK MOS APM200520 -

ACRO QD MOUNT 39MM TALL APM200519 -

ACRO QD MOUNT 22MM TALL APM200517 -

ACRO Weaver/Picatinny  Mount. 22MM TALL APM200666 -

Aimpoint ACRO C-1

QD Mount

ACRO Mount Plate. 
(Available to suit various pistols etc)

The Aimpoint ACRO C-1 (Advanced Compact Reflex Optic) is the smallest enclosed Red Dot on the 
market. The Acro C-1 is developed and optimized for use on optic ready pistols in combination with 
an Acro adapter plate, however can be mounted on almost any firearm.
The enclosed system is reliable in any weather conditions. It is lightweight, low-profile and 
provides fast target acquisition and an unlimited field of view.

Unique Features
• Optimized for pistol and applications which require a low profile red dot system
• The only fully enclosed system in its size on the market
• Designed for direct integration in combination with adapter plates onto optic 

ready pistol slides
• 1.5 years battery operation on position 6 of 10
• Battery installation while optic is still mounted on firearm
• 3.5 MOA dot
• NVD compatible
• Submersible to a depth of 5 m (15 ft)
• Operating temperature range -30 °C to +60 °C
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ACRO Weaver/PIcatinny Mount
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AIMPOINT RED DOT SIGHTS
AIMPOINT OPTICS

MICRO S-1 SHOTGUN SIGHT

The new Aimpoint Micro S-1 Red-dot sight is adaptable to all shotguns. Light and compact, it 
has a low optical axis with a raised view of only 14 mm. Available in 6 MOA, it offers shooting 
accuracy and great eye comfort allowing the shooter to keep both eyes open. Its battery life 
span is several years on a single battery. It increases shooting performance in all types of 
use: big game, small game and clay targets.

Article Reticle Part# RRP

AIMPOINT MICRO S-1 6MOA 6 MOA AP200369 $1,069

MICRO H-1

Since its launch, the Micro H-1 has become a very popular hunting optic around the world.
Its chosen for its size, weight, robustness, ease of use and for its quick aim properties.

Characteristics:
Ideal for rifles, shotguns, handguns, or archery equipment.
Integral Weaver style base allows easy mounting. 
ACET technology allows 50,000 hours run time on a single battery.
Available in 2 and 4 MOA dot sizes. Waterproof, and free from parallax error.
The patented mount is attached to the sights body to easily absorb the recoil.
Weighs only 84g bare or 105g with mount. 12 brightness settings for use in all lighting conditions.

Article Reticle Part# RRP

MICRO H-1 2MOA SIGHT 2 MOA AP200018 $999.99

MICRO H-1 4MOA SIGHT 4 MOA AP11910 $999.99

MICRO H-2

The Micro H-2 was created from input by various users and experts looking for an even more powerful Micro Red-dot sight. With a 
redesigned and reinforced housing and a flip-up cover protecting the lens, the Micro H-2 is resistant to all types of environmental 
conditions. Thanks to the new optical lenses and their latest generation processing, the optical performance as well as the shape 
and sharpness of the red dot have been radically improved. The Aimpoint Micro H-2 Red-dot sight is available to fit a picatinny rail, 
as well as special mounts available to fit Tikka, Sako, Blaser, or Leupold QR.

Article Reticle Specification Part# RRP

MICRO H-2 2MOA SIGHT 2 MOA Weaver / Picatinny AP200185 $1,099

MICRO H-2 4MOA SIGHT 4 MOA Weaver / Picatinny AP200183 $1,099

MICRO H-2 SIGHT w/ TIKKA MOUNT 2 MOA Fits Tikka Dovetail AP200221 $1,299

MOUNT KIT FOR TIKKA - Fits Tikka Dovetail APM200225 -

LRP QD MOUNT KIT - Parts to convert micro mount 
to lever release APM12184 -

LRP MOUNT / BASE KIT - Complete QD Base APM12905 -

39MM SPACER FOR MICRO Spacer Only APM12358 -
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AIMPOINT OPTICS

3X-C MAGNIFIER 

The Aimpoint 3X-C can be used in conjunction with all Aimpoint sights for longer distance shots or observation. 
Variable diopter adjustment (-2 to +2) allows the magnification module to adapt to the shooter’s eye. 
The 3X-C can also be used as a portable monocular. The 3X-C adds a 3x zoom function to Aimpoint Red-dot 
sights. Available in 30 or 39mm diameters. Supplied with a twist-mount base. 

Article Magnification Mount Part# RRP

 3X-C MAGNIFIER 30MM DIAMETER 3x Twist Base AP200341 $1,299

3X-C MAGNIFIER 39MM DIAMETER 3x Twist Base AP200342 $1,299

9000L

Originally designed for bolt-action rifles. The 9000L’s length allows it to fit any bolt action rifle suitable for
hunting.

Article Reticle Ø tube Ø objective Length Weight Part# RRP

9000L 2MOA 2 MOA 30 mm 38 mm 200 mm 230 g AP11419 $899.99

9000SC

The 9000SC is a medium length Red Dot Sight that is primarily designed for use with rifles with a short to 
medium action length. Able to cope with the worst conditions, the 9000SC is ready to hunt. There is no faster 
way to aim with a firearm.

Article Reticle Ø tube Ø objective Length Weight Part# RRP

9000SC 2MOA 2 MOA 30 mm 38 mm 160 mm 210 g AP11417 $899.99

COMPC3

The CompC3 is equipped with a single 30mm ring, which saves weight compared to long sights. Despite its 
small size, the CompC3 can withstand the recoil of the most powerful magnum rifles.

Article Reticle Ø tube Ø objective Length Weight Part# RRP

COMP C3 WITH SRW-L RING 2 MOA 30 mm 38 mm 120 mm 200 g AP11421 $999.99
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AIMPOINT PRO

Patrol Rifle Optic (PRO) with QRP Mount & Lens Covers

Article Reticle Ø tube Length Weight Part# RRP

AIMPOINT PRO (PATROL RIFLE OPTIC) 2MOA 2 MOA 30 mm 130 mm 330 g AP12841 $1,300

AIMPOINT OPTICS

HUNTER

Article Reticle Ø tube Ø objective Length Weight Part# RRP

H30L 30MM 2MOA

2 MOA

30 mm 43 mm 229 mm 225 g AP12691 $1,299

H34S 34MM 2MOA
34 mm 47 mm

197 mm 250 g AP12692 $1,299

H34L 34MM 2MOA 229 mm 260 g AP12693 $1,299

Brightness adjusted by digital contact 
with 12-positions and silent operation.

Front-mounted elevation and windage 
settings with 0.5 MOA clicks.

Up to five years of continuous power 
supply with a single CR-2032 battery!

47mm objective lens for H34L and H34S, 
and 43 mm for H30L. Premium lens with 

multilayer coatings.

•  50,000 hours of continuous operation with a single CR-2032 battery. 
• 2MOA Reticle.
• Waterproof.
• 12 brightness settings. 
•  No tools required for adjustment. 
• Incredibly fast and accurate. 
• Legendary Aimpoint strength, quality, and durability.

The Hunter Series includes everything you expect from Aimpoint sights: legendary durability, and 
battery life measured in years -plus additional features never before offered by Aimpoint. 
Increased optical performance and a front-mounted adjustment system that helps you target faster 
than before. One glance is enough to know that this is the most advanced hunting sight that Aimpoint 
has ever built. From the silent operation, to the solid walls of the tube, to the massive objective lens, 
these sights are made to hunt in all climate and lighting conditions.
The slim design is modern and suitable for any firearm. Try the Aimpoint Hunter and you’ll see how 
fast and accurate you can shoot without magnification!
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SECURITY

LOKAWAY SAFES

Lokaway’s Swing ‘n’ Slide, Anti-Pry Design Technology is the world’s most revolutionary locking system. 

Patented in over 30 countries and across 6 continents worldwide, the Swing’n’Slide system is in a league of its own. Developed with 
years of security experience, the system provides the ultimate in anti-pry security. By concealing the leading door edge entirely any 

potential prying intrusion is immediately stopped as there is no point of access to pry the door. Innovative locking design, concealed 
hinges and a strongly constructed product all come together to provide simple yet very secure features, that combine to make the 

Lokaway Swing’n’Slide range of products as good as they are today.

Most advanced anti-pry design on the market.
4 x mounting holes - hardware included
Utilizes full length secondary anti-pry locking edge.

LOK1K GUN SAFE

Height Width Depth Part# RRP

1500mm 280mm 270mm LOK1K $559.99

• Key Lock
• Anti-pry design
• 25mm/ 1inch Bolt Size
• Average Capacity: 4
• 12 Gauge Steel Door
• 14 Gauge Steel Body

LOK2K GUN SAFE

Height Width Depth Part# RRP

1500mm 360mm 340mm LOK2K $699.99

Most advanced anti-pry design on the market.
4 x mounting holes - hardware included
Utilizes full length secondary anti-pry locking edge. • Key Lock

• Anti-pry design
• 25mm/ 1inch Bolt Size
• Average Capacity: 8
• 12 Gauge Steel Door
• 14 Gauge Steel Body
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SECURITY

LOKAWAY SAFES

LOK4K GUN SAFE

Height Width Depth Part# RRP

1500mm 600mm 400mm LOK4K $949.99

LOKDD GUN SAFE

Height Width Depth Part# RRP

1500mm 860mm 400mm LOKDD $1,399

Large gun safe, ideal for collectors or firearm enthusiasts. 
Most advanced anti-pry design on the market.
4 x mounting holes - hardware included
Utilizes full length secondary anti-pry locking edge.

• Key Lock
• Anti-pry design
• 25mm/ 1inch Bolt Size
• Average Capacity: 14
• 12 Gauge Steel Door
• 14 Gauge Steel Body

Large double-door gun safe, for collectors or firearm enthusiasts. 
Most advanced anti-pry design on the market.
4 x mounting holes - hardware included
Utilizes full length secondary anti-pry locking edge.

• Key Lock
• Anti-pry design
• 25mm/ 1inch Bolt Size
• Average Capacity: 24
• 12 Gauge Steel Door
• 14 Gauge Steel Body

LOK3K GUN SAFE

Height Width Depth Part# RRP

1500mm 500mm 340mm LOK3K $799.99

Most advanced anti-pry design on the market.
4 x mounting holes - hardware included
Utilizes full length secondary anti-pry locking edge. • Key Lock

• Anti-pry design
• 25mm/ 1inch Bolt Size
• Average Capacity: 12
• 12 Gauge Steel Door
• 14 Gauge Steel Body
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TRACKR Earmuffs Part# RRP

TRACKR Electronic Earmuffs SPETRACKR-B $149.99

X-Pro Part# RRP

X-Pro Passive Hearing Protection Plugs SPEPLGSPROSE $49.99

SPORTEAR: BY AXIL 
HEARING PROTECTION

AXIL operates with a clear vision that innovation is the heart of its business.
With it's fast-paced level of product and technology expansion, AXIL has lead the way in providing the very best product designs and 
advancements to the sporting goods industry.
AXIL has and always will deliver the finest performing hearing enhancement and protection devices available. 
From ultra-comfortable fitting processes, to stereo quality sound performance, to reliable & durable engineering – AXIL continues to redefine 
the premium hearing protection product segment.

XP REACTOR PLUGS
XP Reactor offers you the most innovative sound filtering solution yet. Simply insert these little ear plugs in your ears- you’ll 
hear sound clearly and naturally- almost seems as if your ears aren’t even plugged. Then when loud sounds hit your ears, the 
Dynamic Mesh Filtering System™ will automatically screen those sounds out protecting your hearing. You’ll get 33 dB of noise 
reduction against loud impulse sounds while still maintaining normal hearing. You’ll also have 16 dB NRR hearing protection 
against general loud sounds. Available in Smoke Grey, Pink, Blue, Green, and Orange. Supplied with key ring storage container.

XP Reactor Plugs Part#

XP Reactor Smoke Grey SPEXPR-SML

XP Reactor Pink SPEXPR-PML

XP Reactor Blue SPEXPR-BML

XP Reactor Green SPEXPR-GML

XP Reactor Orange SPEXPR-OML

RRP $39.99

X-PRO PASSIVE HEARING PROTECTION
Simply insert these little ear plugs in your ears then decide which mode you want to be in: First, push the button in to open the 
valve- you’ll hear sound clearly and naturally- almost seems as if your ears aren’t even plugged. Then when loud sounds hit your 
ears, the Dynamic Sound Valve™ will automatically screen those sounds out protecting your hearing. Second, simply close the 
valve by pushing in again for total hearing protection.

TRACKR EARMUFFS
Trackr Electronic Ear muffs give you the most compact design for comfort and size for all environments where you need 
to hear and protect your hearing at the same time. Clear, smooth sound enhancement let’s you hear what you want while 
protecting your hearing from damaging loud sounds. AXIL technology will automatically shut out damaging loud sounds to 
give you the hearing protection you need- all at the same time, without interrupting your clear hearing.

• Smooth, clear hearing enhancement sound quality
• 40 dB Gain/Amplification
• Autoblocker Technology shuts off all sounds over 85 dB
• 25 dB NRR- Hearing Protection
• Reduces Wind Noise
• Sweat & Water Resistant.
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GHOST STRYKE ESSENTIAL
Ghost Stryke Essential offers the first earphones of its kind, giving you small and comfortable earphones- no more bulky ear 
muffs- with rechargeable lanyard to control your volume for all life’s activities. Simply turn your earphones on to experience 
enhanced hearing while protecting your hearing at the same time. 
The BLUETOOTH version is the first of it’s kind offering the highest quality hearing protection and enhancement, as well as 
bluetooth connectivity in the same device. Switch between the Essential mode, or the Bluetooth mode depending on your 
needs.

Ghost Stryke Essential Part# RRP

Ghost Stryke Essential Electronic Hearing Protection SPEGSESSBLACK $249

Ghost Stryke Essential BLUETOOTH Electronic Hearing 
Protection SPEGSESSBLACKBT $349

• 6X Hearing Enhancement for Normal Hearing to 
Moderate Hearing Loss

• Autoblocker Hearing Protection™
• Shuts out sounds at 85 dB or louder
• 29 dB NRR with Foam Tips
• 22 dB NRR with Silicone Tips

SPORTEAR: BY AXIL
HEARING PROTECTION

• 0 Hz-40,000 Hz sound spectrum
• Rechargeable lithium battery on lanyard
• 12 hours hearing enhancement & protection 

run time
• 120 hours standby time
• Patented In-Ear Design for all day comfort 

and performance

GHOST STRYKE DIGITAL
Ghost Stryke Digital Hearing Protection – The Ghost Stryke 100% Digital In-Ear Silencer & Enhancer gives you an ultra small, light-weight solution for your Digital Hearing 
Enhancement & Protection needs. Features CORE 1.0 Digital Sound Processing Technology. Experience clear digital sound. Available in Black, Red, and Tan.

• 30 dB NRR with Foam Tips
• 22 dB NRR with Silicone Tips
• 30 dB Gain/Amplification
• Manual Volume Control to adjust loudness
• Pre-tuned to your general hearing/listening
• Also good for general conversation and TV

Ghost Stryke Digital Part# RRP

Ghost Stryke Digital Hearing Protection - Black SPEGSBLACK $699

Ghost Stryke Digital Hearing Protection - Red SPEGSRED $699

Ghost Stryke Digital Hearing Protection - Tan SPEGSTAN $699

• Basic Background Noise Filtering
• Basic Whistle/Feedback Cancellation
• Comfort Fit, Medical Grade, Non-Allergenic Acrylic Shells
• So Discreet & Lightweight, You’ll barely notice your little Spectre™
• 0.05 oz

GHOST STRYKE DIGITAL 2
Ghost Stryke 2 Digital Hearing Protection – The Ghost Stryke 100% Digital In-Ear Silencer & Enhancer gives you an ultra small, light-weight solution for your Digital Hearing 
Enhancement & Protection needs. Features CORE 1.5 Digital Sound Processing Technology and improved background noise filtering technology. Experience super clear digital 
sound combined with top of the line hearing protection. Available in Black, Red, and Tan.

• 35 dB NRR with Foam Tips
• 22 dB NRR with Silicone Tips
• 30 dB Gain/Amplification
• Manual Volume Control to adjust loudness
• Pre-tuned to your general hearing/listening
• Also good for general conversation and TV

Ghost Stryke Digital Part# RRP

Ghost Stryke Digital Hearing Protection - Black SPEGS2BLACK $999

Ghost Stryke Digital Hearing Protection - Red SPEGS2RED $999

Ghost Stryke Digital Hearing Protection - Tan SPEGS2TAN $999

• Improved Basic PLUS Background Noise Filtering
• Basic Whistle/Feedback Cancellation
• Comfort Fit, Medical Grade, Non-Allergenic Acrylic Shells
• So Discreet & Lightweight, You’ll barely notice your little Spectre™
• 0.05 oz

SPORTEAR CUSTOM
Custom-made digital earplugs enhance hearing & block out harmful noise. Comfortable and nearly invisible. 
SportEAR custom electronic plugs offer the user unparalleled hearing ability as well as protection; at work, in the field, or on the rifle range. Beretta New 
Zealand's hearing expert can perform a hearing examination to identify the type and level of amplification that will best suit you and your your custom hearing 
protection. Our expert will then take a cast of your ear canal so your custom hearing protection can be manufactured to precisely fit your unique ear. Optional 
extras can also be added to your custom plugs including various levels of waterproofing and enhanced warranties; to ensure your SportEAR custom plugs 
can go where you go. Perfect for the duck shooting Maimai or in the wet forests of Fiordland. SportEAR Custom offers the best performance in hearing 
enhancement and hearing protection, and is tailored exactly to the specific requirements of the user. 

SportEAR Custom Details

CUSTOM 30 Custom 30: 30dB volume enhancement, HD, sound compress at 85 dB, 27 dB NRR 

CUSTOM 60 Custom 60: 36dB volume enhancement, HD, sound compress at 85 dB, 27 dB NRR, programmable, 2X background noise reduction 

CUSTOM 90 Custom 90: 42dB volume enhancement, HD, sound compress at 85 dB, 27 dB NRR, programmable, 3X background noise reduction, 
360 degree hearing, four customized settings, wind reduction

CUSTOM 360 Custom 360: 48dB volume enhancement, HD, sound compress at 85 dB, 27 dB NRR, programmable, 4X background noise reduction, 
360 degree hearing, four customized settings, wind reduction, dynamic masking for tinnitus 

*Enquire for pricing*
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